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Abstract.

The DNA sequence preference of a series of DNA minor groove binding
analogues of distamycin, containing from one to four imidazole moieties is
described. Only the di- and the triimidazole analogues produced strong
footprints and a detailed densitometric analysis revealed that the preferred
binding site of the diimidazole compound ARI 114 was at 5’-(G.C)3(A.T),
whereas the strongest footprinting sites for the triimidazole compound, ARI 144,
was within two occurrences of the sequence 5’-TCGGGCT-3’. The analysis
also showed that these two compounds bind to different sequences on the
same DNA fragment, even though they differ by only one imidazole unit.
An attempt was made to develop an assay for the binding sites of minor
groove binders in a cellular environment. Although not entirely successful, the
results from experiments involving a tag polymerase stop assay indicate that
the DNA binding sites of some minor groove binders may be determined at
doses lower than those required with existing techniques.
The G.G selective di and triimidazole compounds were compared to two A.T
selective minor groove binders, distamycin and netropsin, for their ability to
alter the distribution of guanine N7 monoalkylation products produced by three
representative nitrogen mustards. All four of the ligands were capable of
producing quantitative and/or qualitative changes in the distribution of the
alkylation adducts. Pretreatment of the DNA with netropsin, distamycin or ARI
114 resulted in significantly altered patterns of guanine N7 monoalkylation,
with some adducts being suppressed whilst others were enhanced. In contrast,
ARI 144 produced only a strong inhibition of monoalkylation, but was unable to
produce any qualitative alteration in the pattern of adducts. A comparison of the
binding sites of the ligands (deduced by DNA footprinting) with patterns of
enhancement or suppression of adducts yielded no simple correlation.
In the third part of the study, netropsin and distamycin were compared to ARI
114 and ARI 144 for their ability to inhibit DNA cleavage by a panel of

restriction endonucleases chosen to have either a high A.T or a high G.C
content at the core of their recognition sequences. As predicted, netropsin and
distamycin but not ARI 114 or ARI 144 were able to inhibit DNA cleavage by
Eco RI and Eco RV. In contrast, neither ARI 114 or ARI 144 were very effective
at inhibiting DNA cleavage by the G.C recognising enzymes Nru I and Bal I.
Footprinting revealed that neither ARI 114 and ARI 144 bound at these enzyme
recognition sequences under the restriction enzyme buffer conditions. DNA
footprinting experiments showed that ARI 114 bound to two of three recognition
sequences for the enzyme Fnu 4H1 in the fragment studied, and enzyme
cleavage was shown to be inhibited only at these sites. ARI 144 bound strongly
to two 5'-GGGCTC-3' sequences which are recognition sites for the enzyme
Ban II. In this case a clear stimulation of DNA cleavage by Ban II was observed
over a wide dose range of ARI 144.
The experiments described in this thesis demonstrate that minor groove
binding ligands can often have profound effects on DNA structure and that
differing effects are seen between the A.T and the G.G selective binders.
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Chapter 1

Introduction.

1.1. DNA as a target for anticancer drug design.

Compounds which interact with DNA and covalently or non-covalently alter
its structure, or its function as a template, have long been recognised to have
cytotoxic or mutagenic effects for the cell (Hemminki, 1983). In some cases
these mutagenic lesions may lead to the emergence of a transformed cellular
phenotype.
Somewhat paradoxically, many DNA modifying and interacting agents have
been found to have important and useful anticancer effects, and many are also
useful as antimicrobial and antiprotazoal agents.
In the search for novel anticancer agents, the primary genetic material, DNA,
has many important characteristics desirable in a target molecule (Hurley &
Boyd, 1988; Hurley, 1989). DNA is an active participant in a wide variety of vital
biological reactions, and any disruption of these reactions is likely to have a
detrimental effect for the cell. Drugs targeted against nucleic acids would act at
an early stage of gene expression, and thus should be more efficient on a
molar basis (Carter & Lemoine, 1993). Being a relatively complex polymer, the
DNA molecule presents many sites for potential interactions with xenobiotics.
However, although a complex molecule, its structure has been extensively
studied and is well characterised. For this reason it may be much easier to
design a nucleic acid targeted drug then it would a drug acting on a less well
characterised molecule, such as a cellular protein. Finally, due to the coding
function of DNA imparted by the sequence of its constituent bases, there is a
potential for natural or synthetic molecules to take advantage of this variation in
structure and target certain chemical functionalities or sequences with high
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Figure 1.1. Illustration of the main mechanisms of drug:DNA
interactions. (Adapted from Waring, 1986).
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affinity.
Many DNA directed anticancer agents and naturally occurring antibiotics do
indeed show a degree of preference for reaction at specific sites or sequences
on the target molecule (Warpehoski & Hurley, 1988; Thurston & Thompson
1990; Nielsen, 1991 ; Hartley & Souhami, 1993). For example, the antibiotic
mitomycin C binds to the N2 position of guanine, in the minor groove, and
prefers 5'-C-G-3' sequences (Tomasz et. al., 1987). The DNA intercalator
actinomycin D prefers the sequences 5'-T-G-C-3' and 5'-C-G-C-3' (Rehfuss et.
a!., 1990). Even relatively simple molecules such as the nitrogen mustards and
the chloroethylnitrosourea family of compounds show a preference for reaction
at specific DNA sequences (reviewed in Hartley, 1990; and Hartley & Souhami,
1993). These sequence preferences exhibited by some antitumour agents may
in some way contribute to the antitumour efficacy of these agents, however, this
has yet to be established.
Numerous types of drug induced DNA lesions have been characterised,
including base modifications (Hemminki & Ludlum, 1984), interstrand or
intrastrand DNA-DNA cross-links, protein associated DNA cleavage and DNA
single or double strand breaks. All of these lesion types are cytotoxic to some
degree, and most DNA interacting agents are capable of producing more then
one type of damage (Hemminki & Ludlum, 1984).

1.2. Mechanisms of DNA interaction and covalent modification.

The DNA polymer is subject to a very high rate of endogenous damage. Four
main mechanisms are responsible for this damage, namely méthylation,
deamination, depurination (Saul & Ames, 1986), and, most importantly,
oxidation

(Ames,

1983; Saul & Ames,

1986, Lindahl,

1993). These

spontaneous mechanisms of DNA damage are reviewed in Ames et. a!., (1993)
and Lindahl, (1993).
In addition, many exogenous agents, both physical and chemical, are able to

19

react with DNA in a manner able to covalently and/or non-covalently alter its'
structure. Figure 1.1. illustrates the many modes of interaction of a wide variety
of chemical and physical agents. The lesions resulting from the actions of these
exogenous agents are reviewed below.

1.2.1. DNA base modifications and other covaient iesions.

Numerous potential reaction sites have been identified in all four of the
bases making up the double helix. These include the following; The N1, N3, N6
and N7 positions of adenine, N1, N2, N3 0 6 and N7 positions of guanine, N3,
N4 and 0 2 positions of cytosine and the N2, 0 2 and 0 4 positions of thymine.
The most reactive sites are at the N7 position of guanine and the N3 position of
adenine.
Additionally, the oxygen in the phosphodiester linkage may react with
electrophiles to form a phosphotriester. This is illustrated in figure 1.2 which
shows the reactive centres in the four bases.
The relationship between the cytotoxic and mutagenic effects caused by the
various base modifications is a complex one. It would seem that almost all of
the base modifications have the potential to be mutagenic (Hemminki, 1993).
There are almost certainly differences in the degree of mutagenicity, however.
Amongst the most significant mutagenic lesions are alkylation at the 0 6
position of guanine and the 0 4 of thymine (reviewed in Singer & Essigmann,
1991), hydroxylation at the 8 position of guanine (reviewed in Brown &
Kennard, 1992) and alkylation at the N3 position of adenine (reviewed in Povirk
& Shuker, 1994) Some single base modifications are also known to have
potent cytotoxic effects. For example alkylation at the N3 of adenine is known to
have an inhibitory effect on DNA transcription (Pieper & Erickson, 1990).
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Figure 1.2. Reactive centres in DNA. The most reactive sites are
shown by shaded circles, whilst less reactive sites are circled.

DNA cross-links
DNA-DNA cross-links can occur between bases in the same strand (DNA
intrastrand cross-links), or between bases in opposite strands (DNA interstrand
cross-links). Several chemical agents such as cis-diam m inedichloroplatinum
(R oberts & Pascoe, 1972), psoralens (Cole, 1970), nitrogen and sulphur
mustards (Kohn

eX.

a/., 1966), as well as physical agents such as UV irradiation

at 254nm (Marmur & Grossman, 1961), and ionising radiation (Ward, 1988), are
all capable of inducing cross-links within DNA. Several different DNA crosslinked structures have been identified, including those form ed between two
guanine N7 positions commonly formed by bifunctional mustards (Brookes &
Lawley, 1961), between guanine N1 and cytosine N3, formed, for example, by
ch lo ro e th yln itro so u re a s (Ludlum ,

1990), and betw een tw o guanine N2

positions in the minor groove, as formed by mitomycin 0 (Tomasz

eX.

a/., 1987).

Interstrand cross-link formation has long been considered to be a particularly
important mechanism of cytotoxicity and the degree of cross-link formation has
been shown to correlate with the cytotoxic activities for nitrogen mustards
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(Garcia e t al., 1988; Sunters e t al., 1992) and the nitrosoureas (Erikson e t al.,
1980a). Cellular resistance to bifunctional alkylating agents is often associated
with enhanced repair of cross-links (Burt e t at, 1991).
The second type of DNA-DNA cross-link, intrastrand cross-links, are
commonly found in DNA after treatment with cisplatin and are an important
modulator of the cytotoxicity of this compound. Intrastrand cross-links have
been found to inhibit DNA polymerase I (Pinto & Lippard, 1985; Gralla e t al.,
1987).
An additional form of cross-links are those formed between DNA and
proteins. These lesions have been found in cells treated

with the

topoisomerase poison etoposide (Wozniak & Ross, 1983). However the
contribution of DNA-protein cross-links to the cytotoxic efficacy of other
chemical and physical cross-linking agents is not certain. There is evidence
that the formation of these lesions does not correlate with cytotoxic efficacy in
cells treated with cisplatin (Zwelling e t al., 1979), nitrosoureas (Erickson e t al.,
1980a), or nitrogen mustards (O'Connor & Kohn, 1990).

DNA Strand-breaks.
DNA damage by some chemicals and ionising radiation can result in breaks
in the sugar-phosphate backbone. Double strand-breaks may occur if two
single strand-breaks occur in close proximity on opposite strands. Double
strand-breaks have been identified as the lesion most likely to cause the lethal
effects of ionising radiation (Ward, 1988).
DNA strand-breaks can be formed by oxygen-dependent or oxygenindependent reaction mechanisms. The first type of mechanism, implicated in
DNA damage caused by ionising radiation and many compounds including
doxorubicin, bleomycin and neocarzinostatin, is mediated by free-radical
formation. Oxygen radicals can attack DNA at either the sugar or the base
producing a large number of products. Attack at the sugar leads ultimately to
sugar fragmentation, base loss and a single-strand break (reviewed in Imlay &
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Linn, 1988). Strand-breaks can also be formed via mechanisms not involving
oxygen radicals. Many alkylating agents are able to attack the phosphate
groups of DNA resulting in the production of a phosphotriester, which although
stable at neutral pH, will hydrolyse under basic conditions. Alkylation at bases
may also result in strand breaks. Base alkylation may result in depurination or
depyrimidination to produce an apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site, which may then
result in strand cleavage at the AP site (Garret and Metha, 1972).

1.2.2. Non-covalent mechanisms of ligand interactions with DNA.

Intercalation.
Many planar or near planar aromatic compounds are able to fit between the
base pairs of DNA in a process called intercalation. The binding of intercalators
causes significant structural modification of the double helix causing the helix to
extend and unwind, and this may have detrimental effects on the template
activity of DNA. The degree of unwinding of the helix varies depending on the
structure of the intercalator. Bisintercalators are m olecules with two
intercalating rings attached by a linker. The process of intercalation is reviewed
in Saenger, (1983) and Wilson, (1990).

Groove binding.
The DNA double helix is able to accommodate a large variety of molecules
within its' major and minor grooves. The two grooves differ in hydrogen
bonding characteristics, electrostatic potential, steric effects and hydration. The
major groove of DNA is often the site of interaction of cellular DNA binding
proteins such as transcription factors. The minor groove, in contrast, is often
host to small groove binding ligands and proteins which are more permissive in
their DNA binding characteristics, for example DNA polymerases.
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1.3. Classes and properties of anticancer agents targeted against
nucleic acids.

Many of the anticancer agents in use at the present time have DNA as their
presumed major cellular target. Their modes of action are, however, very
diverse, and this underlines the fact that DNA has many functionalities that can
act as receptors for drugs. The major classes of nucleic acid targeted
anticancer drugs are reviewed below.

1.3.1. The alkylating agents.

These compounds are generally highly reactive compounds that react so
that an alkyl group or a substituted alkyl group becomes covalently linked to a
nucleophilic group on a cellular constituent. Alkylation damage can inhibit DNA
transcription (Pieper et. al., 1989) and DNA replication (Gralla et. a!., 1987).
The alkylating agents can be divided into five major groups; nitrogen
mustards, nitrosoureas, triazenes, methane sulphonic acid esters and
aziridines.

Nitrogen mustards.
The nitrogen mustards are the oldest effective cancer chemotherapeutics,
and many members of this group of compounds are still in clinical use. The first
truly effective anticancer agent, mechlorethamine went into clinical trials in
1942, when a patient suffering from lymphosarcoma was treated with the drug
(Gilman & Phillips, 1946). Four representative nitrogen mustards are shown in
figure 1.3. These compounds have, as a general feature, two chloroethyl
groups attached to the nitrogen, thus imparting bifunctionality.
The proposed mechanism of action of the mustards is that, at neutral or
alkaline pH, one of the chloroethyl side chains undergoes a cyclisation to
release a chloride ion and form an aziridiniumion intermediate. This strained.
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Figure 1.3. The structures of four representative nitrogen mustards.

three membered ring is very unstable and highly reactive and will attack
nucleophilic centres. It is possible that the aziridinium ion may ring-open to form
a carbonium ion intermediate. Figure 1.4. illustrates this reaction mechanism.
The major site of nucleophilic attack on DNA is at the N7 position of guanine.
Bifunctional nitrogen mustards may go on to form cross-links, after the initial
monoalkylation, either to a protein or to the opposite or the same strand of DNA,
via the second chloroethyl group of the drug. These cross-links are thought to
be the mechanism by which nitrogen mustards exert their cytotoxicity, due to
their ability to inhibit vital cellular functions such as DNA replication and
transcription (Brookes & Lawley, 1961; 1963). DNA cross-linking by the
bifunctional nitrogen mustards has been shown to correlate with cytotoxicity
(Zwelling et. al., 1981; Garcia et. al., 1988; Sunters et. al., 1992). In comparison
to the bifunctional mustards, the corresponding monofunctional mustards are
much less effective as anticancer agents (Brookes & Lawley, 1961). This and
the fact that enhanced cross-link removal correlates with resistance to
bifunctional nitrogen mustards (Batist et. al., 1989; Burt et. al., 1991) indicates
that cross-links are the major cytotoxic lesion, although cell killing by nitrogen
mustards is likely to be the result of a combination of lesions.
A number of mustards have been synthesised in an attempt to obtain an
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Figure 1.4. Reaction mechanism of the nitrogen mustards.

agent that will preferentially localise in a particular tissue. Phenylalanine
mustard, (meiphalan, figure 1.3.), was developed in the hope that it would
preferentially target melanomas because phenylalanine is a precursor of
melanin (Bergel & Stock, 1954). Similarly, mustards containing pyrimidines, (for
example uracil mustard), phenylbutaric acid (chlorambucil), amino acids and
steroids, have been synthesised with the aim of enhancing selectivity of action.
Cyclophosphamide was developed in the hope that it would be preferentially
activated in neoplastic cells due to the fact that relatively high phosphatase and
phosphoramidase activities have been found in some tumours. Specific
targeting of nitrogen mustards to particular tissues has, however, been largely
unsuccessful, and the mode of action has often proved to be different to the
predicted mechanism. In the case of cyclophosphamide, for example, the
primary activation of the drug takes place in the liver via microsomal activation.
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Nitrosoureas.
These are lipid soluble drugs which have the potential to penetrate the
central nervous system for treatment of intercranial tumours. Examples are
shown in figure 1.5.
o
II
CICH2CH2—N-C—NH—CH2CH2CI

BCNU

NO

O

yCH2 —CH2 ^

CICH2CH2-N-C— NH— CH

^

CH2

CCNU

^CH2—CH2 /

Figure 1.5. The structure of two representative nitrosoureas.

Nitrosoureas were originally developed after it was observed that N-methyl
N'-nitrosoguanidine had antitumour activity against L I 210 cells (Greene &
Greenberg, 1960). Related compounds were synthesised and tested, and Nmethyl-N-nitrosourea, which was well known as a carcinogen, was also found
to have antitumour activity. This observation led directly to the development of
the haloethylnitrosoureas.
This class of agents act as both alkylating and carbamoylating agents, and
the mechanism of action is illustrated in figure 1.6. (reviewed in Ludlum, 1990).
At physiological pH, proton abstraction by a hydroxyl ion initiates spontaneous
decomposition of the molecule to yield an isocyanate compound and a
diazonium hydroxide molecule. Alternatively, the haloethylnitrosoureas can
decompose to produce intermediates that hydroxy late DNA directly (Brundrett,
1980; Lown & Chauhan, 1982). The chloroethyl diazonium ion or the
chloroethyl carbonium

ion generated may then react with biological

macromolecules.
DNA interstrand cross-linking caused by haloethylnitrosoureas has been
demonstrated by Kohn and this is thought to occur via the dehalogenation of
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Figure 1.6. Proposed reaction mechanism of the haionitrosoureas
(From Brundrett, 1980; Lown & Chauhan, 1982).

the initial monoadduct. DNA-protein cross-links can also be formed by this
mechanism (Kohn, 1977). The isocyanate breakdown product is capable of
reacting with amine or sulphydryl groups on proteins and inhibits various DNA
and RNA processing reactions. As with the nitrogen mustards, the most
prominent position of monoadduct formation by the haloethylnitrosoureas is at
the N7 position of guanine. The most significant cytotoxic lesions produced by
the nitrosoureas are probably cross-linked adducts formed through two N7
positions of guanine, or through the N1 position of guanine and the N3 position
of cytidine (Kohn, 1977; Ludlum, 1990). Guanine 0 6 alkyltransferase has been
shown to be involved in the resistance to the haionitrosoureas (Erickson et. al.,
1980b), and it is thought that this is because an initial alkylation at the 0 6
position of guanine is an important intermediate in the eventual formation of
cross-links formed through the N1 position of guanine (Kohn, 1977).
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Methane sulphonate esters.
Busulphan (figure 1.7.), is the major representative of this group of alkylating
agents, and is used in the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukaemia. Its'
reaction with DNA is not thought to be via a reactive intermediate, as with the
nitrogen mustards (which react with S n 1 type reaction kinetics). In the reaction,
the alkyl-oxygen bond splits and the molecule is able to alkylate a variety of
cellular targets. Busulphan shows greater reactivity with the thiol groups of
proteins then do the nitrogen mustards (Roberts & Warwick, 1957).

9

9

CH3 “ S —O —CH2CH2CH2 CH2O— S —CH3

Figure 1.7. Busulphan.

Bedford et. al. have shown that the major mechanism of cytotoxicity and
antitumour activity of the dimethanesulphonic acid esters correlates with their
ability to cross-link DNA (Bedford & Fox, 1983).

Aziridines.
These are analogues of the putative ring closed intermediates of the
nitrogen

m ustards.

Two

representative

structures,

T hiotepa

and

triethylenemelamine, are shown in figure 1.8. Compounds with two or more
aziridine groups have been shown to have antitumour activity similar to the
nitrogen mustards (Baterman, 1955). The reactivity of the aziridinium group is
increased by protonation, and is therefore enhanced at low pH. The
mechanism of action of these compounds is not well understood, but is possibly
via a ring opening of the arizidinium group to form a reactive intermediate.
Thiotepa has been used in the treatment of breast and ovary carcinoma.
A class of aziridines able to undergo reductive activation have recently
received attention. These compounds, the aziridinyl benzoquinones, were
developed in the hope that they would be effective in poorly vascularised
29
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Figure 1.8. The structures of two representative aziridines.

tumours, or those with high levels of reducing enzymes (Khan & Driscoll,
1976). AZQ was selected for clinical trials because it was able to penetrate the
central nervous system (Chou et. al., 1976). One or two electron reduction of
the quinone moiety is believed to facilitate protonation of the aziridine ring
leading to ring opening and formation of alkylating species (Gutierrez, 1989).

Triazenes.
This class of alkylating agents includes dacarbazine and procarbazine
(figure 1.9.), and is characterised by the presence of an N-methyl group
important for activity. The compounds act as prodrugs and undergo a series of
com plex m etabolic activation steps before the production

of active

intermediates (Averbuch, 1990). Although this process is not fully understood
and there is still some doubt as to the true identity of the reactive intermediates,
most of the putative species are capable of forming covalent adducts with DNA.
Both

procarbazine and dacarbazine are m onofunctional agents and

procarbazine has found use in combination chemotherapy for Hodgkins and
non-H odgkins

lymphoma.

Dacarbazine

is

most

com m only

used

in

combinations for melanoma and Hodgkins disease. A synthetic derivative of
decarbazine, temozolomide, has generated interest due to its activity against a
wide range of experimental tumours and primary human brain tumours
(O'Reilly et. a!., 1993; Stevens & Newlands, 1993).
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Figure 1.9. The structures of two representative triazines.

1.3.2 Piatinum compounds.

The anticancer agent cisplatin was discovered as a result of an investigation
into the possible effects of electrical fields on growth processes in bacteria.
Rosenburg discovered that long lived chemical species released from the
platinum electrodes in the presence of ammonium and chloride ions could
inhibit cell division (Rosenberg et. al., 1965). The compound responsible was
identified as the platinum complex cis PtCl4 (NH 3 ) 2 . Later, the cisplatin complex
cis Pt(ll)(NH 3 ) 2 Cl2 (Cisplatin, figure 1.10.), was found to be the most active of
several platinum complexes against experimental tumours.
There has been a considerable effort to produce analogues of cisplatin with
reduced nephrotoxicity, (Hamilton et. a!., 1993; Kelland, 1993), and two
clinically effective platinum compounds, tetraplatin and carboplatin, are also
illustrated in figure 1.10. Tetraplatin has been found to be effective in cisplatin
resistant cells (Anderson et. a!., 1986). Carboplatin has a different spectrum of
toxic side-effects to that of cisplatin, although its' mechanism of cytotoxicity is
thought to be the same as that of the parent compound.
Cisplatin acts via a mechanism similar to that of the classical alkylating
agents. The chloride leaving groups can be directly displaced by nucleophilic
groups on DNA, and the drugs can react with all four of the bases within DNA
(Pinto & Lippard, 1985). As with many of the alkylating agents, the majority of
the adducts are formed at the highly nucleophilic guanine N7 position. The
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Figure 1.10. The structure of cisplatin and two of its analogues.

drug is capable of forming cross-links when both chloride leaving groups are
replaced by nucleophilic centres within DNA. These cross-links may take the
form of G-G, G-(X)-G or A-G intrastrand cross-links, or interstrand cross-links
through two guanine N7 positions on opposite strands of DNA. In studies of
platinated cellular DNA, the G-G and A-G intrastrand adducts make up
approximately 60% and 30% respectively, of the total adducts, while the
interstrand cross-links make up less than 1%. (Plooy e t al., 1985; Eastman,
1986). It is unclear which lesion is primarily responsible for the cytotoxic action
of cisplatin. The transplatin isomer of cisplatin has much lower cytotoxicity than
cisplatin and has been found to produce much fewer interstrand cross-links in
cells (Zwelling et. a!., 1979; Zwelling et. a!., 1981). The intrastrand G-G cross
links cause a marked distortion of the DNA conformation and it has been
suggested that this may be responsible for the cytotoxic effect of cisplatin (Rice
et. a!., 1988).
Cisplatin has found use in the treatment of testicular cancer, small-cell
carcinoma of the lung, bladder and ovarian cancer. The biochemical
pharmacology of cisplatin and the platinum analogues are extensively
reviewed in Reed & Kohn, (1990).
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1.3.3. Antim etabolites.

The antimetabolite class of antitumour agents consists of folic acid
analogues (antifolates), purine analogues and pyrimidine analogues.
Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) inhibitors are not thought to exert their effect by
a direct interaction with DNA, although inhibition of DHFR can lead to inhibition
of DNA, RNA and protein synthesis.

Pyrimidine analogues.
Analogues of both uracil and cytidine are commonly used in the treatment of
cancer. Cytidine analogues, commonly called arabinose nucleosides, differ
from the physiological parent compounds by the presence of a p hydroxy group
in the 2 '- position of the sugar.
Several of the arabinose nucleosides have antitumour and also antiviral
effects. Ara 0 (figure 1.11.), is used primarily in combination with doxorubicin or
daunomycin, and has little activity as a single agent. In the cell Ara 0 is
phosphorylated to the triphosphate (Ghu & Fisher, 1962), and this acts as a
competitive inhibitor of DNA polymerase. Ara 0 can also be incorporated into
DNA and this isj thought to be the main mechanism of its cytotoxic action
(reviewed in Chabner, 1990b).
NH2

à
Lf

O ^N
CH2OH

OH

5-Flurou racil

'

Cytosine Arabinoside

Figure 1.11. The pyrimidine anaiogues 5 FU and Ara 0 .
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5-fluorouracil (5-FU), figure 1 . 1 1 , is an analogue of the base uracil. In a
situation similar to that for Ara C, 5-FU is metabolised in the cell to the active
nucleotide form by the addition of sugar and phosphate moieties. The active
forms, 5-FUTP and F-dUMP can be incorporated into RNA in place of UTP and
this leads to inhibition of the nuclear processing of rRNA and mRNA. 5-dUMP
also reversibiy inhibits thymidilate synthetase. (Grem, 1990 and references
therein).

Purine analogues.
Several purine analogues have been synthesised and tested for antitumour
activity.

O ther

purine

analogues

have

found

use

as

antiviral

or

immunosuppressive agents, for example adenosine arabinoside (Ara A) and
azothioprine.
Two compounds that have found use as anticancer agents, particularly in the
treatment of leukaemia, are 6 -mercaptopurine and 6 -thioguanine, shown in
figure 1.12. These compounds are metabolised to deoxynucleotides by
addition of sugar-phosphate (Elion, 1967).

6-T h io g u an in e

6-M ercap top urin e

Figure 1.12. The purine analogues 6-mercaptopurine and 6thioguanine.

There is some controversy as to the possible mechanisms of action of these
compounds. Although it is known that mammalian cells can convert 6 mercaptopurine to 6 -thioguanine and incorporate this deoxyribonucleotide into
DNA, (Tidd & Paterson, 1974), the relationship of this incorporation to the
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cytotoxicity of the compound is undetermined. The ribonucleotide forms of the
drugs are capable of inhibiting de-novo purine synthesis and purine
interconversion. For a review of the purine antimetabolites see McCormack &
Johns, (1990).

1.3.4. Topoisomerase poisons.

A number of DNA interacting anticancer agents exert at least a part of their
cytotoxic action via a mechanism involving the ubiquitous DNA processing
enzymes topoisomerase I and II (Reviewed in D'Arpa & Liu, 1989; Epstein,
1990; Lown, 1993; Pommier, 1993). These enzymes are involved in carrying
out the breaking and resealing reactions of DNA necessary in such events as
DNA replication and DNA repair. Drugs which poison topoisomerase II can be
broadly categorised into the DNA intercalators, which include the acridines,
ellipticines, actinomycins, anthracenediones and anthracyclines, and the non
intercalating epipodophyllotoxins.
When cells are treated with these compounds, so called protein-associated
DNA strand breaks result. This is thought to occur because topoisomerase
inhibitors trap the DNA strand passage intermediates in a cleavable complex,
consisting of protein-linked DNA single or double strand-breaks (Tewey et. al.,
1984), that are covalently linked to the enzyme by a phosphotyrosine residue.

Epipodophvllotoxins
These are naturally occurring nitrogenous bases, a number of which exert
their antitumour effect by binding to microtubules and thus inhibiting mitotic
spindle formation. Two semi-synthetic glycosidic derivatives of podophyllotoxin,
VM 26 (teniposide), and VP 16 (etoposide), however, exert their activity as
topoisomerase II inhibitors. These compounds have activity against a number
of malignancies including lymphomas and lung cancer. The structures of these
compounds, along with the parent compound podophyllotoxin are given in
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figure 1.13.
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Figure

1.13. The structures

of the

podophyilotoxin

derivatives

etoposide (VP16) and teniposide (VM 26).

Etoposide and teniposide are generally considered to be non-DNA binding
drugs (Chen e t at, 1984; Ross et. at, 1984), although this is by no means
certain.

DNA intercalators.
The anthracyclines have found wide use in cancer chemotherapy and are
active against epithelial tumours, lung and stomach cancer as well as
lymphomas and

leukaemias. The structures of two commonly used

representatives of this class, doxorubicin and daunomycin, are shown in figure
1.14. Lown has recently provided a comprehensive review of the state of
research into anthracyclines (Lown, 1993).
There is a degree of controversy over the mechanism of action of the
anthracyclines and whether their activity as topoisomerase poisons or as
generators of reactive free radicals is the primary source of their activity as
cytotoxic agents. The planar ring structure of these compounds allows them to
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Figure 1.14. The structure of the DNA intercaiating topoisomerase
II poisons doxorubicin and daunomycin.

intercalate into the DNA and act as topoisomerase poisons in trapping the
enzyme in a cleavable complex (Bodley et. al., 1989). The anthracyclines are
also able, however, to undergo one and two electron reduction with the end
result being the production of a highly reactive hydroxyl radical (Bachur at. a!.,
1977). This radical is extremely reactive and is capable of causing DNA strand
breaks and other cellular damage. Although the contribution of these radicals to
the antitumour effects of anthracyclines is unknown, free radical formation is
thought to be the cause of the dose limiting cardiotoxicity caused by the
anthracyclines (reviewed in Myers & Chabner, 1990). In addition, the quinone
methide product of the two electron reduction of doxorubicin is a potential
alkylating agent and is capable of forming monoadducts on DNA.
Other intercalators such as mitoxantrone (an anthracenedione) are thought
to exert at least a part of their antitumour activity via the formation of protein
associated DNA strand breaks (Crespi at. a!., 1986).
Topoisomerase inhibitors differ from each other in their spectrum of activity
against human tumours. It has been found that each class of drug produces
cleavable complexes in different regions of the genome (see Pommier, 1993
and references therein), and this may reflect the fact that topoisomerase II
inhibitors from different classes trap cleavable complexes at different DNA sites
(Pommier, 1993).
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1.3.5. Antitumour antibiotics.

A range of compounds useful in chemotherapy have been isolated by
microbial fermentation. These include the anthracyclines (section 1.3.4.),
bleomycins, and various unusual nucleosides.

Actinomycin D.
Actinomycin D was first isolated from streptomyces in 1940, and introduced
into the clinic in 1954. The structure of this compound is given in figure 1.15.
Actinomycin D is known to bind to DNA and to inhibit RNA and protein
synthesis. It is thought that the chromophore intercalates between the base
pairs of DNA, and the peptide lactone rings lie in the minor groove (Muller &
Crothers, 1968). Actinomycin D seems to exhibit a degree of sequence
selectivity in its interaction with DNA and prefers to bind at GC sequences
(Kamawata & Imoniski, 1960). This early finding has been confirmed since, by
footprinting studies (Scamrov & Beabealashvilli, 1983; Churchill et. al., 1990).
Many analogous of actinomycin D have been isolated, but none have been
found to have increased antitumour activity over the parent compound.
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Figure 1.15. Actinomycin D.
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Mitomycin C.
Mitomycin C, another fermentation product from Streptomyces, was first
isolated in 1958. This compound has found use against a wide range of solid
tumours, including breast cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, colorectal cancer
and others. The compound is unique amongst naturally occurring compounds
in that it contains an aziridine ring (Figure 1.16.).

CHoO —C— NH2

Figure 1.16. Mitomycin C.

Upon reduction (chemical or enzymatic) of the quinone moiety to either the
semi- or the hydroquinone, the drug becomes activated and is able to alkylate
DNA. Alkylation can be either mono- or bifunctional and the primary cytotoxic
lesion is thought to be a DNA interstrand cross-link formed through two guanine
N2 positions (Tomasz e t at, 1987).
Mitomycin C is considered to be a prototype 'bioreductive alkylating agent', a
term used to describe a whole generation of compounds that can be converted
in-situ to their active forms. This may be achieved by enzymatic reduction, for
example by DT diaphorase (reviewed in Verweij et. a/., 1990).

Bleomycin.
The bleomycins are a family of peptides isolated from Streptomyces and
characterised by the presence of a bleomycinic acid group. The members of the
family differ from one another in the nature of their terminal alkylamine group.
Structural analogues of the predominant peptide bleomycin A 2 (see figure
1.17.) have been isolated or chemically synthesised.
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Figure 1.17. Bleomycin A2.

The primary mechanism of action of bleomycin A 2 is via the production of
both single and double strand breaks in DNA. These strand breaks are the
result of free radical production by the Fe(ll) bleomycin complex intercalated
between the two strands of DNA.
Binding to DNA occurs primarily via the amino terminal tripeptide of
bleomycin to guanines. The bithioazole rings of the S tripeptide bind to guanine
bases in the sequences GT or GO (Umezawa et. a/., 1984). The clinical and
biochemical aspects of bleomycin are extensively reviewed in Chabner, 1990a.

1.4. Drug toxicity, drug resistance and the need for more selective
antitumour agents.

Although the treatment of cancer has seen many important advances over
the last few decades, it is still very much the case that current options for
chemotherapy can damage normal tissues and lead to toxic side effects. The
toxicity of anticancer agents limits both the dose and the frequency of drug
administration. DNA directed anticancer agents are, in general, fairly
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undiscriminating in their reactions with cellular constituents. Most have no
particular affinity for DNA and will react with proteins, lipids and other
macromolecules. In addition, although many of these drugs do exhibit a certain
amount of DNA base sequence specificity (reviewed in Hartley & Souhami,
1993), this specificity is limited and its contribution to the antitumour efficacy of
the compounds is uncertain. Because anticancer drugs exert their effects
largely on cycling cells, normal tissues with a high proliferative fraction are
often adversely effected. These include bone marrow, intestinal mucosa, hair
follicles and gonads. Many drugs also show toxicity towards particular organs,
for example doxorubicin exhibits dose-limiting cardiotoxicity.
An additional complication inherent with many conventional therapeutic
agents is that of their carcinogenic properties. Because so many of the drugs
are mutagens, at least some of these mutations must escape repair, and in cells
that do not die these mutagenic lesions may eventually lead to the emergence
of secondary tumours in later years, (reviewed in Schilsky & Erlichman, 1990
and Shulman, 1993).

A large percentage of tumours still prove to be fatal for the patient and one of
the most common reasons for the failure of chemotherapy is the emergence of
clones that prove to be resistant to the agent administered in the initial
treatment. Many solid tumours are also intrinsically resistant to available
anticancer agents. There are a number of biochemical mechanisms whereby a
cell can circumvent the action of an anticancer drug (see Hayes & Wolf, 1990;
Simon & Schindler, 1994 for recent reviews). For example, resistance to
alkylating agents may occur because of increased repair of the cross-links
(Batist et. al., 1989). Other mechanisms of resistance to drugs are decreased
cellular uptake, high levels of expression of the membrane protein pglycoprotein, responsible for drug efflux, increased levels of glutathione and
enzymes involved in the production of glutathione, which results in increased
drug detoxification (Tew, 1994), gene amplification, decreases in metabolic
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drug activation and increased expression of the apoptosis inhibiting gene bcl-2
(Lotem & Sachs, 1993). There are likely to be mechanisms of resistance yet
undiscovered.
To a certain extent drug resistance can be circumvented by pharmacological
modulation. Modification of resistance may be achieved by the use of either
chemoenhancers, to sensitise tumour cells, or alternatively by chemoprotectors
which selectively protect normal tissues (Lazo & Bahnson, 1989). A well known
class of chemoenhancers are the calcium channel blockers, an example of
which is verapamil. These compounds are able to inhibit the function of the
drug-effluxing P-glycoprotein. Attempts to modify the acquired or intrinsic
resistance of tumour cells have, however, met with limited clinical success to
date.

There is thus a pressing need to continually develop new drugs and
treatments for cancer to further improve on therapeutic ratios and to achieve
more selective kills of cancer cells over normal tissue. There are several
possibilities that could be explored in the development of novel DNA acting
anticancer agents. One approach would be to increase the amount of drug that
is able to reach the DNA. Another would be to improve the yield of critical,
cytotoxic lesions and decrease the proportion of the more mutagenic lesions.
Neither of these approaches would, however, be expected to guard against the
systemic toxicity seen with current antitumour compounds. An alternative
approach would be to preferentially target tumour tissue. This is exemplified by
the Antibody-Directed Enzyme Prodrug Therapy (ADEPT) research program in
which tumour associated antigens are targeted by a specific antibody
conjugated to an enzyme chosen for its drug activating properties. A prodrug is
then administered which should be converted to its active form at the tumour
site (Bagshawe, 1987).
One very obvious target for new chemotherapeutic strategies would be the
sequences of DNA that often become translocated, amplified or mutated during
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the process of oncogenesis. Alternatively, the products of these genes at either
the mRNA or protein level could be targeted. If these regions of DNA could be
affected in such a way that their template function becomes compromised, then
the protein product of the gene would become down-regulated. The
consequences for the treated cell would presumably be differentiation,
senescence or death.
Many genes have been implicated in the transformation of cells from a
normal to a cancerous phenotype, and the list of such genes is continually
expanding (Bishop, 1991). In the vast majority of cases it is found that more
then one genetic change has taken place during the transformation process.
Very often the products of the genes concerned are involved in the control,
either negative or positive, of cellular growth and proliferation. Inhibition of the
expression (or function) of myc, ras and other oncogenes have been shown to
slow the replication of cells transformed by these oncogenes. For example,
treatment of HL60 promyelocytic leukaemia cells, which express high levels of
c-myc and mutant ras, with c-myc antisense oligomers inhibits the replication of
these cells and induces their differentiation (Holt et. al., 1988). Another example
is the reduction in soft agar colony formation of ras transformed Swiss 3T3
fibroblasts when treated with antisense oligonucleotides to myc, even though
ras continued to be expressed (Sklar et. a!., 1991).
Amongst the identified oncogenes, some in particular present themselves as
suitable targets for antigene therapy in that they are found to be mutated or
overexpressed in a wide range of human malignancies. Mutated ras genes are
found in a large number of human tumours. The oncogenic forms of the gene
differ from the normal counterpart (the proto-oncogene) by only one or two point
mutations (Barbacid, 1987), resulting in an amino acid substitution, and a more
active form of the protein. The oncogenic form of the myc gene arises not from a
point mutation but rather as a rearrangement of the c-myc locus, the result of
which is an increase in the expression of the M YC protein. Apart from the
oncogenes, it is possible that the suppression of the dominant negative mutant
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form of the tumour suppressor gene p53 may be a candidate for genetic
targeting.
The situation is, of course, often considerably more complex then the simple
model of producing selective therapy by inhibition of single genes. Cellular
signalling mechanisms often act through multiple pathways and show a degree
of redundancy. Thus, inhibition of the expression of a particular gene may result
in the subsequent activation of other oncogenes in order to override this
inhibition. Toxicity may also occur as a result of gene inhibition in normal
tissues.
However, the two examples given above and other studies have
demonstrated that the strategy of therapeutic inhibition is a distinct possibility.
Moyer and Fischer have provided an excellent review and critique of the
suitability of oncogenes as targets for chemotherapy, paying particular attention
to ras as an example (Moyer & Fischer, 1993).

1.5. Alternative strategies for the therapeutic targeting of nucleic
acids

In the quest to develop therapeutic agents with the potential to selectively
modulate the expression of specific genes, a number of interesting and novel
approaches are being pursued. Most of these are directed against the
'informational molecules' DNA or RNA. The most important of these strategies
are reviewed below.

1.5.1. Antisense oligonucleotides.

Antisense oligonucleotides are oligonucleotides containing a base
sequence complementary to a region in a specific cytoplasmic mRNA or
nuclear localised pre-mRNA. To exert its' inhibitory effect, the oligonucleotide
must hybridise to the complementary RNA and can inhibit at several levels.
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including nuclear processing, stability, transport to the cytoplasm and
translation into protein. In order to achieve a specific effect, that is interaction
with only a single mRNA species, the antisense oligonucleotide needs to be
between 11 and 15 bases long, depending on the relative A.T or G.C content of
the molecule (Helene, 1992). The oligonucleotide has to be long enough to
achieve a stable hybridisation under physiological conditions. However,
overlong oligonucleotides can be subject to mismatch binding and so lose a
degree of specificity of hybridisation. Because of this, the oligonucleotides are
usually chosen to be between 12 and 2 0 nucleotides in length.
There are at least two mechanisms by which oligonucleotides inhibit mRNA
translation (Helene & Toulme, 1990). Firstly, the oligo(dN)-mRNA hybrid is a
substrate for the endogenous ribonuclease RNase H, which recognises RNADNA hybrids and cleaves the RNA portion of the molecule. Secondly, the oligo
bound to the 5'-untranslated region of an mRNA can inhibit binding or sliding of
the 408 ribosomal subunit and / or association of protein factors involved in
translation initiation (Rothenberg et. al., 1989; Boiziau et. al., 1991; Helene,
1992).
Although phosphodiester antisense oligonucleotides exhibit reasonably
good cellular uptake (relative to other antisense oligonucleotides), and
induction of RNase H activity, their major disadvantage is that they are
extremely unstable and subject to rapid degradation by nucleases. For this
reason, much experimental work has been carried out in an attempt to produce
oligonucleotides which retain the good hybridisation, uptake and substrate for
RNase

H characteristics

of the

natural

phosphodiester

containing

oligonucleotides, but are resistant to nuclease digestion (reviewed in Akhtar &
Juliano, 1992; Helene, 1992; Carter & Lemoine, 1993; Milligan et. al., 1993).
Figure 1.18. illustrates the structures of the major analogues of the
phosphodiester linkages. Methylphosphonate oligodeoxynucleotides show
good cellular uptake characteristics (Shaw et. al., 1991), and low toxicity, but do
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not hybridise very efficiently and are unable to induce RNase H activity (Kibler
ot. a/., 1991 ).
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Figure 1.18. Common modifications of antisense oiigonucleotide
stru ctu re. A; Phosphodiester linkage, B; M ethylphosphonate
linkage, C; phosphorothioate iinkage, D; a-anom er nucieotide, E;
Many substituents possible.

Phosphorothioate oligonucleotides exhibit good solubility, hybridisation
efficiency, nuclease resistance and are able to induce RNase activity. However,
the cellular uptake of these derivatives is poor. Phosphorothioate derivatives
also show some sequence independent toxicity.
A n o th e r

m a jo r

type

of

o lig o d e o x y n u c le o tid e

are

the

a-

oligodeoxynucleotides. In these structures, the sugar-base linkage is in the a
position as opposed to the (3 position seen in the naturally occurring
oligonucleotides. These analogues show good solubility, stability and
hybridisation efficiencies, but, as with the methylphosphonate derivatives, are
unable to induce RNase activity (Carter & Lemoine, 1993).
In many of these derivatives, the internucleotide linkages are chiral centres,
and thus preparations of oligonucleotides containing these linkages will consist
of many stereoisomers. This is a potential source of problems because not all
stereoisomers will bind to the target sequence with equal efficiency.
Other modifications of the oligonucleotides have been introduced in order to
increase the efficiency of cellular uptake and also to modulate the fate of the
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oligonucleotide-mRNA hybrid (reviewed in Milligan et. al., 1993). Conjugation
of the oligonucleotides to polypeptides such as poly(L-lysine), membrane lipids
or encapsulation in antibody-targeted liposomes enables increased cellular
uptake and biological efficacy of the molecules (Leserman at. a!., 1991).
A new generation of oligonucleotides designed to covalently modify the
target RNA are currently under investigation. This approach involves
oligonucleotides covalently linked to alkylating, photoactivatable or free radical
generating

functional

groups

(for

exam ple

Saison

et. al.,

1991).

Oligonucleotides containing intercalating moieties have also been synthesised
in an attempt to further stabilise the oligonucleotide-mRNA hybrid (for example
Zerial et. al., 1987; Birg et. al., 1990).
A major problem with antisense oligonucleotides seems to be their very poor
ability to cross cellular membranes, and for this reason it is assumed by many
workers that some form of cell permeabilization will have to be employed in the
use of these agents (Wagner, 1994). Cationic liposomes have been used in
some experiments to introduce the agent into cells and this method was found
to greatly enhance the antisense effect of the oligonucleotides (Bennett et. al.,
1992; Colige et. al., 1993).
The effects of antisense oligonucleotides have been reported in many tissue
culture experiments (Helene & Toulme, 1990; Milligan et. al., 1993; Stein &
Cheng, 1993), and in several in -vivo studies (see Wagner, 1994 and
references therein). Clinical trials of antisense oligonucleotides are in progress
for several diseases including acute myelogenous leukaemia (Bayever et. al.,
1993), HIV and human papillomavirus infection (Alper, 1993). The current state
of research into the antisense approach is reviewed in Wagner, (1994).

1.5.2. Triple helix-forming oligonucleotides.

These are oligonucleotides targeted against double stranded DNA. In this
manner, the first step of gene expression, namely transcription may be
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adversely affected. This approach is often called the anti-gene strategy (Helene
& Toulme, 1990). Thymine and protonated cytosine can hydrogen bond with
A.T and G.C base pairs respectively, via Hoogsteen base pairing, to generate
A.T.(A) and C.G.(C+) base triplets. The oligonucleotides bind in the major
groove of double stranded DNA in a parallel orientation. It is generally
considered that the limitation of this approach is that at present only
homopurine-homopyrimidine sequences can be targeted. The binding of the
'third strand' oligonucleotide is also sensitive to pH because it requires the
protonation of the cytosine residue, i.e. a pH of approximately 4.5 to 6 . Dervans'
group have shown that the use of a 5-methylcytosine or a 5-bromouridine in the
third strand appears to raise the apparent pK for triplex formation, thereby
permitting triplex formation in the pH 6 to 7 range (Moser & Dervan, 1987).
Some recent results indicate that mixed sequences may be recognised in
which the guanosine residues on the antigene oligonucleotide form stable
triplets with the T.A base pairs in the target sequence (Beal & Dervan, 1991).
The presence of a triplex forming oligonucleotide consisting of a mixed
sequence and targeted against a c-m yc upstream sequence has been
demonstrated to inhibit c-myc transcription in an in vitro system (Durland et. al.,
1991 and references therein).
The goal of employing triple helix forming oligonucleotides to inhibit
transcription activator binding has also been tested in vitro using recombinant
Spl promoter (Maher et. al., 1989). DNase I footprinting assays were used to
measure the competition between triple helix formation and S pl binding, and it
was found that a homopyrimidine oligomer blocked the binding of S pl to its
binding sequence.
As yet, there have been few reports of experiments with triplex forming DNA
in intact cells. Postel has shown a reduction in the levels of c-myc RNA after
exposure of cultured HeLa cells to a G-rich 27-mer binding to a G-rich
sequence in the purine motif (Postel et. al., 1991). As is the case with antisense
oligonucleotides, much work needs to be done in ensuring that the
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mechanisms responsible for the observed experimental effects are indeed
those assumed in the experimental design.
Antigene oligonucleotides are commonly conjugated to reactive or
intercalative groups in order to stabilise the formation of the triple helix. For
example, an acridine intercalator attached at the 5'- end of a homopyrimidine
oligonucleotide significantly stabilised the formation of the triplex (Sun et. a/.,
1989). Alternatively, the oligonucleotides have been conjugated to reactive
chemical functionalities to facilitate strand specific cleavage or covalent
modification. Examples of such are psoralen groups which have been shown to
cross-link DNA when conjugated to an oligonucleotide and irradiated with UV
light. (Takasugi et. al., 1991). Metal chelating functional groups conjugated to
oligonucleotides are capable of inducing strand breaks in the tagged DNA
(Moser & Dervan, 1987). For a recent review of triplex DNA see Maher (1992).

1.5.3. Ribozymes.

Ribozymes are another class of oligonucleotide that, like antisense
oligonucleotides, have RNA as their target of action (Rossi & Sarver, 1990).
They are short RNA molecules that consist of antisense sequences for binding
to target molecules, plus a conserved sequence that allows the ribozyme-RNA
complex to fold into a conformation that allows for self-cleavage. The ribozymes
require that the target RNA possess a 5'-G-U-N-3' sequence in which N is any
nucleoside but guanosine.
The feasibility of the ribozyme approach has been demonstrated using
various target RNA's in cell free systems and ribozymes have also been shown
to degrade various RNA's in cell cultures.
One example of the potential applications of ribozymes has been
demonstrated by Koizumi. Normal human Ha-ras mRNA has a GGU codon at
position 12. The mutated form of ras often has a point mutation at codon 12 in
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which GGU is converted to GUU. This then becomes a target for a ribozyme
capable of cleaving GUU after the second U (Koizumi et. al. 1989).
As with the antisense and triple helix approaches, ribozymes have potential
problems of delivery mechanisms if they are to be developed for therapeutic
applications. An additional significant drawback of ribozymes is that they are
particularly sensitive to nuclease degradation, and for this reason present
strategies employing ribozymes achieve their delivery by genetic means in the
form of mini-gene constructs (Cameron & Jennings, 1989). Ribozymes have
also been delivered into cells in the form of liposomes, one example being the
introduction of a ribozyme into K562 cells to cleave BCR/ABL mRNA resulting in
a significant inhibition of proliferation of the cells (Lange et. a!., 1993).
Studies are also underway to replace as many of the ribonucleotides as
possible to make the ribozymes resistant to nucleases (Smith & Dinter 1991;
Herschlag, 1991; Pieken et. a!., 1991).

1.5.4. Peptide-nucleic acid chimeras.

The peptide-nucleic acid chimeras (PNA's) are oligonucleotide analogues in
which the entire deoxyribose-phosphate backbone has been replaced with a
structurally similar polyamide backbone consisting of (2 -aminoethyl)glycine
units. This is shown in figure 1.19. These compounds have proved to be very
effective DNA mimics and are able to bind double stranded DNA by displacing
the non-complementary strands. Evidence suggests that two PNA strands are
bound to the target DNA via a mechanism in which one molecule of PNA binds
to the double stranded DNA in a strand displacement complex, and the
subsequent binding of a second strand of PNA 'traps' the first strand of PNA
(Nielsen et. a!., 1993b).
Neilsen et. al. have studied the DNA sequence specificity of PNA binding
and the effect of bound PNA on transcription elongation by T3 RNA polymerase
and

on

prim er extension

by ta q
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polym erase.

As

with

the

triplex

oligonucleotides, PNA based anti-gene drugs are at present limited to targeting
homopurine sequences (Nielsen et. al., 1993a).
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Figure 1.19. Comparative structures of DNA and the PNA's.

1.6. Minor groove binders as potential anticancer agents.

The antisense and triple helix based approaches outlined in the previous
section have shown some promising results, and although they have yet to
reach their full therapeutic potential, the intensity of research in this field will
almost certainly lead to more applications in the future.
An alternative approach to the development of compounds that interact with
DNA in a sequence selective manner is based around the DNA minor groovebinders. The general concept of minor groove binding was introduced in
section 1.2. and is illustrated in figure 1.1. DNA has two main channels of
information, the major groove and the minor groove. As a general rule, proteins
such as transcription factors, repressors, restriction endonucleases and other
highly sequence specific proteins interact with DNA primarily via contacts with
the major groove. This is presumably because the major groove of DNA
provides a larger number of sites for potential hydrogen bond formation and
Van-der-Waals interactions then does the minor groove, and consequently, is
able to provide more 'molecular information' for incoming sequence reading
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molecules. Therefore compounds that read DNA sequence with high fidelity do
so, as a general rule, via the major groove. Figure 1.20. illustrates the
informational content of the major and minor grooves.
Major groove
ÇH3

a

a
A d e n in e

^ H' N

"
T h y m in e

G u a n in e

C y t o s in e

Minor groove

Figure 1.20. The hydrogen bond donating (d) and accepting (a)
sites in the major and minor grooves of DNA.

The minor groove often acts as a site of interaction for such molecules as
polymerases, non-specific nucleases and many xenobiotics and antibiotics. It
has been hypothesised that the minor groove, being relatively unoccupied by
DNA binding proteins (in comparison to the major groove), may present a
vulnerable site of attack for sequence reading, DNA directed ligands. Many
naturally occurring antibiotics are DNA minor groove binders, these molecules
possibly having evolved to take advantage of this facet of DNA structure.
Typically, minor groove binding molecules contain several simple aromatic
rings such as pyrrole, furan or benzene connected by bonds which have a
degree of torsional freedom. There exist a large number of naturally occurring
DNA minor groove binders including the pyrrolo(1,4)benzodiazepines (PBD's),
anthelvencins, kikumycins, netropsin, distamycin, calicheamicin and CC-1065.
Some representative structures are shown in figure 1 .2 1 . Many of these
antibiotics, for example CC-1065 and anthramycin, interact with DNA via the
formation of covalent bonds, whilst others such as netropsin and distamycin
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Figure 1.21. The structure of some representative minor groove
binders discussed in the text.
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interact non-covalently using a combination of electrostatic, hydrogen bonds
and Van-der-Waals interactions.

1.6.1. The Pyrrolod .4)benzodiazepines
The pyrrolo(1,4)benzodiazepine antibiotics are fermentation products from
various Streptomyces species. Typical examples of this class of antibiotics are
anthramycin, sibiromycin and tomaymycin. Their association with DNA has
been studied using a variety of techniques including NMR, molecular
modelling, DNA footprinting, X-ray crystallography and HPLC. They differ from
each other in the nature and the position of substituents in both the aromatic
and the pyrrole rings, and also in the degree of saturation of the pyrrole ring.
The PBD's exert their action via the formation of a covalent bond between the
N2 of guanine in the minor groove and the C l 1 position of the PBD molecule.
This mechanism of action has been studied by Hurley (Hurley & NeedhamVanDevanter, 1986; Hurley et. a/., 1988), and is reviewed in Mountzouris &
Hurley, (1992) and Thurston, (1993). DNA footprinting has demonstrated that
the PBD's generally prefer to bind at 5'-Pu-G-Pu-3' sequences with the central
base being the chemically modified guanine base (Hertzberg et. al., 1986). The
PBD's have potent biological effects and there is a great deal of interest in their
potential antitumour activity. For example, addition of the antibiotics to cell
cultures results in the inhibition of RNA and DNA synthesis (Thurston, 1993 and
references therein), and anthramycin is capable of producing repair dependent
DNA double strand breaks (Petrusek et. a!., 1982). In addition to the naturally
occurring PBD's, a number of synthetic analogues have been developed
(Thurston et. a!., 1994). These include molecules in which the 01 methylene
group of the pyrrole in the PBD nucleus was replaced with an oxygen atom to
yield the oxazolo(2,3-c)(1,4)benzodiazepenes (OBD's), with the rationale that
this would reduce steric hindrance and allow for additional hydrogen bond
interactions to occur (Thurston et. a!., 1990). One interesting development has
been the synthesis of PBD dimers with varying linker lengths. The monomers
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are joined through the C8 position of the aromatic rings via the alkanediyldioxy
linkers. These dimers have the potential to cross-link naked DNA with high
efficiency (Bose et. al., 1992a; Thurston et. a!., 1992). The dimer DSB 120
consists of two synthetic PBD moieties linked via a propanediyldeoxy linker.
This compound has been shown to cross-link DNA with approximately 50 and
300 fold more efficiency then cisplatin and melphalan respectively. The length
of the linker is optimal for the DNA cross link to form over 6 base pairs with a
preference for 5'-Pu-G-A-T-C-Py-3' or 5'-Py-G-A-T-C-Pu-3' sequences (Bose et.
a!., 1992b).

1.6.2. Calicheamicin
Calicheamicin is an example of the enediyne group of antibiotics, other
examples of which are esperamicin, neocarzinostatin, and dynemicin. These
compounds are microbial fermentation products and are characterised by the
presence of a bicyclic enediyne structure. The mechanism of action of the
enediynes involves binding to DNA followed by bioreductive activation to form
a transient diradical intermediate. This radical intermediate can abstract
hydrogen atoms from the deoxyribose sugars in the DNA backbone resulting in
DNA strand cleavage. DNA cleavage is catalysed by thiols such as glutathione.
The cleavage of DNA by calicheamicin is sequence selective and occurs at
hom opyrim idine/hom opurine

sequences

such

as

TÇ.CT/AGGA

and

CTCT/GAGA with the underlined cytidine and thymine of the pyrimidine strands
as the principal targets (Zein et. a!., 1988). Zein et. al. have hypothesised that
calicheamicin, which is an extremely hydrophobic molecule, interacts with DNA
via the minor groove because of the low dielectric environment of the interior of
the minor groove of DNA (Zein et. al., 1990). The enediyne antibiotics are
extremely toxic compounds, too toxic in fact to be effective as therapeutic
agents. As with the PBD group of compounds, there is a very active research
effort to identify or synthesise less toxic derivatives. Because of its' extreme
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cytotoxic properties calicheamicin is a good candidate for conjugation with
tumour targeted antibodies (see Ellestad & Ding, 1993 and references therein).

1.6.3. (+) CC-1065
(+)CC-1065 was isolated as a fermentation product of Streptomyces zelensis
in 1974 (Hanka et. al., 1978). The molecule consists of three repeating
pyrroloindole subunits, one of which contains a reactive cyclopropyl function.
(+)CC-1065 binds to the minor groove with a high specificity for A.T sequences
(Swenson et. a!., 1982), and then bonds covalently to the N3 of adenine in the
target sequence via an opening of the cyclopropyl ring (Hurley et. a!., 1984).
The target sequences of alkylation have been found to be either 5'-Pu-N-T-T-A3' or 5'-A-A-A-A-A-3' (Hurley et. a!., 1984; Reynolds et. a/., 1985). Much work
has been done to dissect the nature of the sequence specificity of the (+)CC1065-DNA interaction (reviewed in Warpehoski et. a!., 1990; Mountzouris &
Hurley, 1992; Hurley & Draves, 1993). The antibiotic induces bending in DNA
as a consequence of the covalent reaction (Lee et. a!., 1991). It has been
postulated that only the alkylating subunit is required to exhibit the sequence
selectivity, and very high binding affinity is not a sufficient condition for covalent
bonding (Theriault et. a!., 1988). Hurley has also proposed that the origin of the
sequence selectivity is due to a sequence dependent acid catalysis and
sequence dependent conformational flexibility. As a consequence of the
covalent bond formation the DNA helix is bent into the minor groove and
undergoes widening and stiffening (Hurley & Draves, 1993). An alternative
explanation for the sequence selective interaction of (+)CC-1065 has been
provided by Bogers' group who interpret the data as indicating that the
sequence selectivity is derived from the noncovalent binding selectivity at A.T
base pairs (Boger et. a!., 1994).
Like many of the naturally occurring antibiotics, (+)CC-1065 is extremely
cytotoxic and at its time of isolation was the most potent small molecule known.
Its extreme toxicity, manifested as a delayed lethality, has in fact precluded it
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from development as a clinical agent. There has been a sustained synthetic
programme to develop a number of analogues in the hope that they would
show an antitumour activity with less toxicity. Three compounds resulting from
this effort, azodelesin, U77779 (bizelesin), and U80244 (carzelesin), have been
shown to have increased antitumour activity over the parent compound, but do
not show the delayed lethality characteristic of (+)CC-1065 (Warpehoski et. al.,
1988; Li et. al., 1991). All three of these compounds are currently in clinical
trials.
In addition to the synthetic derivatives of (+)CC-1065, a few structurally
related natural products containing the cyclopropane ring have been isolated.
These include the duocarmycins, and pyrindamycin.

1.6.4. Berenil.
Berenil (fig 2.21.) is a synthetic compound often used as an antitrypanosomal
drug and has mild cytotoxic and antiviral properties (de Clercq & Dann, 1980).
The drug shows a preference for binding to the minor groove of DNA at A.T
stretches covering at least three base pairs (Portugal & Waring, 1987a). The
structure of berenil-DNA complexes has been studied using the techniques of
X-ray crystallography and molecular modelling (Neidle et. al., 1990), and
NMR (Shafer et. al., 1990).

Two further examples of synthetic DNA minor groove binders are DAPI and
Hoescht 33258. DAPI (fig 1.21.) has been shown to bind in the minor groove at
A.T sequences by NMR studies (Larsen et. al., 1989). The NMR studies have
also shown that DAPI can also bind to G.C sequences by intercalation (Wilson
et. al., 1990a).
Hoescht 33258 (fig 1.21.), is commonly used as a chromosomal staining
agent, but shows little pharmacological activity. Several analytical methods
have determined that Hoescht, like the majority of the DNA minor groove
binders, binds at stretches of A.T (see Fede et. al., 1993. and references
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therein). One NMR study has shown that in certain oligonucleotide duplexes
Hoescht can bind at A.T stretches in a 2:1 (drugiDNA) complex (Searle &
Embrey, 1990). Results with duplexes of different sequences, however, have
shown only a 1:1 binding ratio (Fede et. al., 1991).
Chromamycin A 3 (fig 2 .2 1 .) is an antitumour antibiotic that contains an
aglycan chromophore and five attached hexapyranones. The compound is
fairly unusual amongst the minor groove binders in that it has a preference for
binding to G.C sequences. Chromamycin A 3 binds in the minor groove as a
preformed dimer containing a

M g2+

ion (Gao & Patel, 1989). Binding results in

a conformational change in the DNA, with a widening of the minor groove.

1.7. Pyrrole-amidine oligopeptide DNA minor groove binders and
the development of the lexitropsins.

The group of pyrrole-amidine antibiotics are represented by netropsin and
distamycin A (see figure 1.22.). Other members are the anthelvencins A and B
and kikumycins A and B. Netropsin was originally isolated in 1951 by Finlay
from the micro-organism Streptomyces netropsis

(Finlay et. a/., 1951).

Distamycin A, along with distamycins B and C, was fermented from
Streptomyces distallicus by Arcamone in 1957. The first total synthesis of
netropsin was performed by Julia and that of distamycin by Arcamone
(reviewed in Lown & Krowicki, 1985 and Arcamone, 1993). Both compounds
are usually prepared as their hydrochlorides.
Netropsin differs from distamycin in that it has a residue of guanidineacetic
acid in the place of the N-terminal residue of 4-N-formylamino-1-methylpyrrole2-carboxylic acid. The pyrrole amidine antibiotics display inhibitory properties
against viruses, bacteria and protozoa (see Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986 for a
review).
A number of analogues of distamycin and netropsin have been synthesised
in which the N-terminal formylamino or the C-terminal propionamidine side
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chains are modified, or the number of 4 amino-1-methyl pyrrole-2-carboxamide
units was altered (reviewed in Zimmer, 1975; Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986;
Arcamone, 1993).
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Figure 1.22. The structure of the oligopeptide minor groove binders
netropsin and distamycin.

These analogues have enabled the establishment of some important molecular
requirements for bioactivity. All three of these types of modifications were able
to affect the biological activity, (Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986). Substitution of the Nformyl group resulted in a loss of antiviral activity. Slight modifications in the
spacer between the pyrrole backbone and the C-terminal amidine group
resulted in no loss of bioactivity but none of the C-terminal modified compounds
produced were superior to the parent compound, distamycin A. However,
analogues of distamycin synthesised by Arcamone in which additional Nmethylpyrrole units have been added into the pyrrole backbone were found to
display an enhanced antiviral activity and lower cell toxicity in comparison to
the parent compound (Arcamone, 1972). Analogues in which the pyrroles were
substituted at positions 2,5 (instead of 2,4 as in the parent compounds), have
been shown to have a lower potency and antiviral efficacy than distamycin
(reviewed in Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986; Arcamone, 1993) It thus became
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apparent from these studies of analogues that the important molecular
recognition properties were associated with systems constituted by a series of
pyrroles linked 2,4 through carboxamide groupings.

1.7.1. The mechanism of binding and origin of the DNA sequence
specificity of netropsin and distamycin.

In recent years efforts have centred on the elucidation of the mechanisms
involved in the site specific recognition of many types of minor groove binders,
with the vast majority of the work being carried out on netropsin and distamycin.
The biochemical and biological properties of the oligo(pyrrole-carboxamido)amidine antibiotics and their associated derivatives are generally thought to be
a result of their binding to DNA in a sequence selective manner, via the minor
groove of DNA. The mode of complexation of the compounds with DNA has
been the subject of extensive, and continuing research, and has been
investigated using a variety of analytical techniques.
Initially, the interaction of netropsin and distamycin with DNA was studied by
ultraviolet spectroscopy, circular dichroism (CD) and viscosity measurements.
Netropsin binding to DNA causes an increase in viscosity which was explained
by an elongation and an associated stiffening of the DNA at A.T regions
(Reinert, 1972). Distamycin A is able to stabilise DNA against heat dénaturation
(Zimmer, 1975). Netropsin and distamycin free in solution show two
characteristic UV absorption maxima. Binding of the compounds to DNA
causes a large displacement in the absorption maxima (at 296nm) of the
oligopeptide towards the red. The maxima of the drug-DNA complex appears at
325nm. No shift of the second absorption maxima at 235nm occurs. (Zimmer,
1975).
Since netropsin and distamycin are achiral and therefore optically inactive,
induced intrinsic and/or extrinsic CD bands may be observed upon binding of
the ligands to DNA. CD studies of netropsin and distamycin binding to DNA
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have provided a great deal of information about the mode of binding and DNA
sequence preferences of the oligopeptide minor groove binders. Extrinsic CD
maxima of netropsin complexes with DNA and synthetic DNA polymers are
indicative of bound ligand. Greater CD signals are seen with synthetic
sequences containing adenine and thymine base pairs, and with natural A.T
rich DNA, and this clearly suggests a high affinity of netropsin for A.T
sequences. Weak or no binding was detected for synthetic DNA polymers
comprised of G.C base pairs or for G.C rich natural DNA (Zimmer, 1975).
CD results obtained for the binding of distamycin A to various DNA's were
similar to those obtained for netropsin. However, distamycin showed a small
induced CD with G.C containing polymers indicating that, in contrast to
netropsin, distamycin has a weak tendency to bind to regions of DNA
containing G.C base pairs. The CD data for netropsin and distamycin are
summarised in Zimmer, (1975), Zimmer & Wahnert, (1986), and are extensively
reviewed in Zimmer & Luck, (1992).
The binding of netropsin and distamycin have also been studied using the
techniques of 1H-NIVIR, X-ray crystallography

and

DNA footprinting

methodologies. In addition a number of theoretical and thermodynamic studies
have been carried out.
The first detailed

NMR analysis of netropsin complexed with an

oligonucleotide was carried out by Patel (Patel, 1979), and that of distamycin by
Klevit (Klevit et. al., 1986), although an earlier, less detailed study was carried
out by Feigon (Feigon et. a!., 1984). In the studies of Patel, the C2 protons of
adenine in the duplex d(GGAATTCC )2 were most strongly affected on complex
formation. The guanine imino protons were not found to be significantly
affected.
Klevit has studied the interaction of distamycin with the so-called Dickerson
sequence, d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 , and concluded that the ligand was bound to
the central AATT sequence in the minor groove (Klevit, et. a!., 1986). Wemmer
and co-workers have also studied distamycin bound to the Dickerson sequence
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and to other duplexes by detailed two dimensional NMR analysis (Pelton &
Wemmer, 1988; 1989 and 1990). In an initial publication Pelton and Wemmer
confirmed the findings of Klevit and found that distamycin bound tightly to the
central AATT site of the Dickerson duplex with the three pyrrole C3 protons in
contact with the adenosine C2 protons of A5, A 6 and A18. This same study
used molecular modelling techniques to investigate the drugiDNA interaction
and to confirm the binding site of the drug (Pelton & Wemmer, 1988).
Pelton and Wemmer have also studied the interaction of distamycin with the
oligonucleotide 5'-CGCAAATTGGC-3' and its complementary strand. In this
study they found that at low drug:DNA ratios, distamycin can bind at four
possible sites within the central A 3 T 2 (at either A-A-A-T or A-A-T-T with the
terminal formyl

group of the drug lying either towards the adenines or the

thymines). As the drug:DNA ratio was increased, however, a new set of peaks
occurred, until, at a ratio of 2 : 1 , the peaks were the only ones present indicating
that two distamycin molecules were bound to the oligonucleotide (Pelton &
Wemmer, 1989). Pelton and Wemmer have also studied distamycin interactions
with an oligonucleotide containing a central A-A-A-T-T-T sequence (Pelton &
Wemmer, 1990). The studies with both the A-A-A-T-T and the A-A-A-T-T-T
containing duplexes have demonstrated that the two distamycin molecules
occupy the minor groove of DNA in a 'side by side' manner, but a degree of
sliding occurs between the two drug molecules in the complex.
The NMR studies of netropsin and distamycin binding are reviewed and
summarised in Wemmer e t al., (1990) and Wilson e t a!., (1992).
A number of crystallography studies have also shed light on the nature of the
ligand-DNA interactions. Kopka and coworkers have studied the crystal
structure of netropsin bound to the Dickerson dodecamer (Kopka e t a!., 1985b;
Kopka e t at, 1985a). Netropsin was found to be located symmetrically in the
minor groove where it displaces the spine of hydration so that it is centred in the
A-A-T-T region. The drug molecule was postulated to participate in numerous
interactions with the oligomer. The hydrophilic concave face contains hydrogen
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bond donating atoms. The shortest hydrogen bonds are to adenine N3 and
thymine 0 2 at the 3' end of the A-A-T-T sequence and to the 0 2 of the thymine
on the 5' side. There is a network of long hydrogen bonds, some of which are
bifurcated, primarily involving the two central AT base pairs. Kopka also
concluded that the base specificity that makes netropsin bind preferentially to
runs of four or more A.T base pairs is provided not by hydrogen bonding but by
close Van-der-Waals contacts between the CH groups on the pyrrole rings of
the drug molecule, and the adenine C2 hydrogens of the target DNA.
An additional important factor involved in the sequence preference of
netropsin and distamycin confirmed by X-Ray analysis, is the fact that the amine
group on the N2 of guanine protrudes into the minor groove of the DNA and
thus sterically hinders the interaction of netropsin within G.C containing regions
of DNA.
Crystallographic analysis has also been provided by Coll (Coll et. al., 1987;
Coll et. al., 1989), in which the authors have tried to analyse the preference of
netropsin for the minor groove at non-alternating over alternating sequences.
Coll has calculated that in the duplex containing alternating A.T sequences, the
separations between two adjacent N3 and 0 2 atoms become highly uneven,
thus making it difficult for the hydrogen bond donating NH groups to form a
bifurcated hydrogen bond (Coll, et. al., 1989).
In general, the data obtained from crystallographic studies is in good
agreement with that obtained from NMR studies and indicate that the stabilising
forces between drug and DNA are provided by a combination of ionic, Van-derWaals and hydrogen bonding interactions.
A number of DNA footprinting experiments have been carried out in parallel
to the crystallography, NMR and CD experiments. Zimmer (Zimmer et. al.,
1980), originally found that A.T clusters were protected from DNase I cleavage
in the presence of netropsin. Van-Dyke subsequently carried out a
comprehensive study of the binding of netropsin and distamycin (as well as
actinomycin) on specific restriction fragments of DNA using methidium propyl
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EDTA (MPE) as a footprinting probe (Van Dyke et. al., 1982). This footprinting
study demonstrated that both netropsin and distamycin provided patterns of
protection from cleavage at sites of high A.T and that the patterns of protection
were essentially identical for the two minor groove binders.
Portugal and Waring have used the enzymatic probes DNase I and
micrococcal nuclease to compare the binding of netropsin, distamycin and
berenil (Portugal & Waring, 1987a). A follow up study was carried out using
hydroxyl-radical footprinting techniques (Portugal & Waring, 1987b). These two
experimental approaches have demonstrated that although netropsin and
distamycin both clearly bind to A.T sequences, some differences are observed
in the binding sites between the two ligands. The ligands follow the n+1 rule of
Dervan which states that a ligand bearing n amide links should recognise a
DNA binding site of n+1 base pairs (Dervan, 1986). Thus the footprinting results
indicate that netropsin spans four base pairs whilst distamycin will bind five.
Distamycin was found to be more tolerant to the presence of isolated G.C base
pairs in the binding sequence in comparison to netropsin. Footprinting has
allowed the establishment of a rank order for binding of netropsin at A.T
sequences as being AAAT > AATT » TTAT >TAAA > TTAA (Ward et. a!., 1988;
Dabrowiak et. a!., 1989). The presence of the dinucleotide TpA seems to greatly
discourage the drug binding to DNA. These results underline the demonstration
by Coll and others of the preference of netropsin and distamycin for binding at
non-alternating rather then alternating A.T sequences (Portugal & Waring,
1987a; Coll et. a!., 1989).

In addition to the experimental investigations on ligand-DNA interactions, a
number of theoretical and thermodynamic approaches have been utilised to
study the nature and the specificity of the binding reaction. Zakrzewska has
calculated the interaction energies (Ev) of various minor groove binders with
poly(dA).poly(dT) and poly(dG).poly(dC), (Zakrzewska et. a/., 1983a). Results
obtained showed that the greatest values of Ev were obtained for interaction
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with the minor groove at A.T sequences. Pullman has also carried out a
theoretical study of the nature of the sequence specificity of the groove binding
ligands and has concluded that the primary determinant of the specificity is the
strong molecular electrostatic potential in the minor groove at A.T sequences
(Pullman, 1988).

Taken together, the vast majority of the research outlined in this section
points overwhelmingly to the fact that netropsin and distamycin bind to the
minor groove of DNA and show a high degree of preference for A.T sequences.
Not all A.T sequences are bound with equal affinity and there are differences in
binding between the two ligands. The specificity of binding is determined by
electrostatic and close Van-der-Waals interactions between the ligand and the
DNA, and hydrogen bonds are important for stabilising the ligand-DNA
interaction. The nature of the interactions is, however, far from resolved and is
still under investigation.

1.7.2. The development of the lexitropsin group of compounds.

Kopka and Dickerson, when interpreting the crystal structure of the netropsinDNA dodecamer complex, suggested that substitution of one or more pyrrole
rings with an imidazole (or furan) heterocycle could permit recognition by G.C
base pairs in the binding sequence (Kopka, et. a/., 1985b; Kopka, at. a/.,
1985a). It was postulated that the N3 of an imidazole (or the oxygen of furan)
could participate in the formation of hydrogen bonds with the exocyclic amine
group of guanine in the minor groove of DNA. Thus the concept of lexitropsins,
or information reading oligopeptides was born.
Accordingly, a first generation of lexitropsins was synthesised by Lown in
1986 (Lown et. al., 1986). These compounds (figure 1.23.), were derivatives of
netropsin containing the C-terminal propionamidine and the N-terminal
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guanidine acetic acid, and either one imidazole and one pyrrole, or
alternatively, two or three imidazole rings alone.
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Figure 1.23. First-generation lexitropsins.

The binding of these prototype lexitropsins have been investigated using
DNase I footprinting and thermal dénaturation studies (Lown, et. al., 1986), CD
(Burckhardt at. a!., 1989), and NMR (Lee at. a!., 1988a). Figure 1.24. illustrates
the proposed interaction of imidazole containing oligopeptides with the minor
groove at G.C sequences compared to the binding of netropsin at A.T
sequences.
Footprinting and CD measurements demonstrated that these compounds did
in fact bind DNA in the minor groove with binding constants comparable to
netropsin and showed a significantly decreased affinity for A.T sequences.
Binding to G.C containing sequences increased with increasing imidazole
content. However, although allowing binding to G.C sequences, the
experimental evidence did not entirely fulfil the theoretical predictions because
no preference for binding at G.C over A.T containing sequences was observed.
A reassessment of the factors important for the binding specificity was
therefore undertaken. Pullman has shown that the greatest negative
electrostatic potential occurs in the minor groove at A.T sequences (Pullman &
Pullman, 1981).
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Thus, cationic molecules will naturally gravitate towards this source of
negative potential (Lavery & Pullman, 1985). Lown and co-workers reasoned
that the new compounds would naturally retain a preference for A.T sequences
because of the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged ligand
and the strong negative molecular electrostatic potential of A.T base pairs. They
therefore speculated that if one of the positive charges of the ligand were
removed, then this may to some extent abolish the natural A.T preference.
Second generation lexitropsins were synthesised in which the N terminal
guanidineacetic acid were replaced with the N-formyl group as in distamycin
(Kissinger et. al., 1987; Krowicki & Lown, 1987). These compounds, therefore,
have a single positive charge. The binding of these second generation
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lexitropsins was investigated by NMR (Lee et. al., 1988b) and DNase I
footprinting (Kissinger et. a!., 1987). Both Lee and Kissinger found that the di
imidazole derivative with an N-terminal formyl group exhibited a genuine
preference for sequences containing G.C base pairs and in footprinting
experiments bound preferentially at 5'-C-G-G-T-3' sequences. In the NMR
experim ents

with

the

oligonucleotide

d(C -A -T-G -G -C -G -A -T-G ) 2 , the

diimidazole compound was found to be located at the 5'-G-G-A-T-3' sequence,
with the amino terminal orientated at the 5'-cytosine.
The dominant factor in the reading the 3' A.T base pair was found to be due
to Van-der-Waals interactions between the methylenes at the G-terminus of the
ligand and the DNA. These methylene groups cause a steric clash with the
exocyclic amino group on the G2 of guanine and thus preclude the presence of
a G.G base pair at this site (Lee et. a!., 1988c). To test the contribution of this
methylene group to the binding specificity, a pyrrole containing lexitropsin in
which one of the G-terminus methylene groups had been removed was
synthesised. This compound was reacted with the oligonucleotide d(G-G-G-AA-T-T-G-G-G )2 and was found to be located at 5'-A-A-T-G-3'. This is in contrast
to the lexitropsin containing two methylene groups at the G terminus, which was
located at 5'-A-A-T-T-3' (Lee et. a!., 1988c). Thus, removal of the methylene
group allows contact of the G-terminus with a G.G base pair. There have been
some attempts to produce pure G.G readers and Lee and co-workers have
recently synthesised such an imidazole containing lexitropsin (Lee et. a!.,
1994a). This compound has a carboxamido structure at its' G-terminus and also
contains a basic (dimethylamino)ethyl moiety on the terminal imidazole. This
was included so that it can electrostatically interact with the negatively charged
phosphate backbone of DNA to stabilise the complex. Geierstanger has also
recently reported that a four ring tripeptide compound containing imidazoles
and pyrroles binds to the sequence 5'-(A,T)-G-G-G-G-(A,T)-3' in a 2:1 ligand
-DNA complex (Geierstanger et. a!., 1994). However, the recognition of pure
G.G sequences by netropsin analogues still remains a problem and at the time
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of writing the only example of pure G.C recognition so far published is that of
Lee's outlined above. The development of lexitropsins has been the subject of
several reviews (for example; Lown, 1988; Lown, 1994).

There have also been attempts to produce sequence reading lexitropsins
containing hererocyclic rings other than pyrrole or imidazole. Oxygen is also
capable of acting as a hydrogen bond acceptor, and a lexitropsin containing a
bis-furan ring has been synthesised (Lee et. al., 1989). MPE footprinting studies
showed that this compound bound at several different sequences, many of
which contained G.C base pairs at positions 1, 2 or 3 (Lee et. a!., 1989). In NMR
experiments with the duplex d(C-A-T-G-G-C-C-A-T-G)2 , the furan containing
lexitropsin was found to be located at the sequence 5'-G-C-C-A-3', with the Cterminus located at the adenine. Interestingly, the di-furan containing lexitropsin
has a slightly different binding site to the di-imidazole containing lexitropsin,
which selects the 5'-C-C-A-T-3' sequence in this oligonucleotide. The binding
of furan-containing oligopeptides at G.C sequences (albeit relatively weak) has
been quoted as an example of what Lown has termed 'base site acceptance'.
The complementary phenomena, that which Lown has called 'base site
avoidance' can be illustrated by the example of thiazole containing
oligopeptides. Rao has synthesised such a series of compounds (Rao et. a!.,
1989), and has examined the DNA binding properties of these compounds. The
sulphur atom in the thiazole ring is capable of acting as a hydrogen bond
acceptor. However, the thiazole containing compounds in which the sulphur
atom was located on the concave side of the molecule, i.e. is directed inwards
to the floor of the minor groove, were found to exhibit a strict preference for A.T
sequences, even more so than netropsin (Rao et. a!., 1990). This was
rationalised on the basis that the sulphur atom has a larger Van-der-Waals
radius then either nitrogen or oxygen and therefore enters into a steric clash
with the amino group on the C2 of guanine.
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1.7.3. Linked and otherwise modified oligopeptide minor groove
binders.

Another important consideration in minor groove binder-DNA interactions is
the 'phasing' of the bond forming moieties of the ligand and the DNA (Lown,
1988). Helene has calculated that to recognise a single specific site in the
human genome, a DNA binding molecule would have to span 16 base pairs
(Helene, 1987). This would entail synthesising relatively long chains of
oligopeptide subunits. It has been calculated that the pyrrole carboxamide
subunit size is about 2 0 % longer then the base pair distance along the minor
groove of DNA (Goodsell & Dickerson, 1986). In order to overcome the
increasing out of phase character of the DNA-ligand association with
increasing number of heterocycle moieties in the oligopeptide molecule,
separate molecules can be joined by a suitable tether. This enables a
rephasing of the ligand with the base pairs of DNA. This approach has been
demonstrated for bis-netropsin and distamycin molecules linked via a flexible
polymethylene linker (Youngquist & Dervan, 1985; Kissinger e t al., 1990).
DNase I and MPE footprinting studies have shown that the ligand can bind to
DNA in both mono and bidentate modes (Kissinger e t a!., 1990; Rao e t a!.,
1991). Lee and coworkers have also carried out several studies on lexitropsins
linked in various orientations (Lee e t a/., 1994b; Wyatt e t a/., 1994).

Recently, with the discovery that minor groove binders can bind to DNA in a
side-by-side motif (Pelton & Wemmer, 1989; Kissinger e t a/., 1990; Pelton &
Wemmer, 1990; Rao e t a/., 1991), cross-linked dimers have been synthesised
in an effort to bring about sequence specific binding (Mrksich & Dervan, 1993;
Chen & Lown, 1994).

A development in the field of oligopeptide minor groove binders is the
synthesis of compounds with chemical functionalities able to increase the
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strength of the non-covalent binding or, alternatively, to facilitate a covalent
reaction with DNA. The former group of compounds have been named
combilexins by Bailly (Bailly & Henichart, 1991). Examples of this type of
compound are the linkage of aminoacridine to distamycin and netropsin
(Eliadis et. al., 1988), the acridine chromophore of amsicrine linked to netropsin
(Bailly et. a!., 1990a), and a distamycin-ellipticine hybrid (Bailly et. a!., 1990b).
The m olecular pharmacology of the groove binder-intercalator hybrid
molecules is summarised in Bailly & Henichart, (1993).
The group of oligopeptides able to covalently modify DNA have received a
large amount of interest in recent years (D'Incalci, 1994). Compounds have
been synthesised that contain the active groups of benzoic acid mustard
(Arcamone et. a!., 1989; Lee et. a!., 1992; Lee et. a!., 1993b), chlorambucil (Lee
et. a!., 1993b), chloroethylnitrosourea (Church et. a!., 1990), and other
alkylating moieties (Krowicki et. a!., 1988a). A distamycin derivative, FCE 24517
(Tallimustine, figure 1.25.) (Arcamone et. a!., 1989), has generated a
considerable amount of interest due to its extremely potent cytotoxic effects,
and is currently undergoing phase II clinical trials.
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Figure 1.25. The structure of FCE 24517 (Tallimustine)

FCE 24517 is a distamycin molecule that has the N-terminal formyl group
replaced by a bifunctional benzoic acid mustard group. This compound has
been found to bind to DNA at A.T sequences in a similar manner to distamycin,
but only alkylates at the N3 of adenine in a small subset of its binding
sequences (at 5'-T-T-T-T-G-(A/G)-3'), and not at all at the N7 position of
guanine (Broggini et. a!., 1995).
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Lee (in collaboration with our own laboratory) has investigated the cytotoxic
and DNA binding properties of several imidazole and pyrrole containing
lexitropsins with chlorambucil (Lee et. al., 1993b) and benzoyl mustard (Lee et.
a!., 1992; Lee et. a!., 1993a; Lee et. a!., 1993b) functional groups. These
compounds have also been found to have potent activity in-vitro.

1.8. Effects on DNA structure, and biological consequences

of

ligands bound in the minor groove of DNA.

The DNA minor groove binders, netropsin and distamycin, are known to
cause structural modifications in the DNA upon binding. X-ray crystallographic
studies by Kopka and others (Kopka et. ai., 1985a; Kopka et. ai., 1985b) have
shown that the binding of netropsin on the dodecamer d(C-G-C-G-A-A-T-T-C-GC-G )2 displaces the spine of hydration. There is a shift in the sugar-phosphate
backbone chain, which results in a widening of the minor groove. This analysis
also indicated a drug induced bending of the helical axis by 8 ° away from the
binding site (Kopka et. ai., 1985a; Kopka et. ai., 1985b), but did not unwind or
elongate the double helix. Snounou and Malcolm have shown that bound
netropsin winds the DNA helix by about 10° (Snounou & Malcolm, 1983). NMR
studies by Pelton (Pelton & Wemmer, 1988), and Klevit (Klevit et. ai., 1986), and
X-ray crystallographic studies by Coll (Coll et. ai., 1987), have demonstrated
that distamycin has similar effects to netropsin on the conformation of
oligonucleotides.
Although X-ray and NMR studies show that only minor localised alterations
take place on ligand binding, other investigators have demonstrated that further
DNA conformational changes can be induced in DNA by minor groove-binders.
Fox and Waring have shown that enhanced susceptibility to DNAse I cleavage
occurs in regions adjacent to the ligand binding site (Fox & Waring, 1984).
Hogan has shown a lengthening of calf thymus DNA (but not E. coii DNA) when
exposed to distamycin (Hogan et. ai., 1979). Long range DNA structural
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modifications induced by distamycin binding were also demonstrated in studies
on the interaction of nucleosomal DNA with distamycin (Low et. al., 1986;
Portugal & Waring, 1987c), and netropsin (Portugal & Waring, 1986). An
elegant illustration of the ability of distamycin to straighten the bent helix in
kinetoplast DNA was provided by Griffith who visualised the dose-dependent
straightening of the bent helix segment by electron microscopy (Griffith et. a!.,
1986). A similar demonstration of the removal of DNA bends by distamycin was
provided by Wu and Crothers (Wu & Crothers, 1984).
The consequences of these conformational modifications in the DNA
structure have been extensively studied, and for many years minor groove
binders have been recognised to have effects on a wide range of DNA
processing enzymes. Inhibitory effects on DNA and RNA polymerases were the
first biological systems to be investigated (see Zimmer, 1975; Zimmer &
Wahnert, 1986 and references therein).
Many of the early studies were carried out on synthetic oligonucleotides or
naked DNA, or in reconstituted systems. In the development of any agent for
pharmacological use, a consideration of its cellular uptake characteristics is
very important. A nitroxide spin-labelled analogue of netropsin has been
studied for its uptake and cellular localisation by electron pair resonance
spectroscopy (Bailly et. a!., 1989). The compound, although not identical to
netropsin, was considered to be a good mimic of the parent compound, and
was found to be readily taken up by the cell and to be located primarily in the
nucleus where it exhibited good intracellular stability.
The interaction of netropsin, distamycin and also some of the synthetic
lexitropsins have been studied with DNA topoisomerases, helicases
transcription factors, restriction enzymes and other proteins. These are
discussed in detail in chapter 5 of this thesis.
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1.9. Aims of the research.

Minor groove binders represent a promising class of compounds in the field
of experimental chemotherapeutics. Up to the present time, the vast majority of
the work carried out this class of compounds has been on the naturally
occurring DNA sequence selective binders netropsin and distamycin.
There is intense interest in developing analogues of these naturally
occurring oligocarboxamides with both altered DNA sequence reading abilities
and/or the ability to interact covalently with their cellular targets, in the hope that
compounds can be derived that will preferentially bind at regions of DNA
important in human disease.
In contrast to the pyrrole containing minor groove binding agents, very little
work has been carried out on the novel synthetic imidazole containing
oligocarboxamide derivatives. The aim of the experiments described in this
thesis was to undertake a systematic comparison of the effects of the naturally
occurring A.T selective compounds netropsin and distamycin versus a series of
C-terminus modified and imidazole containing minor groove binders.
In the development of compounds rationally designed for DNA sequence
selective binding, a major objective is to determine the precise DNA binding
sites and to examine whether these correlate with predicted binding sites. For
this reason DNA footprinting studies were carried out on a series of novel
compounds, and these binding sites were compared with those of netropsin
and distamycin.
If the oligopeptide minor groove binders are to be developed as for use in
therapeutic strategies, (or, as has been suggested, as probes for DNA
structure), then it is important to develop a full understanding of the ligand:DNA
interaction. Binding of ligands on the DNA will presum ably alter the
characteristics of the target molecule. Therefore, experiments were carried out
to compare the effects of the A.T selective ligands with those of two members of
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the G.C selective ligands both for their effects on DNA structure and also on
proteins that interact with DNA.
To investigate the effects on DNA structure, the ability of a series of nitrogen
mustards to alkylate DNA was utilised. These mustards have a well
characterised DNA sequence selectivity. The properties of the minor groove
binders in affecting patterns of alkylation in the major groove was taken as a
measure of their activity in altering DNA structure and reactivity.
A.T and G.C selective ligands were also compared for their ability to affect
the function of DNA binding proteins. Restriction endonucleases were chosen
as a model system designed to be representative of proteins that bind via the
major groove in a highly sequence selective manner.
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Chapter 2,
General Materials and Methods,

2.1

Materials.

DNA.

Plasmid pBR322 DNA was obtained from either Northumbria Biologicals Ltd,
or from Pharmacia P-L Biochemicals. DNA was stored in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH
7.8), 1 mM EDTA at -20°C.

Enzym es.

Hind III (10 units/^L) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 200 mM NaCI, 0.5 mM EDTA,
1 mM DTT, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from BRL/Life
Technologies.

Sal I (10 units/pL) in 20 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.0), 50 mM NaCI, 1 mM
EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM sodium azide, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol.
Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.

Bam HI (10 units/pL) in 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 300 mM KCI, 0.5 mM EGTA, 1
mM DTT, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100.
Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.

Eco RV (10 units/pL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1
mM DTT, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 200 pg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol.
Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.
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P st\ (10 units/|LiL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1
mM DTT, 0.15% (v/v) Triton X-100, 200 pg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol.
Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.

Fnu4H\ (3 units/pL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10
mM DTT, 200 pg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from New England
Biolabs.

Ban II (16 units/pL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1
mM DTT, 500 pg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from Promega.

B a ll (6 units/pL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM
DTT, 500 pg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from Promega.

S ty l (10 units/pL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM
DTT, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from BRL/Life
Technologies.

Nru I (10 units/pL) in 50 mM tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCI, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM
2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM PMSF, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1%
Triton X-100. Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.

Pvu II (10 units/pL) in 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10
mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from
BRL/Life Technologies.

Dde I (10 units/pL) in 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM 2 mercaptoethanol, 100 mM NaCI, 0 .2 % Triton X - 1 0 0 , 50% (v/v) glycerol.
Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.
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Bst NI (10 units/|iL) in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 50 mM KCI, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1
mM DTT, 0.2 mg/ml BSA, 50% glycerol. Purchased from Stratagene.

Bacterial alkaline phosphatase (BAP) at 100 units/pL in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH
8.0), 120 mM NaCI, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from BRL/Life Technologies.

T4 Polynucleotide kinase (PNK) at 10 units/pL in 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.6), 25
mM KCI, 5 mM DTT, 0.1 pM ATP, 0.2 mg/ml BSA, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased
from BRL/Life Technologies.

Gelase (agarase) at 1 unit/pl in 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCI, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 50% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100. Purchased from
Epicentre Technologies.

Taq polymerase (5 units/pL) in 10 mM KH2 PO 4 , (pH 7.0), 100 mM NaCI, 0.1
mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 50% (v/v) glycerol. Purchased from Advanced
Biotechnologies

R adioisotope.

[G a m m a -3 2 p ]

ATP (5000 Ci/mMol, 10 mCi/ml) was obtained from Amersham

International PLC.

C h em icals.

Formic acid, acrylamide, bis-acrylamide, phenol/chloroform mixture and
distamycin A were obtained from the Sigma Chemical Co. Triethanolamine,
sodium acetate, ammonium acetate, disodium-EDTA, Tris base, acetic acid,
boric acid, ethidium bromide and piperidine were from BDH. Ultrapure agarose,
low-melting temperature agarose and urea were from BRL/Life-Technologies.
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Netropsin hydrochloride was obtained from Serva Biochemicals. MPE was a
gift from Professor P. Dervan, California Institute of Technology.

Buffers.

Hind III, Eco RV, Dde I and Pst I reaction buffer; 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 10
mM MgCl2 , 50 mM NaCI.

S a il reaction buffer; 100 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.6), 10 mM MgCl2 , 150 mM NaCI.

Bam HI and Sfy I reaction buffer; 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 10 mM MgCl2 , 100
mM NaCI.

Nru I reaction buffer; 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 10 mM MgCl2 50 mM KCI, 50
mM NaCI.

Pvu II reaction buffer; 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 6 mM MgCl2 , 50 mM KCI, 50
mM NaCI.

BstN \ reaction buffer; 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH7.9), 50 mM NaCI, 10 MgCl2 , 1 mM
DTT.

Fnu 4HI reaction buffer; 20 mM Tris-acetate (pH 7.9), 10 mM magnesium
acetate, 50 mM potassium acetate.

Ban II reaction buffer; 6 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.6), 6 mM MgCl2 , 50 mM NaCI, 6 mM
3-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mg/ml BSA.

Bal I reaction buffer; 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.5), 5 mM MgCl2 -
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T4 Polynucleotide kinase forward reaction buffer; 60 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.8), 10
mM MgCl2 , 15 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 0.33 pM ATP.

Bacterial alkaline phosphatase reaction buffer; 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 120
mM NaCI.

Gelase reaction buffer; 40 mM Bis-Tris (pH 6.0), 40 mM NaCI.

Taq polymerase reaction buffer; 20 mM (NH4 )2 S 0 4 , 75 mM Tris-HCI (pH 9.0),
0.1% (w/v) Tween.

TeOA buffer; 25 mM triethanolamine (pH 7.2), 1 mM EDTA.

Agarose gel electrophoresis running buffer (TAB); 40 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.1), 20
mM acetic acid, 2 mM EDTA.

Agarose gel loading buffer; 40% sucrose containing 0.25% bromophenol blue
and 0.25% xylene cyanol.

Acrylamide gel electrophoresis running buffer (TBE); 90 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 90
mM boric acid and 2 mM EDTA.

Acrylamide gel loading buffer; deionised formamide containing 0.03% (w/v)
bromophenol blue and xylene cyanol.

Alkylation stop solution; 0.6 M sodium acetate, 20 mM EDTA and 0.1 mg/ml of
yeast tRNA.
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2.2 Methods.

2.2.1 Preparation of End Labelled DNA.

Linearisation of pBR322 DNA

The preparation of end labelled DNA was by standard methods. Closed
circular pBR322 DNA (10 |xM) was digested with restriction endonuclease in
the appropriate restriction endonuclease buffer. The reactions were carried out
using 2 units of enzyme/pg of DNA at 37°C for one hour. At the end of the
incubation, sodium acetate was added to a final concentration of 0.3 M, and the
DNA was precipitated by the addition of three volumes of ice-cold 95% ethanol.
The sample was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 13000 g in a microcentrifuge to
pellet the DNA, and the supernatant was removed. 70% ethanol (100 pi) was
then added to the sample tube to wash the DNA pellet, and this was removed
after a 10 minute centrifugation. The DNA pellet was then dried under vacuum
before being dissolved in double-deionised water at a concentration of 0.5
pg/pl. A 1 pi aliquot of this DNA was electrophoresed on a 1% agarose mini-gel
alongside the same quantity of unrestricted plasmid in order to check the
efficiency of the restriction reaction. The remaining DNA was stored at -20°C.

Dephosphorylation of Linearised DNA.

Dephosphorylation reactions were carried out in 100 pi of bacterial alkaline
phosphatase (BAP) reaction buffer containing 100 units of BAP. The reaction
was carried out for one hour at 65°C, after which the sample was allowed to
cool to room temperature. An equal volume of buffer saturated phenolchloroform mix (pH 8.0), was then added to the DNA solution and the sample
briefly mixed by vortexing. The organic and aqueous phases were separated
by centrifugation, and the aqueous phase was carefully removed to a clean
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microfuge tube. The phenol-chloroform phase was back-extracted by the
addition of 50 pi of double-deionised water, followed by a brief mixing and
centrifugation. The aqueous phase was removed and pooled with the aqueous
phase from the first extraction. The pooled aqueous phases were then
extracted twice with an equal volume of a 29:1 mix of chloroform:iso-amyl
alcohol to remove any traces of phenol. The dephosphorylated DNA solution
was made to 0.3 M sodium acetate, and the DNA was precipitated by the
addition of three volumes of 95% ethanol. DNA was then pelleted by
centrifugation for 15 minutes at 13000 g after which the supernatant was
removed and the pellet dried under vacuum.

5'-End Labelling of Linearised, Dephosphorylated DNA.

Linearised, dephosphorylated DNA (5-10 pg) was labelled in 25 pi of
forward reaction buffer containing 30 pCi of [y-32p] ATP and 10 units of T4
polynucleotide kinase. The sample was incubated at 37°C for 40 minutes.
Labelling reactions were stopped by the addition of 12.5 pi of 7.5 M ammonium
acetate followed by 112.5 pi of 95% ethanol. The sample was chilled in a dryice/ethanol bath for 10 minutes and then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 13000 g.
The supernatant was discarded and excess, unincorporated [y-32p] ATP was
removed by dissolving the pellet in 0.3 M sodium acetate, 1 mM EDTA and
reprecipitating the DNA. The pellet was washed with 70% ethanol (100 pi) and
the 5'-end labelled DNA pellet was dried under vacuum.

Preparation and Purification of Singly End Labelled DNA Restriction
Fragments.

In order to prepare DNA restriction fragments that are singly end-labelled, a
second enzyme restriction, followed by separation of the fragments was carried
out. The 5'-end labelled DNA pellet was redissolved in 33 pi of double
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deionised water plus 4 pi of a 10 X preparation of the appropriate buffer.
Restriction endonuclease (3 pg, 30 units) was added to the reaction mixture
which was then incubated at 37°C for one hour. At the end of the incubation
period the reaction was stopped by adjusting the sodium acetate concentration
to 0.3 M, followed by the addition of three volumes of 95% ethanol. The
precipitated DNA mixture was chilled for 10 minutes in a dry-ice ethanol bath
and then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 13000 g. The supernatant was removed
from the DNA pellet and the pellet dried under vacuum.
After the second restriction to generate two singly end labelled fragments,
the fragments were separated by preparative gel electrophoresis. The labelled
restricted fragments were dissolved in 30 pi of agarose gel loading buffer. The
sample was separated on 1 % low melting temperature agarose slab gels
measuring 11 cm X 14 cm. As a DNA fragment size marker, Hae III digested
and 5'-end labelled OX 174 DNA was run alongside the labelled sample. To
visualise the DNA fragments, the gel was removed from the electrophoresis
apparatus and placed into a light-proof box. A piece of autoradiographic film
(Amersham Hyperfilm RP 10, 23 cm X 30 cm) was carefully placed on top of the
gel and left for ten minutes. The film was then developed and the labelled DNA
fragments were located by lining up the film on the gel. The required DNA
fragments were excised from the gel and placed into a pre-weighed 1.5 ml
microfuge tube. The remaining gel was carefully disposed of.
The weight of the gel slice containing the DNA restriction fragment was
determined by re-weighing the tube. A 1/50 th aliquot (v/w) of Agarase gel
buffer was added to the gel slice which was then melted at 70°C in a water bath
for approximately 20 minutes. During this time the melting gel mixture was
gently mixed by pipetting up and down several times. The sample tube was
then transferred to a water bath at 45°C and the sample allowed to equilibrate
to this temperature for 10 minutes. Agarase (1 unit/pl) was added to the sample
at one unit per 300 mg of gel slice. The sample was gently mixed by pipetting
and the incubation was allowed to proceed for 3 hours at 45°C. During this
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incubation the sample was mixed several times to ensure complete digestion of
the agarose. After this incubation period, an equal volume of 5 M ammonium
acetate was added to the sample and the sample gently mixed. DNA was
precipitated by the addition of four volumes of 95% ethanol. The sample was
centrifuged at room temperature for 30 minutes and the supernatant carefully
removed. The DNA pellet was then washed with 70% ethanol (100 \i\) and
dried under vacuum.

2.2.2. Generation of a Purine Specific Marker Lane.

Approximately 0.5 |xg of 5'-end labelled DNA (-50000 cpm) in 20 |liI TeOA
buffer was placed into a 1.5 ml sample tube. Formic acid (50 |il) was added to
the DNA solution and allowed to react for 5 minutes at room temperature. The
reaction was stopped by the addition of 130 \i\ of alkylation stop solution
followed by 600 \i\ of 95% ethanol. The sample was chilled and centrifuged for
15 minutes at 13000 g and the supernatant removed. Excess formic acid was
removed by redissolving the DNA pellet in 200 pi of 0.3 M sodium acetate, 1
mM EDTA and reprecipitating the DNA by the addition of 600 pi of 95% ethanol.
After centrifugation and removal of the supernatant, the pellets were washed
with 70% ethanol (100 pi) and then dried. The formic acid treated sample was
then subject to treatment with hot piperidine (10% aq. piperidine, 90°C for 30
minutes). Reactions were stopped by snap freezing the samples and then
lyophilising the sample to dryness. DNA pellets were washed free of piperidine
by resuspending the samples in deionised water (50 pi), freezing and
lyophilising. This wash procedure was then repeated.

2.2.3. DNA Footprinting Reactions.

MPE footprinting reactions were derived from previously published protocols
(Hertzberg & Dervan, 1984). This reaction is dependent on the fact that the iron
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chelator EDTA, tethered to the DNA intercalator methidium, cleaves DNA in a
reaction dependent on the presence of ferrous ion and oxygen. If a reducing
agent such as dithiothreitol is included in the reaction mixture, the efficiency of
DNA cleavage is greatly enhanced. MPE.Fe(ll) cleaves DNA in a relatively
sequence non-specific manner, and with significantly lower sequence
specificity then other DNA footprinting probes such as DNase I.
MPE.Fe(ll) reaction conditions were chosen to produce DNA cleavage with
single-hit kinetics, this ensures that the DNA molecules have at most only one
site of cleavage.
5'-singly end labelled restriction fragments and sonicated calf-thymus carrier
DNA were combined with the appropriate concentration of minor groovebinding ligand in a total volume of 30 |xl. After equilibration of the mixture at
37°C for one hour, MPE.Fe(ll) from a freshly prepared 1:1 mixture of
Fe(NH 4)2 (S 0 4 )2 .6 H2 0 and MPE, followed by DTT was added to each reaction.
The final solutions contained 150 pM base pairs DNA, 10 pM MPE.Fe(ll), and 2
mM DTT, in a total volume of 38 |il. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 10
minutes and then stopped by snap-freezing. The frozen reaction mixtures were
lyophilised to dryness, and the pellets desalted by resuspension followed by re
precipitation. Finally, pellets were washed in 70% ethanol and dried. The
reaction products were analysed by denaturing acrylamide gel electrophoresis.
The footprinting protocol is illustrated in figure 2.1.

2.2.4. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis.

Agarose gel electrophoresis was usually carried out in 1% agarose gels. The
gel and running buffer was 40 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.1), 20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM
EDTA (TAE buffer). Samples were loaded in agarose gel loading buffer and run
at 10 V/cm. Gels were then stained by immersion in electrophoresis buffer
containing 0.5 pg/ml of ethidium bromide for 20 minutes. Destaining of the gel
was carried out by immersing the gel in fresh electrophoresis buffer for 10
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minutes. DNA was visualised by viewing the gel on a short wave UV
transilluminator.

2.2.5. Denaturing Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis of Samples.

Dried DNA pellets were dissolved in 3 \l\ of formamide loading buffer, and
heated at 95°C for 2 minutes to ensure complete dénaturation. Electrophoresis
was carried out on 0.4 mm X 80 cm X 20 cm 6 % polyacrylamide gels containing
8

M urea. Gels were run for approximately 3 hours at 3000 V, 55°C. After

electrophoresis, gels were transferred onto Whatman 3MM filter paper, placed
on top of DE81 ion-exchange paper and dried under vacuum on a Bio-Rad
model 583 gel dryer.

2.2.6. Autoradiography.

Autoradiographs were obtained by exposing the dried gel overnight to
Hyperfilm MR (Amersham International).

2.2.7. Densitometry.

Microdensitometry of the autoradiograph was performed on a Pharmacia
LKB enhanced Ultrasan-XL laser densitometer running Pharmacia GSXL 2.1
software or on a Bio-Rad imaging densitometer model GS 670 running either
NIH image or Molecular Analyst software.

2.2.8. Cell culture.

The human chronic myelogenous leukaemic cell line K562 (Andersson et.
al., 1979), was used in all cell experiments. Cells were maintained as
suspension cultures at 37°G in 95% air/5% CO 2 . The medium used was RPMI
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1640 containing 1 0 % heat-inactivated foetal bovine calf serum (PCS), 2 mM
glutamine, 100 |Lig/ml streptomycin and 60 pg/ml penicillin.

Immediately before experiments cells were counted on a haemocytometer.
Medium was removed by centrifugation at 280g/5 minutes at 37°C. Cells were
then resuspended at 5 X 10 ^ /ml in fresh RPMI 1640 medium containing no
PCS. 2 ml aliquots of the cell suspensions were then placed into sterile 10 ml
tubes. 200 X dosing solutions of minor groove binding agents were made up in
sterile water from freshly made prepared stock solutions and 10 pi of drug stock
was added to the appropriate aliquot of cells. The cell suspensions were then
incubated at 37°G for one hour. 100 X solutions of the alkylating agents were
prepared immediately prior to use, and were added to the cell / minor groove
binder mixtures as 20 pi aliquots. The suspensions were then incubated for an
additional hour at 37°C. After this incubation period, the cells were pelleted by
centrifugation at 280g/5 minutes at 37°C and the medium was replaced by
fresh RPMI 1640 containing PCS. Treated cells were plated out into 96 well
plates at 2 0 0 pi per well and were Incubated for 3-4 days at 37°C in order for
control cells to undergo approximately 3-4 cell cycles.
After this time period, the inhibition of cell growth was assayed by the MTT
assay (Mosmann, 1983). 20 pi of a solution of 5% MTT in PBS was added to
each well of the 96 well plate and the plate was left at 37°C for 5 hours. Plates
were then centrifuged at 200g for 15 minutes to pellet the cells. Medium was
removed from the pellets and the pellets were solubilised by the addition of 2 0 0
pi of DMSO. The absorbance of the solutions was then read at 570 nm on a
Dynatech MR 700 microplate reader.
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Chapter 3

Determination of the DNA Sequence Selectivity of Binding
of a Series of Novel Oiiqocarboxamide Minor Groove
Binding Agents.

3.1. Introduction.

As summarised in the introduction to this thesis, the last decade or so has
seen an intense research effort directed at understanding the mechanisms
involved in the selectivity of the interactions between DNA and the naturally
occurring minor groove binding antibiotics. A consequence of the success of
these activities has been the development of a number of synthetic analogues
of netropsin and distamycin. This is exemplified in the synthesis of a
diimidazole containing analogue of distamycin which had a preference for
binding to G.C sequences over A.T sequences (Kissinger et. al., 1987).
This chapter describes the investigation of the preferred binding sequences
of a series of imidazole containing, and C-terminus modified analogues of
distamycin. These analogues have been developed with the rationale that
replacement of the pyrrole heterocyclic rings of distamycin with imidazole
moieties will allow for the selection of G.C base pairs in the recognition
sequence of the drugs in a manner similar to that predicted and demonstrated
by Lown (reviewed in Lown, 1994). For increased ease of synthesis, this series
of compounds contain a (dimethylamino)ethyl group at their C-terminus
instead of the propionamidine group present on distamycin and on the
lexitropsins synthesised by Lown and co-workers (figure 3.1).
The first objective of this study, therefore, was to determine whether this
change of C-terminus has any bearing on the DNA sequence selectivity when
compared to the original second generation lexitropsins. DNA footprinting
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patterns obtained with the novel diimidazole compound ARI 114 were
compared to patterns obtained with the diimidazole compound synthesised by
Lown and known as Lex 371 (or, alternatively ARI 80).

Previous DNA binding studies of the imidazole containing and G.C
recognising lexitropsins have only been carried out on compounds containing
2 heterocyclic units (Lown et. al., 1986; Kissinger et. al., 1987), or three
heterocyclic units (Burckhardt et. al., 1989), although this latter study used only
the technique of CD. Thus, so far, no attempt has been made to systematically
investigate the binding characteristics of longer or shorter analogues of the
series. For this reason, a structure-binding activity study was carried out on the
series of compounds which contain between 1 and 4 imidazole moieties
(figure 3.1.), with the aim of identifying the optimum number of heterocycles for
binding and to identify the consensus DNA binding sequences. Binding
sequences were determined using DNA footprinting techniques.
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Figure 3.1. Structures of the compounds used in this study.
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In ‘•H-NMR and footprinting studies of the binding of the second generation
lexitropsin lex 371 to synthetic oligonucleotides, the C-terminus of the ligand
was found to recognise an AT base pair (Kissinger et. al., 1987; Lee et. al.,
1988b). The dominant factor in the reading of the S'- A.T base pair was found
to be due to Van-der-Waals interactions between the methylenes at the 0terminus of the ligand and the DNA (Lee et. al., 1988b). Therefore, a
compound lacking these C-terminal methylene groups was also tested for its
predicted ability to bind at pure G.C sequences. This compound, MW 97-8-13,
is also shown in figure 3.1.

Although the determination of DNA binding sequences in isolated DNA is a
relatively straightforward matter, there have been few studies concerning DNA
sequence selectivities of small molecular weight molecules within cellular
DNA. The development of an assay to investigate the DNA binding sequences
for molecules which interact non-covalently with nuclear DNA would therefore
be a significant advance. With this in mind, it was hypothesised that the in-situ
cleavage of DNA with a probe sensitive to the presence of a minor groove
binder, combined with the amplification of cleaved DNA by a PCR technique
may form the basis for such an assay. The thinking behind this method was
that if cells are treated with minor groove binding agents, these agents would
localise to the nuclear DNA. Subsequent treatment of the cells with DNA
cleaving agents will generate single-strand breaks in regions not protected by
the ligands (or other cellular constituents). If this DNA were then extracted from
the cells and purified, it could then be subject to a PCR based taq polymerase
'stop' assay. (Ponti et. al., 1991). In other words, a primer complementary to a
region of the template DNA would be extended until the site of a single-strand
break was met, at which point the nascent chain would be terminated. This
experimental procedure is essentially exactly the same as a conventional MPE
DNA footprinting protocol, except with the additional step of a linear PCR
amplification of the MPE cleaved DNA products. The resulting products could
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then be electrophoresed, and ligand binding sites determined as regions of
'protection' not present in control lanes.
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3.2. Materials and Methods

3.2.1. Minor Groove Binding Ligands.

The structures of this series of minor groove binders are given in figure 3.1.
Prior to footprinting reactions the compounds were dissolved in DMSO and an
equivalent molar ratio of hydrochloric acid to a final concentration of 10 mM.
Dilutions of the stock solution were made in double deionised water. The minor
groove binding ligands were synthesised in the laboratory of Dr Moses Lee, at
Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina.

3.2.2. DNA.

The DNA's used in these experiments were the 276 base pair fragment Bam
Hl-Sa/1 and the 4332 base pair Hind lll-Eco Rl restriction fragments of pBR322
DNA.
For the taq polymerase based techniques, the DNA used was either Pvu II
cleaved genomic DNA from K562 cells, or Hind III linearised pBR322 DNA.

All buffers and reagents used are listed in chapter 2. DNA footprinting
protocols were as given in Chapter 2 section 2.2.3.

The primers used in the taq stop assay were as follows;
Primer SRM; 5'-GCATTGGTAACTGTCAGACC-3'. Binds at position 3303 on
the top strand of pBR322 DNA.
Primer AL; 5 -CGGTAAGACACGACTTATCG-3'. Binds at position 2855 on
the bottom strand of pBR322 DNA.
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In

addition,

the

genomic

ra s

primer,

5’-

CCTAAATCTGTCCAAAGCAGAGGC-3’ which binds to intron 1 of the human
N-ras gene was used in the attempt to develop the in vivo assay.

3.2.3. Taq Polymerase Stop Assay.

Initial experiments were carried out on naked DNA in order to determine the
conditions for DNA cleavage and PCR. DNA templates (Pvu II cleaved purified
genomic DNA) and minor groove binders were combined in 0.5 ml thin-walled
sample tubes in a volume of 50 pi. After allowing 60 minutes for the ligands
and DNA to equilibrate, a mixture containing buffer constituents, magnesium
chloride, 5'-end labelled ras primer, gelatin, 3'-deoxy 5' triphosphates and taq
polymerase was added to the drug/DNA mixtures to bring the volume up to 100
pi. The final concentrations were as follows; 20 mM ammonium sulphate, 75
mM Tris (pH 9.0), 0.01% Tween 20, 2.5 mM

M g2+,

62.5 nM dNTP's, 0.01 %

gelatin, 0.5 pg DNA template, 5 pMoles DNA primer and 1 unit of ta q
polymerase. The samples were then subject to a cycling protocol consisting of
1

minute at 94°C followed by 1 minute at 52°G and then 1 minute at 72°G for

30 cycles. After the cycling, samples were made to 0.3 M sodium acetate and
the DNA precipitated and pelleted by the addition of 3 volumes of 95 % ethanol
and centrifuged for 30 minutes at 13000g. DNA pellets were washed by
resuspension

and

reprecipitation

and

then

dried

under

vacuum.

Electrophoresis of the samples was as described in chapter 2, section 2.2.5.

To compare the taq stop sites with footprints derived by conventional DNA
cleavage techniques, the same fragment of DNA was generated by a
conventional PGR protocol. The primers SRM and AL, and the largest fragment
of a Ban II digest of pBR322 DNA were used to generate a 448 base pair
fragment. This DNA fragment was purified by preparative electrophoresis as
described in section 2.2.1. 5'- singly end labelled fragments were then
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generated by PCR on this purified template using the same primer pair, with
one primer 5'-end labelled. This end labelled DNA was then further purified by
preparative electrophoresis. MPE footprinting reactions were then carried out
on this DNA template in the presence of the minor groove binders according to
the

protocols

outlined

in section

2.2.3.

Footprinting

samples were

electrophoresed under denaturing conditions alongside the fag-stop samples.
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3.3.

Results.

3.3.1. DNA footprinting results.

The series of 1 to 4 imidazole containing compounds were initially screened
over a large dose range on the Hind lll-Eco Rl restriction fragment of pBR322
DNA. This fragment was used because of its ease of preparation and because
of its roughly equal content of A.T and G.C base pairs. Representative results
are shown in figure 3.2. This figure shows the patterns of protection against
DNA cleavage obtained as a result of incubating the DNA with 100, 250 and
500 |iM of each of the four compounds. Neither the mono-imidazole
compound, AR II 6 8 (lanes B, 0 and D), or the tetra-imidazole compound, AR II
62 (lanes K, L and M), gave any discernible DNA footprints at doses of up to 1
mM (data not shown). Both of these compounds did however cause a non
specific inhibition of DNA cleavage at 500 pM.
In contrast, both ARI 114 (figure 3.2., lanes E, F and G), and ARI 144 (lanes
H, I and J), gave quite distinct footprints. These footprints occurred in a dose
dependent manner, and were evident at the lower dose (100 pM) for ARI 144.
ARI 114 at 100 pM gave weaker footprints than those obtained with ARI 144.
Both compounds produced extensive DNA cleavage inhibition at 500 pM,
(lanes G and J).
An examination of the autoradiograph shown in figure 3.2. revealed that ARI
114 and ARI 144 produced patterns of protection from MPE cleavage at
regions of the DNA containing G.C base pairs. In order to investigate in more
detail the binding sequences of ARI 114 and ARI 144, these two compounds
were studied using the Bam Hl-Sa/1 restriction fragment of pBR322. This
fragment was chosen because of its' high G.C content. The results of the
MPE.Fe(ll) footprinting experiments are shown in figure 3.3. which illustrates
the footprints produced by the two compounds. ARI 114 and ARI 144 were also
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footprinted on the opposite strand of this restriction fragment, obtained by 5 'end labelling at the Sal I site (data not shown). Densitometry of the
autoradiographs obtained from these experiments led to the assignment of the
binding sites which are summarised in figure 3.4. for ARI 114 and 3.5. for ARI
144.

It can be seen from figures 3.4. and 3.5. that both ARI 114 and ARI 144 do
indeed localise at G.C rich regions in the predicted manner. Because of the
nature of the intercalated MPE moiety and the unequal spacing between the
major and minor grooves of DNA and the fact that the generated hydroxyl
radical will react with the closest chemical bonds, the footprints generated on
the two strands are slightly offset. This has to be taken into account when
assigning the binding sequences.
Although the only difference in the structures of ARI 114 and ARI 144 is the
presence of an extra imidazole unit in the ARI 144 molecule, it is clear that the
two compounds recognise quite different sequences within this restriction
fragment. Although the sequence selectivities are not entirely clear-cut, a
general preference for ARI 114 seems to be at 5 '-(G.C)3 (A.T) sequences. For
example the sequences 5'-G-C-C-A-3' at base positions 550-553, and 5 -C-CG-A-3' at base positions 456-460. The strongest footprints produced by ARI
144 were within two occurrences of the sequence 5 -T-C-G-G-G-C-T-3', neither
of which were recognised by ARI 114 in the footprinting assay.
The footprinting patterns produced by ARI 114 were then compared to those
produced by its structural analogue Lex 371 (ARI 80). The results of this
experiment are shown in figure 3.6. Both compounds produced very similar
patterns of protection (compare lanes B, C and D and H and I in figure 3.6.).
Figure 3.6. also shows the results of the footprinting experiments carried out on
MW 97-8-13 which has a truncated C-terminus (lanes E, F and G). This
compound proved to be a weak binder with little or no sequence selective DNA
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F ig u re 3.6. Footprinting patterns produced by ARI 114, Lex 371 and MW 97-8-13 on a
pBR 322-8am H l-S a /I restriction fragment. Lane A; MPE control, lanes B, C and D; ARI 114, lanes
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respectively, for all com pounds. Lane K is a purine specific m arker lane. Base positions are
indicated on the right of the autoradiograph.
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binding characteristics, although the compound caused a slight inhibition of
DNA cleavage at the highest dose (1000 |liM).
3.3.2. Tag polymerase stop assay
Attempts to develop an in-situ DNA footprinting assay for minor groove
binders based on DNA cleavage and PCR were unsuccessful. This became
clear in early experiments on naked genomic DNA when it was realised that
DNA incubated with the minor groove binders and subjected to DNA cleavage
by MPE.Fe(ll) or alternative hydroxyl radical generating protocols, followed by
amplification of the cleavage products did not produce the expected 'regions of
protection' when the PCR products were subject to electrophoreses. DNA
treated with ARI 114, ARI 144 and distamycin produced patterns of bands not
significantly different from control samples (data not shown). In contrast,
electrophoresis of products resulting from the PCR of DNA treated with
netropsin resulted in a series of intense bands at A.T rich regions, (instead of
the expected decrease in the intensities of the bands at these regions). This
was assumed to be the result of the sequence selective inhibition by netropsin
of the tag polymerase activity.

The ability of netropsin to inhibit taq polymerase in a sequence selective
manner was exploited, however, in an attempt to develop an alternative assay
for DNA binding sites, in the hope that this assay would be more sensitive than
existing techniques.
The sequence selectivities of DNA binding by netropsin determined by MPE
footprinting techniques on a restriction fragment of pBR322 DNA was
compared to the regions of polymerase inhibition caused by netropsin. The
results from this experiment can be seen in figure 3.7. Netropsin was able to
bring about inhibition of taq polymerase at specific sites on the DNA. In a
comparison of the sequence selectivity of binding by netropsin determined by
MPE footprinting techniques and the taq stop assay, the compound gave
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m arker lane. Base positions are shown on the left of the autoradiogram , and selected high A.T
sequences are shown on the right.
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comparable results. The polymerase was inhibited in a dose dependent
manner at stretches of A.T, for example at base positions 3075-3081, 31063114, 3139-3142, 3170-3173, 3180-3183 and 3201-3206. The sequences at
which the polymerase was inhibited by netropsin correlate well with the
sequences at which the netropsin footprints (compare lanes C-F with l-L in
figure 3.7.). Stop sites are slightly offset from the presumed binding site and
tend to be consistently ‘above’ the region of high A.T base pairs.
These sites of taq polymerase inhibition began to occur at quite low doses,
for example, stop sites are evident at the lowest tested dose, 1 pM (figure 3.7.,
lane L). This is in contrast to the higher doses of netropsin required to observe
DNA footprinting using conventional techniques, which usually begin to occur
at about 50 pM. However, neither distamycin, ARI 114 or ARI 144 caused any
significant sites of taq polymerase inhibition in this assay (data not shown).
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3.4. Discussion.

The results obtained from footprinting experiments clearly indicate that the
di- and tri-imidazole members of this series of compounds are capable of
selecting sequences that contain G.C base pairs, as predicted. Neither the
mono or the tetraimidazole compounds, AR II 6 8 and AR II 62, were capable of
producing footprints in this assay. In addition, the results indicate that the
substitution of a (dimethylamino)ethyl moiety for a propionamidine group at the
C-terminus of the compound has no effect on the sequence selectivity of DNA
binding.
The methylene groups at the C-terminus of the diimidazole compound
obviously have an effect on the DNA binding characteristics of the lexitropsins.
This is evident in the fact that the removal of these groups causes an abolition
of the sequence selective DNA binding patterns of the parent compound and a
reduction in the DNA binding constant (Lee et. a/., 1992). This may be because
the Van-der-Waals interactions provided by these methylene groups are an
important stabilising force in the ligand-DNA interaction, or possibly because
the removal of these groups brings about a steric clash between the
aminoethyl group of MW 97-8-13 and the base pairs of the DNA.
The footprinting results shown in figure 3.3. demonstrate that ARI 114 and
ARI 144 have different sequence selectivities, even though the compounds
differ from each other only in the presence of an extra imidazole unit in the ARI
144 molecule. This is a somewhat unexpected result and is in contrast to
netropsin and distamycin, which have very similar and mostly overlapping
DNA sequence preferences.
To confirm the sequence sélectivités and the modes of interaction of the
series of compounds Dr Moses Lee has carried out a series of experiments
and physiochemical measurements. Apparent DNA binding constants (Kapp)
derived from ethidium bromide displacement assays demonstrated that ARI
144 had a comparable affinity for calf thymus DNA to that of distamycin (both
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7.7 ± 0.1 X 1Q5 IV|l). ARI 114 had a Kapp of 0.3 ± 0.2 X 10 ^ M"'*, lower then both
ARI 144 and AR II 62 (3.4 ±0.1 X 10^ M’ ’*) and approximately equal to that of
AR II 6 8 . The fact that ARI 114 footprints on DNA using MPE based assays and
that AR II 62 and AR II 6 8 do not, implies that the latter two compounds may
associate with DNA in a manner different from that of ARI 114 and ARI 144,
possibly by a mechanism that does not involve substantial groove binding. The
imidazole containing compounds showed a reduced binding affinity for
poly(dA.dT) compared to distamycin, whilst interacting strongly with
poly(dG.dC), implying that the compounds have a preference for G.C
sequences over A.T sequences.
Further conformation of the preference for G.C sequences over A.T
sequences came from circular dichroism (CD) and

NMR studies. In the CD

experiments the compounds produced significantly larger DNA induced ligand
bands with poly(dG.dC) then with poly(dA.dT). The

NMR studies of the

interactions of ARI 114 with the oligonucleotide d(CATGGCCATG )2 also
implied that the compound was able to bind to the dodecamer, specifically at
the CCAT sequence, with the C terminus of ARI 114 located over the thymine
residue (Lee e t al. 1993c).
Molecular modelling experiments were also carried out by Dr Lee in an
attempt to rationalise the lower binding affinity of AR II 62 compared to ARI 144.
The results from these experiments showed that the addition of an extra
imidazole in the AR II 62 structure gives it a smaller radius of curvature (13 ± 1

Â) then ARI 144 (17 ± 1 A), or ARI 114 (15 ± 1 A). When docked into a model of
d(G 4 .C4 ) a possible explanation of the lower Kapp for AR II 62 emerged. The
radius of curvature of d(G 4 .C 4 ) is 19 ± 1

A, and thus AR

II 62 located in the

minor groove of this DNA sequence has a ‘bowed out' conformation, which
may interfere with the efficient binding of AR II 62 to G.C sequences.

The recent advent of taq polymerase based in-vivo assays (Mueller & Wold,
1989; Pfeifer et. ai., 1989; Hornstra & Yang, 1993; Grimaldi et.al., 1994), led us
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to believe that an assay could be developed which would enable the
determination of the DNA binding sites of some non-covalent binders in a
cellular environment. However, exploratory studies proved disappointing and
preliminary results presented here indicate that an in vivo technique involving
DNA cleavage by MPE followed by PCR may not be a suitable approach.
The results from the taq polymerase stop assay indicate that this method
may be useful for the determination of binding sites of some DNA minor groove
binders but not others. Only netropsin of the four compounds tested was able to
produce a pattern of sequence selective inhibition of taq polymerase. This is
presumably because netropsin is a stronger DNA binder (Zimmer & Wahnert,
1986), due to its dicationic nature, and is thus able to maintain its intimate
contact with the DNA even through the repeated heat dénaturation cycles
involved in the assay.
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Chapter 4.

The Effect of Minor Groove-Binders on Major Groove
Alkylation by Nitrogen Mustards,

4.1. Introduction.

Alkylating nitrogen mustards are capable of producing a number of covalent
lesions on DNA. These lesions include alkylation at the N7 and N3 of adenine,
the 0 4 and 0 2 of thymine, the 0 2 of cytosine and the N7, N3 and the 0 6
position of guanine. For reviews see Hemminki, (1983), and Warpehoski &
Hurley, (1988). By far the majority of adducts formed by the nitrogen mustards
are located on the N7 position of guanine. The degree of alkylation at each
guanine within a DNA sequence varies considerably and the distribution of
these guanine N7 alkylations has been studied at the level of the individual
base in isolated DNA by a modification of the Maxam and Gilbert guanine
specific cleavage reaction (Mattes et. al., 1986a). In this procedure, alkaline
conditions catalyse the rupture of the C8-N9 bond in the alkylated DNA, forming
a formamido-pyrimidine structure which is then displaced from the ribose
moiety by piperidine, an organic base (Mattes et. a!., 1986b).
With most nitrogen mustards, such as mechlorethamine and melphalan
(figure 4.1.), preferential reaction is seen at guanines located within runs of
guanines, and this has been found to correlate with the calculated molecular
electrostatic potential at the reactive site (Pullman & Pullman, 1981). Isolated
guanines, in contrast, are alkylated only weakly, particularly when surrounded
by cytosine bases. Two members of the nitrogen mustard family, uracil and
quinacrine mustard (figure 4.1.), show patterns of alkylation distinctly different
from those of other mustards, and this was found to be a consequence of the
substituent attached to the reactive group, (Mattes et. a!., 1986a; Kohn et. a!.,
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1987). Uracil mustard shows a preference for 5'-Py-G-C-3' sequences, a site
which is alkylated only weakly by other mustards, and it was proposed that this
was due to a specific favourable reaction between the uracil 0 4 position on the
drug and the 3' cytosine amino group facilitating reaction at the 5' guanine.
Quinacrine mustard has a sequence preference for alkylation which relies
on the two bases 3' to the reactive guanine, which must be either G-Pu or T-Pu.
A rapid, non-covalent intercalation occurs between these two base pairs and
the reacting side chain can stretch over the intervening guanine or thymine and
alkylate the guanine N7. Adenine and cytosine on the 3' side of the reactive
guanine have unfavourably placed amino groups and therefore sterically
hinder the reaction.

CICH 2CH 2^
N -C H 3

C!C H 2C H 2^

CICH2CH2

CICH2CH2

M ech loreth am in e

Uracil mustard

y

Melphalan (L-phenylalanine mustard)
CICH2CH&

CICH2CH2.

/ — \
^^2
N— &
A — CH 2- CH - COOH

ÇH3

nCH

Quinacrine mustard

Figure 4.1. Structures of the nitrogen mustards used in this study,
along with the parent compound, mechloroethamine.

The reaction at regions of high G.C content has been put forward as a
possible explanation for the antitumour effectiveness of these nitrogen
mustards (Hartley et. al., 1988). Many viral and animal proto-oncogenes
contain G.C runs and in some cases these sequences form part of the 5' control
regions of the gene (Mattes et. a!., 1988).
It has been postulated that the modification of DNA conformation by DNA
interacting agents, including DNA minor groove-binders may possibly play a
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role in enhancing the action of drugs that covalently attack the DNA double
helix, (for example see Wilson et. al., 1990b), and thus further increase their
therapeutic index. It is of interest, therefore, to determine any synergistic effects
that may occur when DNA interacting ligands, especially those with different
binding modalities, are acting in combination.
To examine whether structural modifications induced in the DNA by ligand
binding in the minor groove are capable of modulating alkylation reactions that
occur in the major groove, experiments were carried out in which patterns of
guanine N7 alkylation generated by the nitrogen mustards in the absence or
presence of minor groove binders were compared. In addition, agents that are
known to have different modes of binding and affinities for DNA were included
for comparison. These included the intercalating agent ethidium bromide and
the polyamine spermine (figure 4.2.). The effect of high ionic strength on
alkylation patterns was also investigated by the inclusion of a high
concentration of sodium chloride in the appropriate samples.

N - — C2H5

Ethidium bromide

HgN-

' (CH 2)3-----NH2

(CH 2)4

NH2

(CH 2)3— NH3

S p erm ine

Figure 4.2. Structures of the polyamine spermine, and the
intercalating agent, ethidium bromide.
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Sodium chloride is known to inhibit the extent of the reactions of many
alkylating reagents with DNA (Pullman and Pullman 1981). Ethidium bromide is
a classical DNA intercalative agent which displays a weak DNA sequence
preference,

and

binds

most favourably to sequences

containing

a

purine/pyrimidine alternation. DNA complexed with ethidium bromide is
extended and unwound by 26°. Spermine is a polyamine that carries a
dicationic charge and is thought to associate with DNA by interacting with the
phosphate backbone and possibly adapting into the minor-groove.
These compounds are known to have effects on the DNA structure, either in
terms of three-dimensional conformation or on the distribution of charge along
the double helix. Polyamines such as spermine, and monovalent metal cations
such as sodium are present in the cell at high concentrations and have
important physiological roles.
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4.2. Materials and Methods.

4.2.1. Chemicals.

Mechlorethamine and spermine were obtained from the Sigma Chemical
Co., Dorset, England. Ethidium bromide was from BDH. L-phenylalanine
mustard (Melphalan, L-Pam) was from the Wellcome Foundation, uracil
mustard (UM) was from the Upjohn Co., and quinacrine mustard (QM) from
Fluka Chemical Co.

4.2.2. DNA

The DNA used in these experiments was the Hind \W-Sal I restriction
fragment of pBR322 DNA, 5'-end labelled at the Hind III site with 32p. The
sequence of this restriction fragment is given in the appendix.

4.2.3. Guanine N7 Alkylation Reactions.

The preparation of singly 5' end-labelled DNA restriction fragments was as
described in chapter 2. Approximately 0.5 pg of singly 5'-end labelled DNA
restriction fragment per sample (-50000 cpm) in a volume of 40 pi of TeOA
buffer was placed into 1.5 ml microfuge sample tubes. Where appropriate, 5 pi
aliquots of 10 X stocks of freshly diluted solutions of netropsin, distamycin A,
ethidium bromide, sodium chloride or spermine in TeOA buffer were added to
the samples. These agents were allowed to preincubate with the DNA for one
hour at room temperature. Freshly made 10 X stocks of the alkylating nitrogen
mustards were then added to the samples as 5 pi aliquots in TeOA buffer.
Alkylating reactions were then allowed to proceed for a further thirty minutes at
room temperature. Reactions were stopped by the addition of 50 pi of alkylation
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stop mix. The samples were mixed by vortexing and the DNA was precipitated
by the addition of 300 pi of 95% ethanol. Samples were mixed, chilled in a dryice/ethanol bath and centrifuged for fifteen minutes at 13000g. The supernatant
was removed from the DNA pellet, which was then redissolved in 0.3 M sodium
acetate, 1 mM EDTA (100 pi) and re-precipitated by the addition of 300 pi of
95% ethanol to remove any excess DNA affinity binder or alkylating agent. This
was then chilled and centrifuged as before, and the supernatant removed. A
final wash with 70% ethanol was carried out after which the DNA pellet was
dried under vacuum. Control samples, which were treated with either cationic
affinity binders alone or alkylating agents alone were included.

4.2.4. Piperidine Treatment of Aikyiated DNA

Single strand-breaks were generated in the DNA at sites of guanine N7
alkylation. The mechanism of this reaction was described by Mattes (Mattes et.
al., 1986b). Dried DNA samples from the alkylation reactions were dissolved in
100 pi of a freshly prepared 10% solution of piperidine in water. These
solutions were then heated at 90°G for fifteen minutes, after which they were
snap-frozen by immersion in a dry-ice/ethanol bath. Samples were lyophilised
to dryness, redissolved in 2 0 pi of double-deionised water, re-frozen and again
lyophilised to dryness. This wash procedure was then repeated in order to
remove any remaining piperidine which would otherwise interfere with the
electrophoresis procedure. Electrophoresis was as described in chapter 2,
section 2.2.4.

4.2.5. Growth Inhibition Studies.

Cell culture conditions were as described in chapter 2, section 2.2.8. Growth
inhibition was measured with the MTT assay (Mossman, 1983), The protocol for
this assay is outlined in section 2 .2 .8 .
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4.3. Results.

4.3.1. Guanine N7 alkylation by nitrogen mustards.

The three nitrogen mustards, L-phenylalanine mustard, uracil mustard and
quinacrine mustard, were chosen for these experiments because they have
well defined, but differing DNA sequence specificities of guanine N7
monoalkylation. The difference in alkylation specificities is thought to be due to
the chemical functionality attached to the reactive mustard group. Figure 4.3.
shows the differing patterns of guanine N7 alkylation caused by these three
mustards on a Hind Ill-Sa/1 restriction fragment of pBR322 DNA and figure 4.4.
shows the densitometric traces of the autoradiograph in figure 4.3. It can clearly
be seen that the three compounds produced different patterns of lesions.
Phenylalanine mustard reacted primarily at guanines which lie within runs of
guanines, for example at bases 173, 184, 155 and 164 in figure 4.3., lanes b
and c. Uracil mustard showed a pattern of guanine N7 alkylation similar to that
of L-PAM except for a preferential reaction at the guanine within the sequence
5'-Py-G-C-3', for example, at the bases 160, 169, and 181, all 5'-T-G-C-3'
sequences, and at 209, a 5 -C-G-C-3' sequence (lanes d and e). Quinacrine
mustard, in contrast, caused guanine N7 alkylation primarily at the sequence
5'-G-G-Pu-3' or 5'-G-T-Pu-3' (with the reactive base underlined), for example at
bases 134 (5'-G-G-A-3'), 140 (5'-G-T-A-3'), 164 (5'-G-T-A-3,), and 224 (5’-G-TG-3'), lanes f and g. These results are in agreement with the findings of Mattes
(Mattes e t a/., 1986a), and Kohn (Kohn et. al., 1987).
In the initial experiments the A.T selective groove binders, netropsin and
distamycin, were tested for their ability to effect the patterns of monoalkylation at
guanine N7 sites produced by the three mustards. Included in these
experiments were other molecules that associate with DNA in a manner other
than groove binding. These were sodium chloride, ethidium bromide and
spermine.
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Figure 4.3. Autoradiograph demonstrating the patterns of guanine N7 alkylation induced by
three nitrogen mustards. Lane a; control, no drug. Lanes b and c; L-phenylalanine mustard (LPAM), 25 pM and 100 pM respectively. Lanes d and e; uracil mustard, 10 pM and 25 pM. Lanes f
and g; quinacrine mustard, 5 nM and 25 nM. Lane h; purine specific marker lane. Representative
sites for each of the mustards are shown on the left of the figure. Base pair positions are shown
on the right.
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F ig u re 4 .4. D ensitom etric scans of the autoradiograph show n in fig ure 4.3. The scans
titled L-PAM , UM and QM correspond to lanes c, e and g in figure 4.3. Arrow s indicate the
pre fere ntia l sites of reaction and the sequences at these site s are show n n ext to the
arrow s. The approxim ate base pair positions are shown on the left of the figure.
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Experiments were then carried out to compare the alterations in guanine N7
alkylations induced by the A.T selective minor groove binders with the
alteration in alkylation patterns induced by the G.C minor groove binders ARI
114 and ARI 144.

4.3.2. The effect of minor groove binders and other DNA interacting
agents on guanine N7 alkyiation by nitrogen mustards.

Alkylation by L-phenylalanine mustard.

None of the non-covalently DNA interacting agents on their own were able to
produce any measurable degree of covalent reaction at the guanine N7
position (data not shown).
The autoradiograph in figure 4.5. and the corresponding densitometric scans
in figure 4.6. show the alkylation at guanine N7 positions produced by L-PAM
after preincubation of the DNA with a variety of DNA binders. The figures
demonstrate that, compared to L-PAM alone, all of the agents affected the
alkylation reaction in some way. Sodium chloride caused a strong global
inhibition of the alkylation reaction. L-PAM alkylation was also inhibited by all of
the other agents. However, spermine, netropsin and distamycin also had the
ability to qualitatively alter the pattern of monoalkylation at the guanine N7
positions, including the runs of guanines that are the L-PAM preferential sites of
reaction. For example, spermine (lane e), strongly suppressed alkylation at the
triplet of guanines at base positions 172-174, indicated by the arrow labelled A
in figure 4.5., compared to other strong L-PAM alkylation sites, including the
triplet of guanines at bases 183-185. Netropsin in particular (lane f figure 4.5,
trace c, figure 4.6), induced a marked alteration in the distribution of guanine
adducts. This can be seen, for example, as a suppression at sites indicated by
the arrows A and B (base positions 172-174 and 164), both preferential
reaction sites, and enhancement at sites C (base position 247, sequence 5-T-
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F ig u re 4.5. A uto ra dio grap h dem onstrating the effect of various DNA a ffin ity binders on
guanine N7 alkylation by L-PAM. Lane a; control, no drug, lane b; L-PAM, 100 pM. Pretreatments
were as follows: Lane c; NaCI, 100 mM. Lane d; ethidium bromide, 10 pM. Lane e; spermine, 10
pM. Lane f; netropsin, 100 pM. Lane g; distam ycin, 100 pM. Lane h; purine specific m arker lane.
M ajor differences in guanine N7 lesions induced by the various affinity binders are indicated on
the left of the figure. Base pair positions are shown on the right of the figure.
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F ig u re 4.6. D ensitom etric scans of the autoradiograph show n in figure 4.5. A . L-PAM , 100
)iM . B. Pretreatm ent w ith sperm ine (10 pM). C. P retreatm ent w ith netropsin (100 pM ). D.
P retreatm ent w ith distam ycin (100 pM ). The scans co rresp on d to lanes b, e, f and g in
figure 4.5. A lterations in patterns of guanine N7 alkylation are indicated by arrow s, w ith
arrow s pointin g left ind icatin g su pp re sion and a rrow s p o in tin g to the rig h t in d ic a tin g
enhancem ent of a particular lesion.
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G-A-3'), and D (base position 160, sequence 5'-G-G-T-3'). Notably, these two LPAM alkylations inhibited by netropsin contain at least 2 guanines, whereas the
two sites of enhancement are on single guanines, although this pattern is not
always repeated along the whole piece of DNA. By comparison distamycin, at
an equimolar concentration, induced only small alterations in the pattern of
guanine N7 adducts, with, for example, a slight enhancement at position E,
(base position 200) and a small degree of inhibition at positions A and B.
Figures 4.7. and 4.8. show the distribution of guanine N7 adducts produced
by L-PAM in the presence of two concentrations of each of the A.T binders,
netropsin and distamycin, and the G.C selective binders, ARI 114 and ARI 144.
Netropsin and distamycin caused identical alterations in adduct patterns to that
demonstrated in figures 4.5. and 4.6., and these alterations are again illustrated
by the arrows labelled A, B, 0, D and E. In the presence of the G.C selective
binder, ARI 114, an altogether different pattern of guanine N7 adducts was
induced to that seen with pretreatment with either of the A.T selective binders.
For example, adducts at sites G and H are reversed in their reactivities
compared to control, and sites A, and I (base position 250, sequence 5 -T-G-C3'), enhanced. The adduct labelled J (base position 221/222, sequence 5'-T-GG-C-3 ), was slightly suppressed. None of these changes was bought about by
the presence of either of the A.T binders. In comparison to ARI 114, ARI 144
caused a strong suppression of all guanine N7 alkylation at both doses (Figure
4.7., lanes i and j).
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F ig u re 4.7. A u toradiograph dem onstrating the effects of A .T and G.C se le ctive m in or groove
binders on the patterns of guanine N7 alkylation induced by L-PAM . Lane a; control, no drug.
Lane b; L-PAM (100 pM ). P retreatm ents w ere as follow s: Lanes c and d; netropsin 100 pM and
250 pM. Lanes e and f; distam ycin , lO O p M and 250 pM. Lanes g and h; ARI 114 100 pM and
250 pM. Lanes i and j; ARI 144 100 pM and 250 pM. Lane k; purine specific m arker lane. M ajor
differences in alkylation patterns are indicated by the arrow s on the left of the figure. See main
text for details. Base pair positions are shown on the right.
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Figure 4.8. D ensitom etric scans of the autoradiograph shown in figure 4.7. A. L-PAM , 100
pM. B. P retreatm ent w ith netropsin (250 pM). C. P retreatm ent w ith distam ycin (100 pM ).
D. P retreatm ent with ARI 114 (100 pM ) The scans correspond to lanes b, d, e and g in
figure 4.7. A lte ratio ns in p atterns of guanine N7 alkylation are indicated by arrow s, w ith
arrow s pointin g left ind icatin g suppresion and a rrow s pointing to th e rig ht indicating
enhancem ent of a particular lesion.
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Alkylation by uracil mustard

Figure 4.9. and 4.10. show the distribution of guanine N7 adducts produced
by uracil mustard in the presence of DNA affinity binders. As with L-PAM,
sodium chloride inhibited the extent of the overall alkylation reaction. All of the
agents studied were able to reduce the ability of uracil mustard to alkylate
preferentially at the three 5’-T-G-C-3’ sites indicated by the arrows labelled B
(base position 160), F (base position 169), and K (base position 181), and the
5 -T-G-C-3' site at base position 226 was also inhibited by all of the agents
except netropsin. Apart from inhibiting alkylation at these three sites, sodium
chloride, ethidium bromide and spermine generally had little effect. Alkylation at
the preferential 5'-C-G-C-3' sequence at base position 209, indicated by the
arrow labelled J, was not inhibited to the same extent as the 5'-T-G-C-3'
sequences. Netropsin was able to induce an enhancement of alkylation at site
0. Notably, site 0 at base position 247 (sequence 5’-T-G.-A-3’) was also
enhanced when DNA pretreated with netropsin was reacted with L-PAM (see
figures 4.5. and 4.7.).
Figure 4.11. shows uracil mustard guanine N7 alkylation patterns in the
presence of netropsin, distamycin, ARI 114 and ARI 144. Figure 4.11 shows the
corresponding traces of lanes b, c, e and h of the autoradiograph. Notable sites
are enhancement at site C for netropsin and sites E, F and G, at base positions
226, 169 and 137 respectively, for ARI 114. All of these sites enhanced by ARI
114 are at 5'-T-G-C-3' sequences. Thus it seems that ARI 114 is capable of
exaggerating the preferential reaction of uracil mustard at some of the 5,-T-G-C3' sites. As with alkylation by L-PAM, pretreatment with ARI 144 strongly
inhibited all guanine N7 alkylation.
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Figure 4.9. A u to ra dio grap h dem onstrating the effect of various DNA a ffin ity binders on
guanine N7 alkylation by uracil mustard. Lane a; control, no drug, lane b; uracil mustard, 25 |iM.
pretreatments were as follows: Lane c; NaCI, 100 mM. Lane d; ethidium bromide, 10 pM. Lane e;
spermine, 10 pM. Lane f; netropsin, 100 pM . Lane g; distamycin, 100 pM. Lane h; purine specific
m arker lane. M ajor differences in guanine N7 lesions induced by the various affinity binders are
indicated on the left of the figure. Base pair positions are shown on the right of the figure.
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F ig u re 4.10. D en sitom e tric scans of the auto ra d io gra ph show n in fig u re 4.9. A. uracil
m ustard, 25 pM. B. Pretreatm ent with netropsin (100 pM). C. P retreatm ent w ith distam ycin
(100 pM). The scans correspond to lanes b, f and g in figure 4.9. A lterations in patterns of
g u a nine N7 a lkyla tio n are in d ica te d by a rrow s, w ith a rro w s p o in tin g le ft in d ic a tin g
suppresion and arrow s pointing to the right indicating enhancem ent of a particular lesion.
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F igure 4.11. Autoradiograph demonstrating the effects of A T and G.C selective minor groove
binders on the patterns of guanine N7 alkylation induced by uracil mustard Lane a; control, no
drug. Lane b; uracil mustard, (25 pM). Pretreatments were as follows; Lanes c and d; netropsin,
100 pM and 250 pM. Lanes e and f; distamycin , 100 pM and 250 pM. Lanes g and h; ARI 114
100 pM and 250 pM. Lanes i and j; AR1144 100 pM and 250 pM. Lane k; purine specific marker
lane. Major differences in alkylation patterns are indicated by the arrows on the left of the figure.
See main text for details. Base pair positions are shown on the right.
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F ig u re 4.12. D ensitom etric scans of the autoradiograph show n in figure 4 .11. A . U racil
m ustard, 25 |iM . B. Pretreatm ent with netropsin (100 pM). C. Pretreatm ent w ith distam ycin
(100 pM ). D. P retreatm ent w ith AR I 114 (250 pM) The scans correspond to lanes b, c, e
and h in fig ure 4.11. A lte ra tio n s in patterns of guanine N7 a lkyla tion are ind icate d by
arrow s, w ith arrow s pointing left indicating suppresion and arrow s pointing to the right
indicating enhancem ent of a particular lesion.
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Alkylation by quinacrine mustard

Figure 4.13. shows the patterns of alkylation by quinacrine mustard in the
presence of the DNA affinity binders. Figure 4.14. shows the corresponding
densitometry of lanes b, e, f and g in the autoradiograph. Sodium chloride had
little or no inhibitory effect on alkylation by quinacrine mustard, in contrast to its
effect on alkylation by uracil mustard or L-phenylalanine mustard. Pretreatment
of the DNA with all of the other agents resulted in an alteration in the qualitative
distribution of guanine N7 adducts. The preferential reaction of QM at 5'-G-GPu-3' and 5'-G-T-Pu-3' was significantly affected by both of the minor groove
binders. For example, enhancement of alkylation occurred at the sites labelled
H (base pair 172, 5'-G-G-G-3'), for netropsin and H and F (5'-G-G-G-3'/5'-G-GA-3'), for distamycin. Other quinacrine mustard preferential sites were inhibited
in the presence of the minor groove binders, for example, the sites D (base pair
224, 5 -G-T-G-3'), and I (base pair 164, 5'-G-T-A-3'), were inhibited by both
netropsin and distamycin, and the sites at L (base pair 140, 5'-G-T-A-3'), and M
(base pair 133, 5'-G-G-A-3'), were effectively abolished by the A.T selective
minor groove binders. In addition to the preferential sites of alkylation exhibited
by quinacrine mustard, other guanines are affected by the presence of the
minor groove binders. For example the sites labelled E (base pair 221, 5 -G-GC-3'), and G (base pair 173, 5'-G-G-C-3'), are both enhanced by netropsin, and
distamycin enhances reaction at sites E, G, J (base pair 144, 5'-G-G-C-3'), and
K (base pair 143, 5'-G-C-A-3').
Quinacrine mustard alkylation was also affected by the presence of ethidium
bromide and spermine. For example, slight enhancements were caused at sites
F and G/H in the presence of ethidium, and spermine enhanced reaction at the
preferential site labelled L (5'-G-T-A-3').
Figures 4.15. and 4.16. illustrate patterns of guanine N7 alkylation by
quinacrine mustard in the presence of the four minor groove binders. As with
uracil mustard and L-PAM, the G.C selective binder ARI 114 was able to induce
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F ig u re 4.13. A utoradiograph dem onstrating the effect of various DNA a ffinity binders on
guanine N7 alkylation by quinacrine m ustard. Lane a; control, no drug, lane b; quinacrine
mustard, 5 nM. Pretreatments were as follows: Lane c; NaCI, 100 mM. Lane d; ethidium bromide,
10 |iM . Lane e; spermine, 10 pM. Lane f; netropsin, 100 p M . Lane g; distamycin, 100 pM. Lane
h; purine specific m arker lane. Major differences in guanine N7 lesions induced by the various
affinity binders are indicated on the left of the figure. Base pair positions are shown on the right of
the figure.
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Figure 4.14. D e n sito m e tric sca n s of th e a u to ra d io g ra p h show n in fig u re 4 .1 3 . A.
Q uinacrine m ustard, 5 nM. B. P retreatm ent with sperm ine (10 pM). C. Pretreatm ent with
netropsin (100 pM ). D. P retreatm ent w ith distam ycin (100 pM ). The scans correspond to
lanes b, e, f and g in fig u re 4.13. A lte ratio ns in patterns of guanine N 7 a lkylation are
indicated by arrow s, w ith a rrow s pointing left indicating suppresion and arrow s pointing to
the right indicating enhancem ent of a particular lesion.
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F igure 4.15. Autoradiograph demonstrating the effects of A.T and G.C selective minor
groove binders on the patterns of guanine N7 alkylation induced by quinacrine mustard. Lane a;
control, no drug. Lane b; quinacrine mustard (5 nM). Pretreatments were as follows: Lanes c and
d; netropsin 100 |iM and 250 pM. Lanes e and f; distamycin , 100 pM and 250 pM. Lanes g and
h; ARI 114 100 pM and 250 pM. Lanes i and j; ARI 144 100 pM and 250 pM. Lane k; purine
specific marker lane. Major differences in alkylation patterns are indicated by the arrows on the left
of the figure. See main text for details. Base pair positions are shown on the right.
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F ig u re 4 .1 6 . D e n s ito m e tric sca n s of th e a u to ra d io g ra p h sh ow n in fig u re 4 .15 . A.
quinacrine m ustard, 5 nM. B. Pretreatm ent with netropsin (100 |iM ). C. P retreatm ent with
distam ycin (100 pM ). D. P retreatm ent w ith ARI 114 (100 pM ) The sca ns co rresp on d to
lanes b, c, e and g in fig ure 4.15. A lte ratio ns in patterns of g uanine N 7 a lkyla tion are
indicated by arrow s, w ith arrow s pointing left indicating suppresion and a rrow s pointing to
the right indicating enhancem ent of a particular lesion.
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changes in alkylation at guanine N7 by quinacrine mustard, which are different
from those induced by netropsin and distamycin. Notable changes induced by
ARI 114 were enhancements at the preferential sites D, F, G/H, I, L and M,
amongst others. Interestingly, none of the preferential quinacrine mustard sites
were found to be suppressed in the presence of ARI 114. As with the other two
mustards, ARI 144 caused a strong inhibition of guanine N7 alkylation at all
sites.

Figures 4.17, 4.18. and 4.19. summarise the patterns of guanine N7
alkylation in the presence of the minor groove binders, and compare these
patterns with the known binding sites of netropsin, distamycin and ARI 114,
determined previously by DNA footprinting. This analysis addresses the
question as to whether the redistribution of nitrogen mustard guanine N7
alkylation sites in the presence of minor groove binders occurs simply as a
result of steric blocking of the alkylation reaction. It can be seen, for example,
that the enhancement of quinacrine mustard alkylation by ARI 114 at base
position 134 occurs at a site approximately 8 base pairs from the nearest ARI
114 binding site (figure 4.19, D). Alkylation by L-PAM at base position 191,
which lies very close to netropsin and distamycin binding sites and actually lies
within an ARI 114 binding site, appears not to be affected by the presence of
any of these ligands (figure 4.17.). The same is not true for alkylation by L-PAM
at bases 163 and 164, which are also close to netropsin and distamycin
binding sites and are inhibited as a result of this. Thus it appears that the
affected sites often lie some distance from the minor groove binding site and
that the patterns of inhibition and enhancement cannot be explained purely on
the basis of steric effects.

Although the ability of the G.C selective binder ARI 144 to strongly inhibit
guanine N7 alkylation by these three mustards is evident, it is possible that this
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F ig u re 4 .17 . S ch e m a tic re p re se n ta tio n of th e p a tte rn o f g u a n in e N 7 m o n o a lk y la tio n s
induced by L-PAM on the Hin6 \W-Sal I restriction frag m en t o f pB R 322 D N A, in the presence
o r a b se n ce o f m in o r gro ove binders. Bars rep re se n t th e in te n s itie s o f th e g u a n in e N 7
lesions produced by L-PAM alone (A), o r in the presence of netropsin (B), d istam ycin (C), or
A R I 114 (D). T he b inding sites of each of th e m in o r g ro o ve b in de rs, d e d u c e d by D N A
fo otprinting experim ents, is represented by shaded boxes underneath the D N A sequence.
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F ig u re 4 .1 8 . S ch e m a tic re p re se n ta tio n o f th e p a tte rn o f g u a n in e N 7 m o n o a lk y la tio n s
induced by uracil m ustard on the Hin6 \W-Sal I restriction fra g m e n t o f p B R 322 D N A, in the
p resence o r absence of m in or groove binders. Bars represent the intensities o f th e guanine
N 7 lesio ns p ro du ced by u racil m ustard alo ne (A), o r in th e p re se n ce of n e tro p s in (B),
d is ta m ycin (C), o r AR I 114 (D). T he binding sites of each of th e m in o r g ro ove b inders,
d educed by D NA footprin tin g experim ents, is represented by shaded boxes u nderneath the
D N A sequence.
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Figure 4 . 19. S c h e m a tic re p re se n ta tio n o f th e p a tte rn o f g u a n in e N 7 m o n o a ik y la tio n s
induced by q uinacrine m ustard on the Hind \W-Sai I restriction fra g m e n t o f pB R 322 DNA, in
th e p re sen ce o r a bse n ce of m in o r gro ove binders. Bars re p re s e n t th e in te n s itie s o f the
g u a n in e N7 le sio n s p ro d u ce d by q u in a crin e m usta rd a lo n e (A), o r in th e p re s e n c e of
netropsin (B), distam ycin (C), o r ARI 114 (D). T he binding sites of each of the m in o r groove
b in de rs, d e d u ce d by D N A fo o tp rin tin g e xp e rim e n ts , is re p re s e n te d by s h a d e d b o xe s
underneath the D NA sequence.
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inhibition may be masking some subtle qualitative effects induced by this
groove binding agent. Therefore, DNA pretreated with ARI 144 was exposed to
higher doses of the mustards than were the control, un-pretreated samples.
Samples were then processed as before and the pattern of bands obtained
was analysed. This analysis showed that ARI 144 was unable to bring about
any significant qualitative alterations in the distribution of guanine N7 adducts
in this system (data not shown).

4.3.3.

Growth

inhibitory

effects

of

nitrogen

m ustards

in

the

presence of minor groove binders.

The question naturally arises as to whether the modulation of the sequence
selectivity of guanine N7 alkylation patterns of nitrogen mustards produced by
the presence of minor groove binders has any bearing on nitrogen mustard
cytotoxicity in cell culture systems. In order to address this question,
experiments were carried out to determine growth inhibition caused by the
nitrogen mustards alone, or in the presence of the four minor groove binders.
The growth inhibition curves of K562 cells were then compared for any
differences caused by the presence of the minor groove binders.
Aliquots of cells were initially incubated in serum free media containing a
single dose of either of the four groove binding ligands dissolved in PBS, or
PBS alone. These preincubations were carried out for 1 hour in order to allow
the ligands to pre-equilibrate with the DNA. A range of concentrations of the
alkylating agents were then added and the reaction allowed to proceed for a
further sixty minutes. Cells were then washed, plated out and assayed 3 days
later using the MTT growth inhibition assay.
The single doses of netropsin and distamycin used were 50 pM and those of
ARI 114 and ARI 144 were 100 pM. These doses were chosen to be high
enough to cause observable effects on guanine N7 alkylation on naked DNA,
but to have little growth inhibitory effects on their own. Typically, the A.T
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selective minor groove binders caused approximately 10 % growth inhibition
when used alone at this dose, and the G.C binders caused no measurable
growth inhibition at 100

|liM .

The cytotoxic effects of the minor groove binders

were taken into account in the samples pretreated with these ligands. This was
done by calculating the absorbance of the mustard treated samples as a
percentage of the samples treated with the minor groove binders alone.
The growth inhibition curves of melphalan, uracil mustard and quinacrine
mustard treated cells in the absence or presence of netropsin, distamycin, ARI
114 and ARI 144 are shown in figures 4.21., 4.22. and 4.23., respectively. In
almost all of these experiments, the minor groove binding ligands have no
significant effect on the growth inhibitory properties of any of the three nitrogen
mustards. This is evident from the very similar growth inhibitory curves obtained
for each of the mustards in the presence and the absence of minor groove
binders.
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F igu re 4.20. The effect on the growth inhibitory properties of phenylalanine mustard (L-PAM)
of pretreating K562 cells with minor groove binders. The minor groove binders were as labelled,
and the dose of the nitrogen mustard (in pM) is plotted against the fraction of control (untreated
cells). Samples pretreated with minor groove binders (♦ ). Alkylating agent alone (□)
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4.4. Discussion.

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that ligands that bind in
the minor groove of the DNA double helix are able to produce both quantitative
and qualitative changes in the patterns of guanine N7 alkylation produced by
three representative nitrogen mustards. Although this adduct is thought to be of
minor importance in terms of mutagenesis and/or carcinogenesis, (Boiteux &
Laval, 1983; Larson et. al., 1985), it constitutes by far the majority of adducts
formed by most of the chemotherapeutic alkylating agents (Hemminki, 1983;
Warpehoski & Hurley, 1988). It is also thought to be a critical lesion in
antitumour activity in that DNA interstrand cross-links caused by nitrogen
mustards are formed between guanine N7 positions on opposite strands of the
DNA. The N7 position of guanine lies within the major groove of DNA, and thus
the implication of these results is that ligand binding in the minor groove is
capable of inducing changes in the DNA which can affect the interaction of
small, charged molecules at sites within the major groove of DNA.
An early study by Rajalakshmi et. al. (Rajalakshmi et. al.,

1978),

demonstrated that spermine and distamycin were able to inhibit the overall
alkylation at the N7 and 0 6 of guanine, and the N3 position of adenine of
chromatin DNA in-vitro by N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU). They attributed the
inhibitory effect on alkylation by MNU to the binding of spermine or distamycin
A to the minor groove and/or subsequent stabilisation of DNA tertiary structure.
This stabilisation of DNA conformation thus renders the three methylatable sites
unavailable for reaction with MNU. In addition, Wurdeman and Gold have
shown that guanine N7 adducts resulting from MNU alkylation could be dosedependently inhibited by pretreatment of the DNA with either sodium chloride,
spermine, ethidium bromide or distamycin A (Wurdeman & Gold, 1988). The
findings of these authors are consistent with the hypothesis that the binding of
cationic species to a negatively charged DNA molecule will 'screen' this
negative charge and therefore inhibit the reaction of the DNA with positively
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charged reaction intermediates. Although neither of these studies revealed any
qualitative alterations in the patterns of guanine N7 adducts, more recent
studies (Wilson et. al., 1990b; Yamamoto & Kawanishi, 1992), have shown that
distamycin was able to enhance DNA cleavage by bleomycin and to
qualitatively alter the distribution of strand breaks, some lesions being 100 fold
more frequent in the presence of distamycin. Yamamoto was unable, however,
to show any extensive enhancement of the bleomycin induced DNA cleavage
for Hoechst 33258, DAPI or berenil, all of which bind in the minor groove of
DNA at A.T sequences. Yamamoto at. ai. have also shown that the site
selectivity of duocarmycin A, a compound which alkylates DNA at adenines at
the 3' end of sequences of three or more adenine/thymine base pairs, can be
radically altered in the presence of distamycin so that alkylation at guanine
residues can occur (Yamamoto at. al. 1993).
All four of the minor grove binders tested here were capable of modulating
the guanine N7 alkylation reaction in some way, and the four ligands each
produced their own patterns of qualitative and/or quantitative changes in the
distribution of adducts. Additionally, the results indicate that the minor groove
binders netropsin, distamycin and ARI 114 generally have a greater ability than
either the polyamine spermine or the intercalator ethidium bromide to produce
changes in the distribution of guanine N7 adducts. Polyamines are ubiquitous
molecules absolutely required for cell growth (Matthews, 1993). The interaction
of polyamines, such as spermine, with DNA has been the subject of some
debate. Initially it was thought that the positively charged molecules interact
with the polyanionic sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA. However, more
recent studies with photoaffinity spermine analogues have indicated that
binding may occur in the minor groove with a slight preference for A.T regions
(Schmid & Behr, 1991). Conversely, studies with A.T or G.C containing
oligonucleotides have indicated that the polyamines may be located in the
major groove (Haworth at. a!., 1991). Whatever its location, spermine is thought
to be able to modulate DNA structure, including inducing changes in the helical
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twist of DNA and promoting B to Z transitions in some oligonucleotides
(Bancroft et. a!., 1994). Matthews has recently reviewed the role of polyamines
in chromatin structure (Matthews, 1993).
The fact that ethidium bromide is unable to produce as many alterations in
guanine N7 adduct distribution as the minor groove binders is slightly
surprising, in that intercalation causes more drastic conformational changes on
DNA than does binding in the minor groove. The creation of an intercalation
site causes separation of base pairs and a lengthening of the double helix, (for
a review see Saenger, 1983). The helix is unwound at the site of intercalation,
the degree of unwinding depending on the structure of the intercalator. In
addition, intercalation also causes a reduction in amount of rotation of one base
pair with respect to the next. Ethidium bromide, (figure 4.2.), represents a
classical intercalating agent. It is capable of producing an unwinding effect of
26° in the double helix, (for a review see Neidle et. al., 1987). The compound
exhibits a sequence preference for pyrimidine 3',5' purine sequences (Fox &
Waring, 1987).
Zakrzewska and Pullman have carried out theoretical studies on the
modulation of the molecular electrostatic potential of DNA by both minor
groove-binders (Zakrzewska & Pullman, 1983b), and spermine (Zakrzewska &
Pullman, 1985). Both of these studies deduced that ligand binding can strongly
affect the electrostatic properties of DNA. These changes can be propagated
over long distances and thus affect the ability of DNA to interact with small
charged molecules such as the reaction intermediates of alkylating agents,
even at sites some distance from the binding site of the ligands. Thus, the
alteration in the distribution of adducts in the major groove of DNA bought
about by ligand binding in the minor groove is likely to be due to a combination
of allosteric effects and the modulation of the electrostatic potential of the DNA.
The combined effect of conformational changes and changes in the charge
distribution resulting from interaction of the DNA with non covalent binders is
likely to be different for each of the agents and this may account for the
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differences in covalent adduct distribution brought about by ethidium bromide,
spermine and the minor groove binders.
The data presented in chapter 3 of this thesis demonstrates that the DNA
binding sequences of the A.T binders are quite different from those of the G.C
binders. In addition, ARI 114 and ARI 144 are weaker binders of mixed
sequence DNA then are netropsin or distamycin, as shown by ethidium
displacement assays (Lee et. al., 1993c). It is of no surprise, therefore, that
pretreatment of the DNA with ARI 114 causes a quite different alteration in
adduct distribution than that resulting from pretreatment with either of the A.T
binders. Netropsin and distamycin have similar and somewhat overlapping
DNA binding sites and the two compounds also have similar DNA binding
constants (Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986). Therefore, it might seem reasonable to
expect the two compounds to bring about similar alterations in guanine N7
adduct distribution. This is, in fact, often the case, for example compare site F
(base position 169) in figure 4.12., traces B, 0 and figure 4.11., lanes c and e,
which demonstrates a netropsin or distamycin mediated suppression of the
preferred site of alkylation, at the sequence 5’-T-G-C-3’, by uracil mustard. This
same site is enhanced in its reactivity due to binding of the G.C selective binder
ARI 114 (figure 4.12., trace D; figure 4.11., lane g). Conformational changes in
DNA structure bought about by binding of netropsin and distamycin at nearby
A.T sequences and of ARI 114 and ARI 144 at G.C sequences could be used to
explain this differential effect. However, in other cases, changes appear to be
more unpredictable. For example, alkylation by quinacrine mustard of the triplet
of guanines at base position 183-185 is relatively unaffected by netropsin but
enhanced by distamycin and ARI 114. (see site F in figure 4.15., lanes d, e and
g, and figure 4.16., lanes B, C and D). This is a somewhat unexpected result
given that the binding sites of netropsin and distamycin are very similar around
this sequence as demonstrated in figure 4.19. Thus it seems that there is no
simple relationship between the binding site of the ligand and suppression or
enhancement of reactivities of nearby nucleophilic sites. Figures 4.17., 4.18.
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and 4.19. show the intensities of the guanine N7 alkylations produced by LPAM, uracil mustard and quinacrine mustard respectively, in relation to the
binding sites of netropsin, distamycin and ARI 114. These figures show that the
minor groove binding ligands often have effects on alkylation at sites some
distance from their binding sites.
As discussed in the introduction of this thesis, netropsin and distamycin are
thought to cause similar DNA structural modifications. Some authors have
reported, however, that the two compounds show significant differences in
certain systems. For example, DNase I and micrococcal nuclease footprinting
result in different cleavage patterns with the two ligands (Portugal & Waring,
1987a). The differences modulated by the two different A.T binders may be a
reflection of the fact that netropsin is a dicationic molecule, whereas distamycin
carries only a single positive charge, and this is likely to have consequences for
the alteration of charge distribution.
For all of the tested mustards, ARI 144 proved to be a potent inhibitor of
alkylation. There seems to be no simple explanation for the fact that ARI 114
has little inhibitory effect compared to the closely related structure ARI 144. As
mentioned above, ARI 144 has a stronger DNA binding coefficient than ARI 114
(Lee et. al., 1993c), when measured by ethidium bromide displacement on calfthymus DNA. ARI 144 also binds to quite a different set of DNA sequences to
ARI 114 (see chapter 3 and also Lee et. a!., 1993c), and these two factors may
somehow have some bearing on the reactivities of nucleophilic sites in DNA
pretreated with either of the two ligands. However, both distamycin and
netropsin have binding coefficients very similar in magnitude to ARI 144
(Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986), and neither of these A.T selective compounds have
the ability to inhibit guanine N7 alkylation to the same degree as ARI 144. An
additional factor is that ARI 144 is unable to bring about any measurable
qualitative changes in the distribution of guanine N7 adducts of any of the
mustards in these experiments. Taken together, these facts may indicate a quite
different mode of binding of ARI 144 from that of ARI 114.
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Although the DNA sequence selectivity of all three of the nitrogen mustards
investigated here could be altered by the presence of ethidium bromide,
spermine, netropsin, distamycin or ARI 114, the greatest alterations in the
spectrum of guanine N7 adducts seemed to occur with DNA alkylated by
quinacrine mustard. In the case of ethidium bromide a possible explanation
may be that both ethidium and quinacrine are DNA intercalators and probably
compete for binding sites within the DNA double helix. Pretreatment of DNA
with either netropsin or distamycin results in suppression of alkylation at some
of the quinacrine mustard preferred sites, namely at 5 -G-T-G-3' and 5'-G-T-A3', or enhancement at other preferred sites, i.e. at the 5 -G-G-G-3' and 5'-G-G-A3' sites. In the reaction of quinacrine mustard with DNA the chromophore
portion of the quinacrine molecule is thought to intercalate between the base
pairs before any covalent reaction occurs. The fact that quinacrine mustard
alkylation was not inhibited by sodium chloride to the same degree as the other
mustards implies that intercalation, rather than formation of the arizidinium ion
intermediate is the rate limiting step in alkylation at guanine N7 by quinacrine
mustard. Pretreatment with netropsin or distamycin may make this intercalation
step more or less favourable, depending on the sequence context, possibly by
inducing conformational changes in the DNA. Steric blocking of the
intercalation site may also be responsible for abrogating the preferential
reaction of quinacrine mustard at 5'-G-T-Pu-3' sites. In contrast to the A.T
binders, pretreatment of the DNA with ARI 114 causes the accentuation of all of
the preferred sites of alkylation (see sites D, F, G, H, I, L and M, figure 4.15.). As
explained above, the binding of a minor groove binding agent causes
conformational changes which may allow for more favourable intercalation of
the quinacrine chromophore. An alternative explanation for the enhancement
(or suppression) of the sequence selectivity may be that the presence of an
adjacent or nearby ligand bound in the minor groove may encourage (or
inhibit) the formation of a reactive aziridinium ion intermediate.
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The pattern of enhancement and suppression of preferential alkylation sites
observed for quinacrine mustard in the presence of the minor groove binders is
similarly seen with uracil mustard. The preferential reaction at 5'-T-G-C-3'
sequences were abolished, compared to control samples, by both netropsin
and distamycin (and also by ethidium bromide and spermine). ARI 114
however, was able to exaggerate the preference of uracil mustard for the
guanine within the sequence 5'-T-G-C-3', but not apparently the 5 -C-G-C-3'
site at position 209.

The growth inhibition studies demonstrate that preincubation of the cells with
minor groove binders has little or no significant effect on the growth inhibitory
activity of the nitrogen mustards. This is despite the fact that the ligands clearly
have effects on nitrogen mustard alkylation seen in naked DNA. There are
three possibilities; firstly, the oligopeptides are not being taken up by the cell, or
do not localise in the nucleus. However, studies with a nitroxide spin-labelled
derivative of netropsin showed efficient cellular uptake characteristics and the
compound, moreover, was found to be localised in the nucleus (Bailly et. al.,
1989). Secondly, it may be that the sequence selectivity of guanine N7
alkylation patterns produced by nitrogen mustards has little or no bearing on
the cytotoxic action of these drugs. DNA interstrand cross-links are thought to
be the primary cytotoxic lesion produced by the bifunctional mustards, and the
experiments shown in this chapter do not indicate whether cross-link formation
is affected by the presence of minor groove binders. A third possibility is that the
compounds are being taken up by the cell and are localised in the nucleus, but
do not produce altered patterns of guanine N7 alkylation in cellular systems.
This is made more believable when one considers the presence of large
amounts of DNA binding proteins and cofactors all of which could influence the
interaction of the ligands with DNA. It may also be that the concentrations of
groove binding ligands bound on the cellular DNA are simply too low to have
any effect on the patterns of guanine alkylations by the mustards. A much
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higher dose of minor groove binding ligand would need to be used in order to
reach the same drug:DNA ratios as those reached in the experiments carried
out with naked DNA.
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Chapter 5.

The Effect of Minor Groove Binders on DNA Cleavage by
Restriction Endonucleases.

5.1. introduction.

Many proteins that control the vital functions of the cell exert their biological
activities by binding to specific DNA sequences within promoter, enhancer or
repressor elements of genes, and thereby eliciting a transcriptional response.
Examples of such proteins are the transcription factors c-JUN, FOS OCT-1, P53
and NF-kB, (for a review see Pabo & Sauer, 1992). All of these proteins bind to
their DNA sequences with a very high degree of base sequence selectivity.
Many other cellular proteins also interact with DNA in a sequence non-specific
manner, including DNA and RNA polymerases, DNA gyrases and DNA
topoisomerases. Proteins that have a high degree of fidelity in the sequence
specificity of their DNA recognition, for example the transcription factors,
generally utilise the information rich major groove of DNA for the majority of
their intermolecular contacts involved in the protein-DNA recognition process
(for example see Churchill & Travers, 1991). Proteins that are not so sequence
selective in their interactions with DNA frequently utilise the less information
rich minor groove of DNA to provide intermolecular contacts.
One of the principal reasons for developing sequence selective DNA binding
ligands is the hope that this will eventually lead to the development of a group
of compounds that are able to act as competitive inhibitors of specific cellular
DNA binding constituents (Krowicki et. a i, 1988b). If it was possible to
selectively inhibit, for example, the binding of a particular transcription factor to
DNA, then the consequent transcriptional response would become down
regulated. Thus, if the appropriate DNA binding proteins are inhibited then the
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resulting cellular response could be quiescence, differentiation, or even death
of the cell.
The A.T selective DNA minor groove binders netropsin and distamycin have
been extensively investigated for their effects on many DNA processing
enzymes including topoisomerases I and II (McHugh e t a/., 1989; Woynarowski
S t.

at, 1989; Beerman e t at, 1991; Chen e t at, 1993), DNA gyrases (Storl e t

at, 1993), transcription factors (Broggini e t at, 1989), and restriction enzymes
(Nosikov e t at, 1976; Kuroyedov e t at, 1977; Dorn e t at, 1992). In general,
this interference takes the form of inhibition, although low doses of netropsin or
distamycin have been shown to have a stimulatory effect in some systems
(Bruzik e t at, 1987; Levy e t at, 1989; Woynarowski, e t at, 1989).
Previous results presented in chapter 4 of this thesis, and also results
presented by other authors (see chapter 4 for references), have shown that a
ligand bound in the minor groove can affect simple covalent reactions that
occur in the major groove, either adjacent to the site of ligand binding or at sites
up/downstream of binding. Allosteric effects induced in DNA on ligand binding
are also likely to disrupt the interaction of DNA with complex molecules such as
proteins. Indeed there are many precedents for this, in which the effects of DNA
binding by A.T selective agents such as netropsin, distamycin and Hoescht
33258 on the activities of various cellular proteins have been investigated, (see
discussion of this chapter for references). In contrast to the A.T selective agents,
the abilities of the novel G.C selective agents to affect protein-DNA interactions
have remained largely uninvestigated.
Apart from the transcription factors, another class of proteins that read DNA
sequences with a very high degree of sequence selectivity are the restriction
endonucleases. These are bacterial derived DNA cleaving enzymes that have
found widespread use in molecular biology. These enzymes provide a good
model for the study of the effects of DNA binding ligands on the interaction of
sequence specific proteins with DNA. Firstly, their DNA cleaving ability means
that their activity is easy to assay. Secondly, there exists a wide range of
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restriction endonucleases with differing recognition sequences and this
enables the study of the effects of ligands in various sequence contexts. Finally,
the enzymes are readily available and inexpensive.
The purpose of this chapter was to investigate the effects of representative
A.T selective DNA binding ligands and the novel G.C binding ligands on the
activities

of various

restriction

endonucleases

as a model

representative of highly sequence selective DNA binding proteins.
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system

5.2. Materials and Methods.

5.2.1. Materials.

5'-end labelled DNA restriction fragments were prepared as outlined in chapter
2, section 2.2.1. Restriction enzyme buffer constituents are listed in section 2.1.

5.2.2. Methods.

Cleavage Inhibition Assay.
To investigate the effects of DNA minor groove binders on the activity of
restriction endonucleases, a cleavage inhibition assay was developed. The
basis of the assay was that an end labelled DNA restriction fragment containing
(preferably) one recognition sequence for the restriction enzyme under
investigation, was incubated with the enzyme in the presence of each of the
minor groove binders. If the ligands have any effect on the DNA cleaving
activity of the enzymes, this will show as a change in the quantity of cleavage
products compared to control. The protocol for this assay is outlined in figure
5.1. In order to have a good separation of the DNA cleavage products and the
full length DNA, the enzyme recognition sequence was chosen to be
approximately one third along the length of the linear DNA fragment. The
enzymes used to generate these restriction fragments are illustrated in the
simplified plasmid map in figure 5.2.
Linearised, 5'-end labelled plasmid DNA (100 ng) containing the recognition
sequence of the enzyme, sonicated calf-thymus carrier DNA (3 pg), and the
DNA binding ligand at various concentrations, were combined together in the
appropriate restriction endonuclease assay buffer in a total volume of 30 pi.
The mixture was allowed to equilibrate at the optimum reaction temperature of
the enzyme (usually 37°C). After the preincubation, a 5 pi aliquot of assay
buffer containing restriction endonuclease was added to the reaction mixture.
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Figure 5.1. Schem atic re pre se nta tion of the re s tric tio n
endonuclease-DNA cleavage Inhibition assay. See methods for a
full description of the assay.
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and the reaction was allowed to proceed for a further time period. Suitable
concentrations and incubation periods were predetermined in separate
experiments for each enzyme.
Eco RI (4360)

Eco RI / ^
Eco RV
P s fl ^
(3613)

Nm I

pBR322
e a / I ^ ^ S f y 1(1369)

DNA restriction with Sty\,

Eco RI

or,

E co R V

DNA restriction with Psfl,
■czzzaN ru\

DNA restriction with Eco RI,

S a /l

Figure 5.2. Map of the plasmid pBR322 showing the recognition
sites of the enzymes used in the initial part of this study (hatched
boxes), and the enzymes

used to create the

linear restriction

fragments, (arrows). The lower part of the figure represents the
linear fragments generated, and the positions of the enzyme sites
along the linear DNA.
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Cleavage reactions were stopped by the addition of 30 \i\ of a buffer
containing 0.6 M sodium acetate, 2 mM EDTA and 100 pg/ml of yeast tRNA,
followed by 180 pi of 95% ethanol. Solutions were chilled in a dry ice/ethanol
bath and the DNA pelleted by centrifugation. DNA pellets were then dissolved
in 0.3 M sodium acetate, 1 mM EDTA (50 pi) and reprecipitated by the addition
of 3 volumes of 95% ethanol. DNA was pelleted as before and the pellets were
then given a final wash with 70% ethanol (200 pi). DNA was dried under
vacuum and the pellets dissolved in agarose gel loading buffer. Samples were
run on 0.8% agarose slab gels at 100 V. Gels were then dried and
autoradiographed as described in chapter 2.
Autoradiographs were scanned and band volumes quantitated as described
in section 2.2.7.

Footprinting reactions.
To obtain optimal resolution for MPE.Fe(ll) footprinting of minor groove
binders at the enzyme recognition sites, the sites need to be in the region of 50100 base pairs from the end-labelled terminus. It is also a requirement that the
DNA fragments carry only a single end-label. For these reasons, the ligands
had to be footprinted on different restriction fragments to those used in the
cleavage inhibition assay. Footprinting reactions were as outlined in chapter 2,
section 2.2.3., except in this case footprinting results were obtained by carrying
out the MPE cleavage reactions in the appropriate restriction endonuclease
buffer. Gel electrophoresis of the samples was as described in section 2.2.4.
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5.3. Results.

5.3.1 ■ Inhibition of Eco RV. Eco Rl. B a ll and Nru I activities bv minor aroovebinders.

In the initial experiments, the four minor groove-binding ligands, netropsin,
distamycin, ARI 114 and ARI 144, were tested for their ability to inhibit a panel
of four restriction enzymes. The endonucleases Eco Rl, Eco RV, Bal I and Nru I,
were chosen because they have either four A.T base pairs {Eco Rl, Eco RV), or
four G.C base pairs (Bal I, Nru I), at the core of their consensus sequences.
Because distamycin and netropsin are known to prefer stretches of non
alternating over alternating AT stretches (Zimmer & Wahnert, 1986), enzyme
pairs were chosen which recognise either alternating or non-alternating A.T or
G.C sequences. The recognition sequences of the four enzymes are given in
table 5.1. below.

Table 5.1. The four restriction endonucleases used in the initial
part of this study, along with their recognition sequences.

Restriction endonuclease

Recognition sequence

Eco Rl

GAATTC

Eco RV

GATATC

Nru 1

TOGOGA

B ail

TGGOCA

DNA restriction fragments containing a single restriction enzyme site were
preincubated with increasing concentrations of ligand prior to restriction
enzyme cleavage. The amount of DNA cleavage, compared to an untreated
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control, was then determined by electrophoresis, autoradiography and
densitometry. Concentrations of enzyme and time of incubation were
determined in separate experiments, in order to achieve an incomplete
cleavage of full length DNA in control samples. This was done so that any
stimulation of cleavage may be observed. If a large excess of enzyme or a
prolonged incubation time were used, any such subtle effects may be
overlooked. In practice, the degree of cleavage in control full length DNA was
between 20 and 80%.
Figures 5.3. and 5.4. show the effects of minor groove-binders on DNA
cleavage by the A.T recognising enzymes Eco Rl and Eco RV, respectively. A
clear inhibition of DNA cleavage by both Eco Rl and Eco RV can be seen in the
presence of both netropsin and distamycin (panels A and B, figures 5.3. and
5.4.). The G.C selective DNA binding ligands, ARI 114 and ARI 144 had
significantly less effect, and only ARI 144, at high doses, was able to inhibit the
activity of Eco RV in these assays (panel D, figure 5.4.). ARI 114 showed no
inhibitory activity (panel C, figures 5.3. and 5.4.).
Figures 5.5. and 5.6. shows the effects of the four minor groove binders on
DNA cleavage by the G.C recognising enzymes Bal I and Nru I. In this case it
can be seen that, as with the A.T recognising enzymes, both netropsin and
distamycin inhibited DNA cleavage by the G.C recognising enzymes to some
extent. However, neither of the G.C selective ligands, ARI 114 or ARI 144
proved to be effective inhibitors of DNA cleavage by either Bal I or Nru I, except
for the inhibition of Nru I cleavage by ARI 144 at doses above 200 pM (figure
5.6. panel D).
The amount of DNA cleavage was sometimes inconsistent between different
sets of samples, carried out at different times, even with consistent cleavage
conditions. This was especially true for samples cleaved with the enzyme Nru I,
and can be seen for example as a difference between control samples in
panels A and B and those in panels C and D in figure 5.6. The amount of DNA
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Figure 5.3. Autoradiograph demonstrating the effect of the four minor groove
binders on the cleavage of a 5'-end labelled pBR322 DNA-Sfy I restriction
fragment by Eco Rl. The DNA was preincubated with each of the minor groove
binders as follows: A. Netropsin, B. Distamycin, C. ARI 114, D. ARI 144.
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Figure 5.4. Autoradiograph demonstrating the effect of the four minor groove
binders on the cleavage of a 5'-end labelled pBR322 DNA-Sfy I restriction
fragment by Eco RV. The DNA was preincubated with each of the minor groove
binders as follows: A. Netropsin, B. Distamycin, C. ARI 114, D. ARI 144.
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Figure 5.5. Autoradiograph demonstrating the effect of the four minor groove
binders on the cleavage of a 5‘-end labelled pBR322 DNA-Eco Rl restriction
fragment by Bal I. The DNA was preincubated with each of the minor groove
binders as follows: A. Netropsin, B. Distamycin, C. ARI 114, D. ARI 144.
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Figure 5.6. Autoradiograph demonstrating the effect of the four minor groove
binders on the cleavage of a 5'-end labelled pBR322 DNA-Psf I restriction
fragment by Nru I. The DNA was preincubated with each of the minor groove
binders as follows; A. Netropsin, B. Distamycin, C. ARI 114, D. ARI 144.
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cleavage in control samples within an experiment were, however, always
consistent.
The effect on restriction enzyme activity of pre-incubating substrate DNA with
each of the four ligands is shown in figure 5.7., and the dose of ligand required
to inhibit cleavage by 50% in each case (IC 50) is summarised in table 5.2
below.

Tab le

5.2.

C o ncentration s

of

m inor

groo ve-b ind ing

ligands

required to inhibit cleavage of DNA by restriction enzymes by 50%
(IC 5 0 )
Restriction
endonuclease

netropsin

IC5 0 (pM)a
distamycin
AR1114

ARI 144

Eco Rl

7.8 ± 5.6

18.7 ±4 .9

>1000

>1000

EcoRV

7.5 ±3 .0

31.0 ±3 .9

700 ± 235

>1000

Bal\

3 4 5 ± 160

146 ±11

>1000

>1000

Nru 1

>1000

142 ± 2 7

835 ± 1 1 9

114 ± 4 5

a Mean ± s.d of at least four determinations

Figure 5.7. A and B demonstrate that preincubation with A.T selective
netropsin and distamycin caused the expected inhibition of DNA cleavage by
Eco Rl and Eco RV. In both cases netropsin inhibited cleavage at a lower
concentration then distamycin. Figure 5.7, A and B show that the G.C
recognising ligands, ARI 114 and ARI 144, had little inhibitory action on
cleavage by either Eco Rl or Eco RV. Only ARI 114 gave an ICso value below
1000 |iM.
Figures 5.7., 0 and D show the effect of each of the minor groove binding
ligands on cleavage by the restriction enzymes Bal I and Nru I, respectively. In
this case, significant inhibition of G.C recognising enzymes by the G.C binding
ligands was not observed. In fact, Bal I cleavage was more effectively inhibited
by netropsin and distamycin than by either of the G.C selective ligands, ARI 114
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or ARI 144 (Figure 5.7., C, table 2). Similarly, distamycin was equally potent at
inhibiting cleavage by Nru I as was ARI 144, and acts as a far more potent
inhibitor than ARI 114 (figure 5.7. ,D, table 5.2.). In this latter case, netropsin
and distamycin produced very different levels of inhibition.

5.3.2. DNA footprinting of minor groove-binding lioands at Eco Rl. Eco RV. B a ll
and Nru I sites.

In order to determine whether the minor groove-binding ligands actually bind
to these restriction enzyme recognition sequences, MPE footprinting reactions
were carried out under the appropriate restriction enzyme buffer conditions.
The footprinting autoradiographs are shown in figures 5.8., 5.9., 5.10. and 5.11.
for the Eco Rl, Eco RV, Bal I and Nru I sites, respectively. Figure 5.8. shows
netropsin and distamycin, (lanes E-J), producing similar footprinting patterns on
a DNA restriction fragment containing the Eco Rl site. Both of these A.T
selecting ligands can be seen to produce footprints at the indicated Eco Rl
recognition site. ARI 114 and ARI 144, (lanes A-D), produced footprints at
different sites to netropsin and distamycin and also to each other, and these
compounds were not found to bind strongly to the Eco Rl site. Similarly, figure
5.9. demonstrates that both netropsin and distamycin produce footprints at the
Eco RV recognition sequences, indicating that under conditions optimum for
DNA cleavage by these two enzymes, netropsin and distamycin are able to
bind to the DNA at the recognition sequences of the endonucleases. Figures
5.10. and 5.11. demonstrates that ARI 114 and ARI 144 did not produce strong
footprints under either Nru I or Bal I buffer conditions, and no binding at the Nru
I or Bal I sites was observed. Netropsin and distamycin, (lanes H-K), produced
more distinct footprints on the fragment of DNA containing the Nru I site, than
either ARI 114 or ARI 144, and, although they did not bind directly at the Nru I
site they produced strong footprints at adjacent sites (figure 5.11.).
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Figure 5.8. Autoradiograph dem onstrating footprints generated by m inor groove binders on a
pBR322 DHA-Dde I-Gam HI restriction fragment, S'-end labelled at the Dde I site. Footprinting
reactions w ere carried out under buffer conditions optimal for Eco Rl cleavage. Pretreatm ents
prior to MPE.Fe(ll) cleavage were as follows: Lanes A and B; AR 1114 at 100 and 250 pM. Lanes C
and D; AR 1144 at 100 pM. Lanes E, F and G; netropsin at 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lanes H, I and J;
distam ycin at 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lane K; purine specific m arker lane. The Eco Rl recognition
sequence is shown on the right of the figure and base positions are shown on the left.
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F ig u re 5.9. Autoradiograph demonstrating footprints generated by m inor groove binders on a
pBR322 DNA-H/nd Ill-S am HI restriction fragment, S'-end labelled at the Bam HI site. Footprinting
reactions w ere carried out under buffer conditions optimal for Eco RV cleavage. Pretreatm ents
prior to M PE.Fe(ll) cleavage were as follows: Lane A is a control MPE cleavage reaction carried
out in the absence of ligand. Lanes B, C and D; netropsin at 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lanes E, F
and G; distam ycin at 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lanes H and I; ARI 114 at 100 and 250 pM. Lanes J
and K; ARI 144 at 100 and 250 pM. Lane L; purine specific marker lane. The Eco RV recognition
sequence is shown on the right of the figure and base positions are shown on the left.
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Figure 5.10. Autoradiograph dem onstrating footprints generated by m inor groove binders on
a pBR322 D N A -S fy l-P vu II restriction fragment, S'-end labelled at the Sty I site. Footprinting
reactions were carried out under buffer conditions optimal for Bal I cleavage. Pretreatments prior
to M PE.Fe(ll) cleavage were as follows: Lane A is a control MPE cleavage reaction carried out in
the absence of ligand. Lanes B, C and; ARI 114 at 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lanes E, F and G; ARI
144 at 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lanes H and I; netropsin at 100 and 250 pM. Lanes J and K;
distam ycin at 100 and 250 pM. Lane L; purine specific m arker lane. The Bal I recognition
sequence is shown on the right of the figure and base positions are shown on the left.
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F ig u re 5.11. Autoradiograph dem onstrating footprints generated by m inor groove binders on
a pBR322 D N A-Bsf Nl-Sam HI restriction fragment, 5'-end labelled at the BstH\ site. Footprinting
reactions were carried out under buffer conditions optimal for Nru I cleavage. Pretreatments prior
to M PE.Fe(ll) cleavage were as follows: Lanes A, B and C; ARI 114 at 100, 250 and 500 pM.
Lanes D, E, F and G; ARI 144 at 50, 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lanes H and I; netropsin at 100 and
250 pM. Lanes J and K; distamycin at 100 and 250 pM. Lane L; purine specific m arker lane. The
Nru I recognition sequence is shown on the right of the figure and base positions are shown on
the left.
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5.3.3. Effects on restriction endonucleases of the binding bv ARI 114 and ARI
144 at preferential sequences.

The initial footprinting screen showed that neither of the synthetic
compounds, ARI 114 or ARI 144, bound significantly to their potential binding
sites in the Bal I or Nru I recognition sequences under the buffer conditions
optimal for the activity of the enzymes. Therefore, experiments were carried out
to determine whether these two G.C selective ligands were capable of
inhibiting DNA cleavage at sites where, from previous studies, (see chapter 3),
they are known to bind preferentially (Lee et. a/., 1993c).

Effects of ARI 114 on DNA cleavage by Fnu 4HI.
The di-imidazole compound, ARI 114, has several binding sites within a
pBR322 DNA Bam H\-Sal I restriction fragment. Figure 5.12. shows the
footprints obtained with both ARI 114 and ARI 144 under buffer conditions
optimal for the enzyme Fnu 4HI. This DNA fragment contains three sites
cleaved by Fnu 4HI, two of which overlap with sequences recognised by ARI
114 (figure 5.12., lanes B-E, base pairs 577-581 and 580-584), and a further
site which is not recognised by this compound (base pairs 614-618). These
sites are indicated in figure 5.12. Figure 5.13. shows a representation of the
restriction fragment used for this experiment and also how two of the Fnu 4HI
restriction endonuclease sites overlap with binding sites for ARI 114.
The results of cleavage experiments with Fnu 4HI are shown in figure 5.14.
Cleavage at each of the three sites was not equivalent in control samples.
Cleavage at base position 577, to produce fragment 3, was approximately 2-3
times the rate of cleavage at site 580 (fragment 2), with an intermediate rate of
cleavage at site 614. Addition of minor groove-binding ligands had varying
effects. ARI 114, (figure 5.14., C), caused a gradual inhibition of cleavage at the
two sites where the compound was shown to bind, with a resulting increase in
cleavage at site 614, where the compound does not bind, as demonstrated by
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F ig u re 5.12. A utoradiograph showing the footprints generated by ARI 114 and ARI 144 on a
Bam Hl-Sa/1 restriction fragm ent of pBR322 DNA, S'-end labelled at the Sal I site. Footprinting
reactions were carried out under buffer conditions optimal for Fnu 4HI. The three Fnu 4HI sites
are shown on the left of the figure, and the overlapping ARI 114 footprints are shown on the right.
Doses of the m inor groove binders were as follows; Lane A; control MPE cleavage. Lanes B-E;
ARI 114 at 50, 100, 250 and 500 |iM . Lanes F-l; ARI 144 at 50, 100, 250 and 500 pM. Lane J is a
purine specific m arker lane. Base pair positions are shown on the right of the autoradiograph.
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Figure 5.13. Representation of the restriction fragment containing
the three Fnu 4Hi restriction sites (upper panei) and reiationship
between ARi 114 binding sites and Fnu 4Hi recognition sequences
(iower panei).

DNA footprinting. ARI 144, which, from footprinting data, does not bind
significantly to any of the three Fnu 4HI sequences, produced a total inhibition
of cleavage at all sites above 400 pM. (figure 5.14., D). Netropsin, even at the
highest dose of 1000 pM had no significant effect on cleavage at any of the
sites. Distamycin, however, caused a sudden, but reproducible, total inhibition
of cleavage at site 614 (fragment 1), occurring between 200 and 400 pM, with a
resultant reverse in the intensities of the bands 2 and 3 caused by cleavage at
sites 577 and 580 (figure 5.14. panel B).

Effects of ARI 144 on DNA cleavage by Ban II.
Two strong DNA binding sites for the tri-imidazole ARI 144, but not ARI 114,
occur at positions 476 and 490 on the pBR322 DNA molecule. This can be
seen in the foootprinting experiment illustrated in figure 5.15., carried out under
buffer conditions optimal for the enzyme Ban II. The enzyme recognition sites
are indicated on the left of the figure. The sequence at both of these sites is 5'TCGGGCTC-3’, which contains the recognition sequence for the enzyme Ban II.
This is represented in figure 5.16. below.
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Figu re 5.14. Autoradiograph dem onstrating the DNA cleavage patterns generated by the restriction endonuclease Fnu 4HI when a Bam HlSa/ I restriction fragm ent of pBR322 was preincubated with each of the four m inor groove binders. Preincubations were as follow s:
A.
Netropsin, B. Distamycin, C. ARI 114, D. ARI 144. The restiction enzym e has three cleavage sites on the restiction fragm ent, and the
resulting cleavage products are labelled on the right of panels A and C. Fragments 1, 2 and 3 are the 238, 204 and the 201 base pair
fragm ents generated by cleavage at base positions 614, 580 and 577 respectively.
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F ig u re 5.15. Autoradiograph demonstrating footprints generated by ARI 114 and ARI 144 on a
B am Hl-Sa/1 restriction fragm ent of pBR322 DNA, S'-end labelled at the Sal I site, under
conditions optimal for DNA cleavage by Ban II. Lane A is a control MPE cleavage reaction. Lane B
was pretreated with AR 1144 at 100 pM, and lane C was pretreated with AR 1114 at 100 pM prior to
the MPE cleavage reaction. Lane D is a purine specific m arker lane. The two Ban II recognition
sites, 5'-GGGCTC-3', are shown on the left of the figure and the base positions are shown on the
right.
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Therefore the effects of the groove-binding ligands on DNA cleavage by this
enzyme was investigated. A pronounced stimulation of cleavage was observed
in DNA pretreated with ARI 144 over the dose range 5-400 |xM. Above this dose
the ligand inhibited cleavage, with total inhibition occurring at approximately
600 |iM (figure 5.17. and figure 5.18.). In contrast, no effect of ARI 114 was
observed at doses of up to 1000 |iM. Distamycin, in this system, caused a
gradual, dose-dependent inhibition of DNA cleavage, with no evidence of
stimulation (data not shown). Figure 5.18 shows this ARI 144 stimulated
cleavage of DNA by Ban II represented in graphical form.
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Figure 5.18. Graph showing ARI 144 mediated stimulation of DNA
cleavage by the restriction endonuclease Ban II.
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Figure 5.17. A utoradiographs dem onstrating the effects on DNA cleavage by B an II of
preincubating the target DNA with minor groove binders. pBR322 DNA, Pvu II linearised and S'end labelled was preincubated with ARI 144 prior to the addition of the endonuclease Ban II.
Stimulation of DNA cleavage, seen as an increase in cleavage products, can be seen over the
dose range 7.5 pM to 300 pM. The effect of ARI 114 on Ban II DNA cleavage is shown for
comparison.
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5.4. Discussion

Many minor groove binders, including netropsin and distamycin, have been
studied to examine their effects on a wide range of cellular proteins that have
DNA as their substrate. In many cases it has been found that these ligands can
have potent inhibitory effects. Proteins that have been shown to be effected
include transcription factors, (Broggini e t a/., 1989; Broggini & D'Incalci 1994;
Ciucci et. al., 1994; Gambari & Nastruzzi 1994), topoisomerases I and II and
their drug induced cleavable complexes (Fesen & Pommier, 1989; McHugh et.
a!., 1989; Woynarowski et. a!., 1989; McHugh et. a!., 1990; Beerman et. a!.,
1991; Beerman et. a!., 1992; Chen et. a!., 1993), DNA helicases (Bachur et. a!.,
1993), DNA gyrases (Storl et. a!., 1993), RNA polymerases (Bruzik et. a!., 1987;
Ueno et. a!., 1992; Mazumder et. a!., 1994), DNA polymerases (Levy et. a!.,
1989), high-mobility group I proteins (Wegner & Grummt, 1990; Radio et. a!.,
1992), homeobox proteins (Dorn et. a!., 1992), repressor proteins (Gursky et.
a!., 1992), and TATA box binding proteins (Chiang et. a!., 1994).
Up to the present time there has been little documented research on the
effect of imidazole containing, G.G selective ligands on protein-DNA
interactions. A tri-imidazole containing analogue of distamycin has been shown
to inhibit topoisomerases (Burckhardt et. a!., 1993), and a similar compound
has inhibitory activity against DNA gyrases (Storl et. a!., 1993). However, the
potential of the imidazole containing minor groove binders to inhibit proteins
that interact with DNA in a sequence selective manner still remains to be
investigated in depth.
In the experiments described in this chapter, the novel synthetic DNA minor
groove binding ligands, ARI 114 and ARI 144 have been compared with
netropsin and distamycin for their ability to alter the enzymatic efficiency of a
range of restriction endonucleases. The restriction endonucleases were
chosen to have either four A.T or four G.G base pairs at the core of their
consensus sequences, in order to see whether ligand binding in the minor
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groove at enzyme recognition sites correlated with an alteration in the degree
of enzymatic DNA cleavage at the same site.
Previous studies on the effects of A.T selective minor groove binders on
restriction endonuclease DNA cleaving activities have measured the ability of
the ligands to reduce DNA cleavage from 100% in control samples (for
example, Dorn et. a/., 1992). There is a problem with this approach, however, in
that if enzymes are used in excess, the subtle effects (both inhibition or
stimulation of DNA cleavage) may be overlooked. In contrast, the experiments
described in this chapter have been carried out under conditions of incomplete
DNA cleavage.
Netropsin and distamycin were effective at inhibiting DNA cleavage by Eco
RI and Eco RV, both of which have a stretch of four A.T base pairs at the core of
their consensus sequences. Netropsin proved to be a more potent inhibitor of
the DNA cleaving action of both enzymes than was distamycin. This greater
inhibitory effect may reflect the higher DNA association constant of netropsin
compared to distamycin, when measured on calf-thymus DNA (Zimmer &
Wahnert, 1986). In addition, the central four A.T base pairs of the enzyme
binding sites represent the optimum binding site size for netropsin. In contrast,
distamycin has an optimal binding site of (A.T)s and, although the ligand can
accept a G.C base pair in its binding site (Kopka et. al., 1985b), both the Eco RI
and the Eco RV recognition sequences do not represent optimal distamycin
binding sites. This can clearly be seen in figure 5.8., which shows netropsin
footprints beginning to appear at lower doses than distamycin footprints at the
Eco RV site.
In order to produce an equivalent cleavage inhibition, approximately equal
doses of netropsin, and a higher dose of distamycin A, is required in Eco RV
digested samples than in Eco RI digested samples. This is a surprising finding
when one considers the very different binding mechanisms employed by the
two proteins. Eco RV approaches its recognition site from the direction of the
minor-groove and contacts the DNA in both major and minor grooves (Winkler
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et. al., 1993). Conversely, in the Eco RI/DNA complex, the minor-groove
remains exposed (Rosenberg, 1991; Winkler, 1992). Therefore, steric
hindrance by minor-groove bound ligands might be expected to play a greater
role in the Eco RV/DNA complex then in the Eco RI/DNA complex, resulting in
more inhibition of enzyme activity for Eco RV then for Eco RI at any given
concentration of ligand. The pattern of inhibition obtained for netropsin and
distamycin are, however, consistent with the fact that both netropsin and
distamycin preferentially bind to non-alternating over alternating A.T tracts
(Zimmer et. a!., 1979), as seen in the Eco RI and the Eco RV cognate
sequences, respectively. The results with netropsin and distamycin confirm the
observations of several other workers (Nosikov et. a!., 1976; Kuroyedov et. a!.,
1977; Dorn et. a!., 1992), and clearly demonstrate the ability of these AT
selective DNA minor groove binders to inhibit enzymes that interact with the
major groove of DNA at sequences with a high degree of A.T base pairs.
Neither ARI 114 or ARI 144 had any significant effect on DNA cleavage by Eco
RI or Eco RV.
Somewhat disappointingly, the G.C binding ligands had little, or no
inhibitory effect on DNA restriction by Bal I or Nru I. Only ARI 144 of the pair of
G.C selective ligands is capable of inhibiting DNA cleavage by either Bal I or
Nru I. In fact, netropsin and distamycin were far more efficient inhibitors of
cleavage by Bal I than are either of the G.C selective compounds ARI 114 or
ARI 144. A different situation is apparent for inhibition of Nru I cleavage. In this
case, only one of the A.T selective ligands, distamycin, and one of the G.C
selective ligands, ARI 144, caused significant cleavage inhibition at doses
lower then 100 pM. On further investigation, DNA footprinting analysis showed
that neither ARI 114 nor ARI 144 bound at either of the Bal I or Nru I recognition
sites, under the buffer conditions used for the footprinting experiments. It should
be pointed out at this stage that some previous studies (e.g. Dorn et. al., 1992),
made no attempt to measure the DNA binding characteristics in the restriction
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enzyme buffers used, instead, binding of the ligands was assumed but not
proved.
The differential effects on enzyme cleavage caused by ARI 114 and ARI 144
may be partly explained by the fact that ARI 144 has a DNA association
constant of the same order as distamycin and netropsin, when measured on
calf-thymus DNA by ethidium bromide displacement (Lee et. al., 1993c). ARI
114, however has an association constant approximately 20-times lower then
either of the A.T binders (Lee at. a!., 1993c). An additional factor is that although
(G.C)3 (A.T) and (G.C)4 (A.T) are the sequences most often selected by ARI 114
and ARI 144, respectively, not all occurrences of these sequences will be
bound by the G.C selecting ligands (Lee et. a!., 1993c).
It seems likely that netropsin and distamycin are inhibiting DNA cleavage
by Eco RI and Eco RV via a mechanism in which the ligands and the enzymes
are competing for a common binding site. However, in the case of inhibition of
Bal I by netropsin and distamycin and of Nru I by distamycin, this is clearly not
the case, and a different mechanism of inhibition seems to be operating. The
A.T selective ligands can be seen to footprint at sites adjacent to the Nru I site
(figure 5.10.), and these ligands also bind to DNA under Bal I buffer conditions
as shown in figure 5.9. It is likely, therefore, that these minor groove-binders
cause structural alterations in the DNA that act over several base-pairs, making
the enzyme recognition site a less favourable target for restriction enzyme
recognition and subsequent cleavage, than in the absence of ligand. It was
previously shown, in chapter 4, that netropsin and distamycin can alter the
reactivity of guanine N7, in the major groove, towards a variety of nitrogen
mustards, even when the minor groove binder is bound at sites distant from the
site of alkylation (Hartley et. al., 1990). An example of the long range effects of
ligand binding on protein activity is the ability of distamycin and netropsin to
specifically enhance E. Coll RNA polymerase functional complex formation
when the ligands are bound in a spacer region not in itself bound by the
enzymes (Bruzik et. al., 1987). It was hypothesised that this alteration in
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enzyme activity was due to a ligand-induced change in the structure of the
promoter DNA.
The study of the DNA binding characteristics of the synthetic lexitropsins
ARI 114 and ARI 144 in chapter 3 showed that the compounds have distinctive,
but not overlapping DNA recognition patterns (This is also discussed in Lee et.
al., 1993c). Thus, although netropsin, ((A.T)4 ), will almost always bind to a
subset of distamycin, ((A.T)s), binding sites, ARI 114 does not necessarily bind
to the same binding sites as ARI 144, even though the only structural difference
between the two compounds is that ARI 144 contains an extra imidazole ring.
Therefore the ability of the synthetic lexitropsins to inhibit endonucleases which
have recognition sequences overlapping with strong ligand binding sequences
determined in this earlier study was investigated. The endonuclease Fnu 4HI
has three recognition sites on the pBR322 DNA Bam Hl-Sa/1 fragment, two of
which overlap with sites recognised by ARI 114, and one site at which ARI 114
does not

bind, according to footprinting experiments carried out in the

appropriate buffer conditions. ARI 114 was shown to inhibit the action of the
enzyme in a dose-dependent manner, at the sites where the ligand is bound. At
the site where binding does not occur, no inhibition was observed. Indeed,
increasing the dose of ARI 114 leads to an increasing amount of the 238 basepair fragment (fragment 1 in figure 5.13.), with a corresponding decrease in the
amount of the 201 and 204 base pair fragments (fragments 2 and 3). This is
presumably due to a redistribution of endonuclease from 'blocked' sites to
'available' sites. However, ARI 144 and distamycin also produced altered
patterns of DNA cleavage by Fnu 4M I, although neither of the compounds binds
directly at the cleavage sites. This may again be explained by long range
effects, in which ligand binding results in altered reactivities of major-groove
sites remote from the ligand DNA binding sites.
To investigate the effect of DNA binding by ARI 144 on DNA cleavage, a
pBR322 D N A-Pvi/ II restriction fragment containing two known preferred
binding sites for the ligand was utilised. The footprint produced by ARI 144
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contains the recognition sequence for the restriction enzyme B an II.
Interestingly, results obtained with this system did not produce significant
cleavage inhibition at low doses, but instead caused a marked stimulation of
DNA cleavage over a wide range of ligand concentrations. Although most of the
studies involving minor groove binders and DNA processing enzymes
demonstrate inhibition of the proteins, there are some reports of an increase in
enzyme activity in the presence of minor groove binding ligands. These include
a stimulation of isolated topoisomerase I activity by low doses of distamycin
(McHugh

et. a/.,

1989),

increased topoisom erase

II catalysed

DNA

decatenation by low doses of netropsin (Beerman et. al., 1991), and distamycin
(W oynarowski

et. a!., 1989), and stimulation of DNA polymerase I and

bacteriophage 14 DNA polymerase by distamycin (Levy et. a/., 1989). However,
it should be noted that all of the proteins given in these examples are proteins
that interact with the substrate DNA in a sequence non-specific manner.
Conversely, the DNA cleavage reaction of Ban II is highly DNA sequence
selective. There is evidence that a minor groove-binding peptide and a major
groove-binding protein (the DNA binding domain of the yeast GGN4
transactivating factor) can simultaneously occupy a common site on a DNA
molecule, with no cooperativity, either negative or positive, between the two
molecules (Oakley et. a!., 1992). Thus, it is not difficult to envisage a situation in
which the binding of a ligand in the minor-groove of DNA alters the
conformation of the adjacent major-groove to make it more accessible for
binding by a major-groove recognising protein. Alternatively, the DNA
conformational change induced by the ligands may somehow aid the DNA
cleaving reaction rather than the DNA binding component of the reaction. For
example, the binding of the compounds may facilitate more efficient association
of enzymes with their cofactors.
The ability of DNA interacting ligands to inhibit restriction endonuclease
cleavage is by no means restricted to the oligopeptide minor groove binders.
For example, restriction endonuclease cleavage of DNA has been shown to be
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inhibited by pretreatment of the DNA with platinum (II) complexes (Balcarova et.
al., 1992; Brabec & Balcarova, 1993), PNA's (Nielsen at. a!., 1993b), and
pyrrolobenzodiazapenes (Puvvada at. a!., 1993). Alkylating nitrogen mustards
have also been demonstrated to inhibit binding of some transactivating factors
(Fabbri at. a!., 1993). However, the benefit of developing lexitropsin type minor
groove binders as inhibitors of protein DNA interactions is the hope that as a
greater understanding of the dynamics of DNA-ligand interactions emerges,
this will lead to development of ligands that bind to specially selected
sequences with a high degree of fidelity.
There is a possibility that the effects of the minor groove binders on
restriction endonuclease DNA cleavage is the result of a direct interaction on
the enzyme itself, and is not mediated by the interaction of the ligand with DNA.
It is difficult to design experiments to completely eliminate this possibility.
However, in experiments in which Eco RI was pretreated with the minor groove
binders for one hour before addition of target DNA, and the results compared to
DNA cleavage patterns obtained when DNA was pre-equilibrated with ligand
prior to enzyme digestion, essentially no differences were seen (data not
shown). In these experiments samples were also included in which enzyme
and ligand were added simultaneously to the DNA, and no differences were
seen between these samples, and samples where ligands were added to DNA
or to enzyme first (data not shown).
The results reported in this chapter indicate that minor groove binding by
oligopeptides has a profound effect on the binding and catalytic activity of major
groove recognising enzymes. It is probable that in some cases these effects are
due to a direct steric hindrance, or a competition for a common binding site.
However, this is clearly not so in all cases, and sequence selective binding at
other sites can produce alterations in DNA conformation which influence
enzyme activity. It would thus seem prudent to suggest some caution in
interpreting or predicting results when using sequence selective minor groove
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binders as potential modifiers of specific protein/DNA interactions in
experimental systems.
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Chapter 6.
General Discussion.
DNA represents the target molecule for the majority of the antitumour drugs
currently in use. As such the double helix may be considered as the ultimate
receptor for these drugs. For these reasons a comprehensive understanding
of the factors involved in drug-DNA recognition processes is an important
integral part of the drug development strategy. Molecules that interact with
DNA have other possible uses apart from the obvious ones as potential
antitumour agents, and examples of these uses are as probes or modifiers of
DNA structure for use in biophysical studies.
The results presented in this thesis demonstrate, in part, that binding of
oligopeptide

ligands

in the

m inor groove

of DNA has

significant

consequences for molecules that associate with the adjacent major groove of
the double helix. These include both small molecules such as simple
alkylating agents and large complex molecules such as restriction enzymes.
In the^H -NMR studies by Pelton and Klevit and others, (Klevit et. al., 1986;
Pelton & Wemmer, 1988), and the crystallography studies by Kopka and Coll
(Kopka at. a!., 1985a; Kopka at. a!., 1985b; Coll at. a!., 1987; Coll at. a!., 1989),
only minor, local ligand induced DNA structural changes were observed upon
ligand binding. Some local modifications of structure such as bending of the
double helical axis and a widening of the minor groove were recorded, but no
long range structural modifications were reported. The fact that minor groove
binding is able to affect both the alkylation patterns produced by nitrogen
mustards and the interaction of restriction enzymes with the major groove,
often at sites distant from the ligand binding sites, implies that the
oligopeptides are able to alter DNA structure in a manner not detected by the
NMR or the crystallography experiments. The results presented in chapters 4
and 5 are, however, consistent with some footprinting studies and other
experiments carried out with netropsin and distamycin. For example
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elongation of DNA fibres and an increase in internucleosomal distance have
been observed in the presence of netropsin and distamycin (Hogan et. al.,
1979; Koch et. al., 1987). Additionally, changes occur in the DNase I digestion
patterns of reconstituted nucleosomal DNA in the presence of netropsin
(Portugal & Waring, 1986), and distamycin (Low et. al., 1986), and these can
be considered as being indicative of three dimensional structural changes.
It could be argued that the*H -NMR and crystallography studies quoted
above do not reflect the true nature of the DNA-ligand interaction occurring in
an aqueous environment. iR-NMR experiments are generally carried out at
high drug:DNA concentrations and in a medium of deuterium oxide.
Crystallographic investigations are carried out (by definition) on molecules in
the crystalline state. These conditions obviously differ significantly from the
aqueous state. In addition, the X-ray crystallography and the NMR
experiments were carried out with short oligonucleotides, and this may mean
that effects occurring on longer pieces of DNA may be overlooked.
Oligonucleotides may be subject to so-called 'end effects' (Neidle, 1987), and
are not as thermally stable as longer polymers of DNA. These factors may
explain the differences seen in the experimental evidence obtained with the
techniques of NMR and X-ray crystallography and those of footprinting and
related techniques. Although it is true to say that footprinting probes may
induce structural modifications within DNA of their own accord, it is fair to
assume that the conclusions drawn from data derived from footprinting and
electron microscopy studies are more representative of that which occurs
under physiological conditions.
Some concepts introduced in this thesis should not go unchallenged and
several questions arise from the work presented here. Firstly, do the
oligopeptide based minor groove binders represent suitable compounds for
development as 'sequence reading agents'? The footprinting results obtained
with the imidazole containing lexitropsins demonstrate that these compounds
are more permissive with regard to their binding sites than the corresponding
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pyrrole containing netropsin or distamycin. That is, ARI 114 and ARI 144 are
significantly more tolerant of the presence of A.T base pairs in their sites than
are netropsin and distamycin are of G.C base pairs within their binding sites,
as shown by the DNA footprinting results presented in chapter 3. The goal of
pure G.G recognition still remains elusive, and apart from the few examples
quoted in the introduction, little progress has been made in this direction. It is
also clear from the results presented in chapter 5 that the binding of ARI 114
and ARI 144 to potential binding sequences is often perturbed under a variety
of buffer conditions. This is not so true of the A.T binders netropsin and
distamycin, which bind to A.T tracts under most buffer conditions. Thus, ARI
114 and ARI 144 seem to behave in a far less predictable manner than do
netropsin or distamycin. This is exemplified, for example, in the ability of the
A.T binding ligands to inhibit proteins that bind to DNA at A.T stretches, whilst
the G.C binding ligands do not follow this simple relationship (as
demonstrated in chapter 5 and references therein).
A number of alkylating derivatives of the oligopeptide minor groove binders
have been isolated or chemically synthesised and studies with these are
proving to be very interesting. The benzoyl mustard derivative of distamycin,
FCE 24517, and a C-terminal modified analogue are both strong DNA binders
and have potent cytotoxic effects, and in many cases are several fold more
cytotoxic than the parent mustard compound. Interestingly, the alkylation
reaction (which is thought to be a monoalkylation at the N3 position of adenine
and not a cross-link) becomes more selective with increasing number of
heterocycles. This increase in selectivity corresponds with an increase in
cytotoxic activity, despite the fact that the overall alkylation is reduced on
increasing the size of the molecule (Wyatt e t a i, 1995).
Somewhat disappointingly, initial results indicate that the non-covalent
binding in the minor groove of the benzoyl mustard derivatives of the
corresponding imidazole containing oligopeptides is weak (as measured by
ethidium bromide displacement and footprinting experiments). Moreover,
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these compounds also have very similar alkylation patterns and selectivities to
those of the pyrrole containing analogues, i.e. in the minor groove at regions
of high A.T and not, as might have been expected, within G.C sequences. The
strongest alkylation site proved to be at the sequence 5'-T-T-T-T-G-Pu-3' for
the di- and tri- imidazole conjugates of benzoic acid mustard (Wyatt,
unpublished data). This sequence is very similar to the primary alkylation site
of both FCE 24517 and its' C-terminus modified analogue. The properties and
dimensions of B form DNA differ significantly at A.T and at G.C sequences
(Neidle e t al. 1987). It is possible that the groove dimensions (deeper and
more narrow), or shape of the DNA at A.T tracts presents itself as an
in trin sica lly

more

favourable

site

fo r

alkylation

by

the

m odified

oligocarboxamide compounds than the minor groove at G.C sequences. One
possibility is that the aziridinium ion intermediate of the alkylating oligopeptide
will carry both a positive charge on the C-terminus and positive charge at the
N-terminus arising from the reactive aziridinium moiety. This dicationic ligand
will then be attracted to the minor groove at A.T sequences, which has a
greater electronegative potential than at G.C sequences. This interpretation
does not explain the observation that the alkylating derivatives of ARI 114 and
ARI 144 do not produce DNA footprints (Wyatt, personal communication,
Forrow, unpublished data). Interestingly, however, although having weaker
DNA binding properties than the pyrrole containing benzoyl mustard
derivatives, the imidazole containing mustards are even more cytotoxic.
It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions from these data, but what is clear is
that the presence of imidazole heterocycles attached to the mustard
functionality does not target the mustard to the recognition sequences
selected by the parent oligopeptide, although it may make for a more efficient
DNA binding molecule than the parent mustard compound. However, the
preliminary results obtained with the alkylating lexitropsins are promising. The
carrier ligand is in fact targeting the DNA damage to the minor groove and
alkylation at sites within the minor groove may produce a more cytotoxic lesion
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than alkylation in the major groove such as is usually seen with the parent
alkylating agents. The fact that these alkylating lexitropsins are often several
fold more cytotoxic than the parent compounds would seem to argue in favour
of this interpretation. Even though it may not yet be possible to target long
sequences such as 15-16 base pairs in order to obtain alkylation at unique
sites or even alkylate DNA sequences in a purely predictable manner, these
compounds do in fact modify DNA with a high degree of selectivity which
presumably is important in their cytotoxic efficacy.
The second question that arises is whether the minor groove itself
represents a suitable target for sequence directed anticancer drug targeting.
The minor groove contains fewer sites or chemical functionalities for hydrogen
and Van-der-Waals bond formation than does the major groove. Additionally,
the minor groove is smaller then the major groove and these factors are likely
to limit the types of molecules that could be targeted against the minor groove.
The limited number of bond forming moieties is also likely to limit the
selectivity of the reaction. To assume that longer and more complex molecules
will necessarily increase the selectivity of the base pair-ligand interaction is
probably an over simplification. Experiments have been carried out by myself
in collaboration with the laboratory of Dr Moses Lee in which N to C, N to N
and C to C linked oligopeptides were studied (by DNA footprinting) for their
DNA binding characteristics. It was found that these long molecules bound
strongly at several selected sequences (Lee et. al., 1994b; Wyatt et. a!., 1994).
However, analysis of these sequences revealed no obvious relationship
between the structure of the oligopeptide and the base pair recognised by the
heterocycle. It would seem therefore that ligand binding in the minor groove of
DNA involves more complex factors than simply the facilitation of electrostatic
interactions and hydrogen and Van-der-Waals bonds. In a recent review
concerning the binding of calicheamicin to DNA, Kahne states that "sequence
dependent DNA flexibility or the ability of particular runs of base-pairs to distort
to provide a complementary binding surface for proteins or other ligands can
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provide a high degree of binding selectivity without the formation of specific
arrays of hydrogen bonds” (Kahne, 1995). This was illustrated by the example
of the TATA box binding protein (TBP) which binds to the TATA box by an
induced fit mechanism involving severe bending of the TATA box and a
widening of the minor groove (Kim e t at, 1993). Thus if the important factor of
the inherent electrostatic attraction between cationic ligands and the deep
negative electrostatic potential of the minor groove at A.T stretches is
diminished by the removal of a positive charge (as it is in the lexitropsins),
then factors such as induced fit may come into play in the discrimination of the
ligand for binding at particular sites.
To design molecules which bind to long sequences of mixed base pairs
with a high degree of fidelity may therefore be a very complicated task
involving an in-depth understanding of local sequence dependent DNA
conformational structures and how ligand binding effects them. It should be
borne in mind that DNA is a highly dynamic and flexible molecule and this is
often somewhat overlooked when carrying out molecular modelling and
theoretical studies for the purposes of drug design.
It could be argued that the major groove would be a more appropriate site
for targeting (Neilsen, 1991). The provision of more bond donating and
accepting sites should mean that the potential for highly specific sequence
reading is greater in the major groove than it is in the minor groove. This is
presumably the reason why proteins such as transcription factor and
restriction enzymes have evolved to utilise these intermolecular contacts.
Major groove contacts are in fact involved in the recognition processes of the
triple-helix and the RNA based strategies discussed in the introduction.
However at present these approaches have limitations in the sequences that
the therapeutic agent can target. In theory it should be possible to identify the
specific molecular contacts involved in a particular protein-DNA recognition
and then synthesise small molecules which contain the relevant functionalities
in the correct spatial orientation. This may provide molecules capable of
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reacting in a highly sequence selective manner. This strategy however would
be a great deal more complex than the minor groove based approach and
would involve a far greater understanding of DNA structures. It should also be
noted that protein-DNA interactions often involve an induced fit and
conformational changes in both the protein and the DNA. Thus therapeutic
approaches based around attempts to mimic the DNA sequence reading
mechanisms of major groove binding proteins are not likely to be exploited
until some time in the future. For this reason, an active research effort into the
factors important in minor groove recognition, and efforts to synthesise ligands
designed to target the minor groove are still worth pursuing.
Possibly the strongest argument in favour of the minor groove as a target is
the fact that many of the most toxic naturally occurring compounds have turned
out to be minor groove binders (for example the enediynes, PBD's and CC1065). As previously pointed out, the addition of an oligopeptide carrier ligand
to a simple mustard such as benzoic acid mustard or chlorambucil can
transform the properties of the mustard and completely alter its' pattern of
alkylation, in turn transforming it into a sequence selective compound with
powerful cytotoxic properties.
One could take the question one step further and ask whether DNA really
does provide a suitable target for anticancer drug targeting? Virtually all
human cells contain an equivalent amount of DNA and thus, all things being
equal, one can assume that non target cells will receive as much damage as
the neoplastic tissue, thus leading to dose limiting toxicity and occasionally
secondary malignancies. This latter phenomena is a considerable drawback
of DNA damaging agents. Some authors have suggested that we have
reached a plateau in the search for DNA targeted drugs and many years of
research have failed to identify many new agents that are more effective than
those currently in use, particularly agents that are useful against tumour cells
with a low proliferative capacity (Hickman, 1992; Powis, 1994 ). While these
criticisms may be justified in some respects, it should not be forgotten that
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drugs which have DNA as their primary target are still amongst the most useful
and effective anticancer drugs available. Point mutations, insertions and
regions of amplified genes in neoplastic cells do represent genuine
differences between tumour and normal tissue and as such present very good
potential targets if compounds can be developed to selectively inhibit these
regions of DNA.
Any future development in the field of sequence directed minor groove
binding ligands will have to encompass several aspects of their chemistry and
biology. It is obviously of interest to develop compounds that enable longer
sequences of DNA to be targeted. Although this has met with some success
for A.T binders and sequences of 16 base pairs have been targeted
(Youngquist and Dervan, 1987), as yet little work has been done on the
recognition of longer sequences of DNA containing G.C base pairs. The
synthesis of larger molecules to target longer sequences raises the questions
of

ce llu la r

uptake,

subcellular

distribution

and

the

sta b ility

and

pharmacokinetics of the compounds, all of which will be important for these
longer molecules.
In the case of modified oligopeptides, that carry a functional moiety able to
covalently modify DNA, more research is needed into the exact mechanisms
of the cytotoxicity shown by these compounds. It may be that the potent
cytotoxic properties of some of these agents may be related to the production
of lesions which the cell has particular difficulty in dealing with. For example,
DNA repair mechanisms may be less efficient for those lesions that lie in the
minor groove or which do not markedly distort the DNA. These lesions may be
particularly efficient at triggering other cellular events downstream from DNA
damage, such as apoptosis. Indeed, it may be that these agents are too toxic
for conventional systemic administration and alternative approaches may
have to be considered. For example, analogues of some of the toxic minor
groove binders may be ideal candidates for prodrugs in strategies such as the
ADEPT program.
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In summary, the minor groove binders represent an interesting and
promising group of compounds, and continued research into modes of
interaction with DNA will hopefully yield compounds which will find use as
novel chemotherapeutic compounds and also as useful tools in the future
study of DNA structure.
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A ppendix.
Base sequence of the 1-650 base pair region of the pBR322 molecule.
50
QGrAGTITAT
CCATCAAATA

TIC IC A TC IT TGACAGCTTA TCATQGATAA
AAGAGTACAA ACIGIOGAAT AGTAQCrATT

GCTITAAIGC
CGAAATTACG

CACAGITAAA
GIGICAATTT

TIGCTAACQC AGICAQGCAC
AAOGATIGQG TCAGICQGIG

CXJCGIATGAA ATCTAACAAT
GCACATACIT TAGATIGTTA

QCX3CICATCG
GGQGAGTAQC

TCATCCTGOG CAŒGICACC
ACTAGGAGOCGIGQCAGIGG

150
CTQGATQCIG TAQQCATAQG
GACCTACGAC ATCQGIATQC

CriQ G ITATC
GAACCAATAC

200
CQOGTACTQCCQQQOCICIT GCGQGATATC GICCATICOG
QQCCATGACGQCCQQGAGAA CQQCCTATAG CAQGEAAQQC

ACAGCATOQC
TCIOGIAGCG

250
CAGICACTAT GGOGIGCIGC TAQCX3CIATA TGOCTIGATC
GICAGTGATA OGGCAGGACG ATQQCGATAT AOQCAACTAC

CAATTICTAT
GTTAAAGATA

QCGCACXXCTTCIOQGAQCA
QGOGTQOQCAAGAGOCIOGT

300
CIGTOOGACC GCITIQQCCG
GACAQGCIQG QGAAAOGQQC

(XGCCCAGIC
QQQQQGICAG

350
CTQCTOQCTTQQCTACriQG AGCCACTATC GACIACGC3GA
GACGAGQGAAQC3GATGAAGC TCQGIGATAG CIGATQCX3Cr

TCATGQCGAC
AGIACQQCIG

400
CACACCÜGIC CIGIQGATOC TCTAOGOOGG ACGCATCXIDC
GIGIGQGCAG GACACCTAQG AGATOGQQCC TQOGTAQCAC

QCQQQCATCA
QQQCOGIAGr

450
CCQGCJGCCACAQGIGQQGIT GCTQQGQCrT ATAIOGOOGA
QQCCQŒ3GIGTCCAGGQCAA CGACCQQQGA TATAQCQGCT

CATCACQGAT
GTAGIGQCTA

500
QQQGAAGATCQQGCTOGCCA CTICX3QGCIC ATGAGCX3CIT
CŒ CITCIAG GCCGAQQOGT GAAXGQGAG TACI03C3GAA

GrnCQQQGT
CAAAOœGCA

550
QQGTATQGIG QCAQQQQQGT QQCXDQQQQGA CIGmOQGCG
CCCATAŒAC GGTOQQQQCA CJOQQCnXCT GACAACCGQC

100
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CO^TCICCTT
QGIIAGAQGAA

600
QCATQCACCA TICCITGQQG CQQQQGIGCT CAACGQCCIC
QGTACXIDGGr AAGGAAGQCC GCCGCCACGA GTIGOOGGAG

AACUTACTAC
TTOGATCATC

650
TOGGCrOCIT CCTAATQCAG GAGTOQCATA. AQQGAGAGCG
AOCOGACGAA QGA.TEAOGIC CTCAQCGIAT TOOCTCICGC
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